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Abstract

The purpose of this project is to construct a new product development design for Dekkers
Visual Communication B.V., a small firm that designs and produces customized
advertising products for large brand manufacturers. An extensive literature review about
NPD in small firms has been executed from which an appropriate NPD process model
has been derived. On the basis of comprehensive research of current NPD practices at
Dekkers Visual Communication B.V., NPD process guidelines have been defined. The
NPD design has become an NPD process in checklist format and is constructed on the
basis of the integration of the derived NPD process model and the defined NPD process
guidelines.
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Preface

This report is the result of my graduation project at Dekkers Visual Communication B.V.
The graduation project is the final phase of my industrial engineering and management
science study at the Eindhoven University of Technology.

Before I was going to search for an appropriate graduation project I had three conditions.
My first condition was that I wanted to carry out my project within a company. My
second condition was that I needed to find the products or services of the company
attractive. The last condition was that a high chance had to be expected of adding value to
the company. And there was Dekkers VC ..... A small company that designs and produces
advertising materials for large brand manufacturers, facing problems on organisational
and marketing level. I thought this would be the perfect graduation project. Ouch ...my
first supervisor didn't totally agree with me. The company would be too small.
Fortunately, he has given me the chance to take the challenge. Full of self-confidence I
accepted it. However, my first day at Dekkers VC was a bit of a shock. Nothing went
according to all theories I had leamed during my study. I really thought that Dekkers VC
would be broke within a month. Fortunately this thought quickly converted into the
opposite. During my graduation project I have derived very interesting literature findings
conceming new product development in small firms and I have developed a design for
Dekkers VC that really adds value to the company and contributes to the realisation of
the company objectives.

I want to thank my first supervisor Dr. Ad de Jong for giving me the chance to execute
this project and for supporting me and giving me feedback through to my graduation
project. I have learned a lot from his theoretica! approach and knowledge. Further I want
to thank my second supervisor Professor Dr. Leo Verhoef for his support and his
valuable expertise on entrepreneurship. Also many thanks to my company supervisor Rob
Dekkers for his pragmatic expertise, time and support. Also for giving me the opportunity
to develop myself in a pragmatic way within the company. Furthermore, I want to thank
all employees of Dekkers VC for supporting me throughout my project and everybody
who has in one way or another been involved in it as well.

Dana Janson
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Management summary

Dekkers Visual Communication (Dekkers VC) is a small business-to-business company
that supplies large brand manufacturers with illuminated advertising products. Dekkers
VC is primarily focused on the beverage industry. The main target market is the beer
brewery market, among which Heineken International, Inbev Global and Bavaria. The
advertising products that Dekkers VC produces are point-of-purchase advertising
products such as neon signs of Coca-Cola in restaurants and promotional fridges of
Heineken in bars. The product portfolio consists of standard products that Dekkers VC
has already produced once and new products that Dekkers VC develops on customer
request. Both kinds of product offerings will be customized.

Dekkers VC is confronted with increasing competition from Asian and East European
suppliers and it serves mainly as a link in the supply chain without providing more value
than its competitors do. Dekkers VC's marketing strategy is mainly based on a cost
leadership strategy with standard products. This situation has led to a decline in growth
with respect to profit margins and sales. lf Dekkers VC doesn't change its marketing
strategy this can result into a continuance problem. Given this context, Dekkers VC has
to find a way to provide more value than its competitors do. One way to provide more
value than competitors do is by product innovation. New product development (NPD),
the objective of product innovation, is also seen by many academies and industrialists as
a major source of increased sales volume and improved profit margins.

The actual development of new products is the process of transforming business
opportunities into tangible products. Many different disciplines, with different
perspectives are involved in this process. This makes NPD a complicated management
process. One-third of the revenues of corporations are coming from products they did not
sell five years ago. New products are clearly the key to corporate prosperity and shapes
the cornpanies future. Actually, developing new products will be even more critica! to
corporate prosperity in the years ahead than it has been in the recent years because
existing products are vulnerable to changing custorner needs and tastes, diverse and
rapidly changing technologies, increased dornestic and foreign competition and shortened
product life cycles. However, the majority of the NPD literature focuses on large, wellestablished companies, despite the fact that small firms account for more than 90 percent
of business enterprises in most developed countries. There is genera} agreement that the
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NPD process is not adequately studied in small firms and models and tools specifically
focussed for these firms are lacking.

In essence, the advantages of small firms are fundamentally behavioural, whilst harriers

relate to a lack of resources (Freel, 2000). It is typical that almost all NPD success factors
and recommendations for small firms relate to management activities, that is using a
forma! way of executing the NPD process and executing monitoring, controlling and
marketing related activities. Because, in relating all harriers of small firms to successful
NPD it can be concluded that small firms are to a large extent hindered in performing
management activities well. Unfortunately, current research doesn't give many practical
guidelines in improving deficiently performed management activities. In other words,
current research states that in order to successfully develop new products small firms
need to perform NPD management activities better, but sorry for you small firm, you
hardly can improve these activities because you don't have the time and skills for it. This
finding certainly indicates a gap in current literature.

So, if small firms want to start developing new products or have already started
developing new products and the development is not going well, the following needs can
be derived:

1. A generic NPD model for small firms with defined phases, key activities review
moments and milestones that serves as a starting point to construct an NPD model
for an individual small firm
2. Ways through which management activities at project level can be executed more
easily.

Academie research doesn't provide a generic NPD model for small firms in specific.
After assessing available NPD models it appeared that small firms will benefit most from
a process model that serves as a guide for the movement of a new product from idea to
launch. A stage-gate process model, that is a combination of an activity-stage model and
a decision-stage model, for NPD is a common tool used within organisations today to
facilitate the process. This process model is designed by Dr. Cooper on the basis of
extended investigation of new product successes. A stage-gate process model is both a
conceptual and operational road map for moving a new product project from idea to
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launch. Stage-gate approaches break the NPD process into a predetermined set of stages,
with each one consisting of a set of prescribed, cross-functional and parallel activities. At
the entrance to each stage is a gate, which serves as the quality control and Go/Kill check
point in the process.
Jde,

Gototcsting
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Development

Sen-en

Prcliminary
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Dct11ilcd
ln vcstiga t ion

DL-vclopmcnl

Go lo Launch
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Fu ll Production &
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The generic stage-gate process is developed for large companies. Recently, this generic
stage-gate process model has been tailored to small and medium-sized firms. However,
there is nothing written about it publicly. After contacting a well-respected consultant of
Stage-Gate Incorporation the differences between the generic stage-gate process model
and the derived model for small firms became clear. Main differences are:

1. The amount of work and detail for small firms is less than for large firms
2. Small firms are supported with templates, large firms are not
3. Large firms can choose from different versions, based on the nature of the firm
4. Large firms have to customize the process for each project

The most remarkable difference is that small firms are supported with templates, which
include explicit guidelines about management activities. This is one way through which
management activities at project level can be executed more easily, one of the earlier
derived needs small firms have. So far, an appropriate NPD model has been derived for
small firms as well as a way to execute management activities at project level more
easily. After having executed an extended literature review and having derived small firm
NPD needs, the focus has been directed to NPD within Dekkers VC.

The implementation of a new NPD design denotes a change for a company. In order to
determine what will be the influence of this change within Dekkers VC, there has to be
some understanding of the current company situation. Insight in the current company
situation of Dekkers VC can be acquired by doing an analysis of the internal strengths
and weaknesses and of extemal opportunities and threats as well as by defining the
ambitions. After having a perception of the company situation of Dekkers VC it is
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possible to place NPD in the big picture. NPD seems to fit in the strategy in order to face
extemal threats and also as a source of competitive advantage. With respect to the
strengths Dekkers VC has, the technica} skills are present. However, it will require a
more professional and structured working method, which is currently one of the
weaknesses of Dekkers VC. In order to convert this weakness, the new NPD design has
been constructed from a process perspective. The derived appropriate NPD process
model for small firms and using templates as a way to simplify the execution of
management activities have been the point of departure.

In order to construct an NPD stage-gate process design for Dekkers VC the following

research and design model has been used, derived from Cooper (2001).

Step 1
Defining guidelines

-----.

Step2
Designing the

for the new process

process

-----.

Step 3
lmplementing the
process

In step 1 guidelines have been defined for the new process. These guidelines are the

result of an extensive research about the current way of developing new products at
Dekkers VC. This research concerns the analysis of 11 NPD projects with three different
analysis methods. In this research appeared that there are four performance criteria that
positively relate to project success. These four performance criteria are:

1. Operating within budget
2. Product quality
3. Customer contact during the project
4. On-time delivery

Dekkers VC scores in genera} relatively low on these four performance criteria, which
means that if Dekkers VC will perform better on these four criteria, there is a high
chance that project success will increase. On the basis of a focus group appeared that
many causes of the low scored performance criteria can be found in the intemal
weaknesses, such as not working with structured processes and difficulty in developing
plans. A stage-gate NPD process is expected to strengthen these weaknesses in order to
be able to improve performance of the criteria that relate to NPD project success. In order
to find ways to improve performance of the four performance criteria the selected 11
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NPD projects have further been analysed on activity level. For this analysis a structured
list of 72 NPD activities has been developed. All activities of the selected 11 NPD
projects have subsequently been reviewed and analysed. On this basis, activities have
been determined that have positive relationships with project success. An overview has
been created of the activities that may improve project success as well as
recommendations derived from the focus group. These guidelines have been ascribed to
the four performance criteria that positively relate to NPD success and serve as an input
for designing the new NPD process in step 2.

After discussing the format of the NPD design it appeared that it has to be simple, short,
clear and supportive. Therefore the NPD design will be an NPD process with the format
of a checklist with the size of one page, which can be attached to every NPD project. In
order to design the new NPD process in checklist format, the developed structured list of
NPD activities has been used as a point of departure. The derived guidelines from
research are subsequently integrated in this document. After a number of internal
discussions the NPD process design has been improved and subsequently tested.

The implementation of the NPD process design, step 3, is a very important step. Three
tasks seems to be of great importance in succeeding the implementation of a stage-gate
NPD process in small firms. These tasks concern: l)convincing the owner/ manager of
the need for the new process, 2) convincing all users that the process is possible in a
resource constraint environment and 3) convincing all users that the new process is not a
bureaucratie process that slows down the execution of projects. An action plan has been
developed for the implementation of the NPD process design, which contains the above
mentioned and other implementation activities. In addition, the organisational fit of the
design has also been assessed. The checklist format of the new design fits well in the
organisation and didn't result in huge changes for the company. However, a change in
culture has to take place in which the managing director has to be the initiator. So,
discipline in using the new process will be most important. Therefore, the implementation
phase is very important. Furthermore, structuring NPD adds value to the company in
order to provide a good basis for growth and it supports the process in which the core
competence of Dekkers VC can be optimally expressed. Concluding, the NPD design will
certainly contribute to the realisation of the company objectives.
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Profile of Dekkers Visual Communication B.V.

This chapter will introduce the company Dekkers Visual Communication B.V. The
evolution of the company will be described as well as market and product characteristics.
The product portfolio will also be defined. The last paragraph will discuss the current
competition strategy of the company.

1.1

Dekkers Visual Communication B.V.

Dekkers Visual Communication B.V. (Dekkers VC) is founded in 1992 by the current
managing director Rob Dekkers. As an account manager of his former employer he
noticed a change in market demand of illuminated advertising products. There was a shift
from outside to inside advertising, which means that brand manufacturers wanted more
advertising products inside an outlet in order to stimulate purchases. For example, a
Heineken neon sign on top of the bar. However, his employer had resistance to change
his current product portfolio. Passionated by entrepreneurship Rob Dekkers anticipated
on this opportunity and took the challenge to make a business of his new insights. During
the following years Dekkers VC is developed into an intemationally oriented company
that has performed well in terms of financial performance and growth in number of
orders and customers. fu the last four years Dekkers VC has almost doubled its sales to a
tumover in 2005 of above € 3.0 million.
Dekkers VC is a
small company and
employs 7 people
which all have their
specific tasks

Dekkers VC is a small company, located in the Netherlands, and employs 7 people which
all have their specific tasks. The organisation is split into two divisions, a sales division
and a project division. See exhibit 1.1 for an organisational chart. A well-experienced
creative team consisting of the account manager, designer& product developer and the
project controller& purchaser always tries to find good solutions regarding to design,
prices and delivery times.

Dekkers VC is a flexible organisation, which outsources

production work.

Dekkers VC operates in a business-to-business market and supplies its customers with
illuminated advertising products. lts customers are all large brand manufacturers that
Dekkers VC
operates in a
business-to-business
market

TU / e

place the advertising products at the retailer' s point of sale in order to stimulate purchases
of the brand manufacturer's products. The advertising product itself won't be sold to the
consumer market. Examples of advertising products that Dekkers VC offers are light
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boxes of T-mobile in a telecommunications shop, neon signs of Coca-Cola in restaurants
and promotional fridges of Heineken in bars.

Exhibit 1.1: Organisational chart of Dekkers VC

Ma nag in g D ircc lor

F ina ncia l
a d m i ni s trator
,___ _ ______,

S a les divi s ion

P ro jectdi v is io n
D esig ner a nd
Product d cvc lo p er

Accou n tma n age r

(ma nage r d irecto r)

ln terna l office
ass is ta n t

1.2
The main target
markets are the beer
breweries, and soft
drink producers

Office ma nage r

Project co ntro ll e r
and P u rc hnsc r

Qua li ty .D ist r ib uti o n
a nd R c p a ir ass is t a nt

Market characteristics

Dekkers VC operates in a business-to-business market consisting of large brand
manufacturers. Most of them are multinationals. Dekkers VC is primarily focused on the
beverage industry. The main target markets are the beer breweries, among which
Heineken International, Inbev Global and Bavaria, and soft drink producers among which
Vrumona Quality Drinks and Coca-Cola Enterprises . Besides those target markets there
is a group of non-connected other brand manufacturers such as T-mobile Netherlands and
Gazelle. At the moment, customers are confronted with heavy competition. They are
trying to differentiate themselves by introducing new brands and products. This
development bas resulted in an increase in demand of distinctive advertising products.
On-time delivery dates are very important because advertising products are often part of a
marketing campaign.

1.3

Product characteristics

The advertising products that Dekkers VC produces are point-of-purchase advertising
products. In practice and in literature, the terms point-of-purchase and point-of-sale are
used simultaneously (e.g. Kotler, 2000; Kerfoot, Davies & Ward, 2003; Korolishin,
Dekkers VC
produces point-ofpurchase advertising
products

2005). In this thesis the term point-of-purchase will be used because Dekkers VC
expresses itself as a partner in point of purchase. Actually, the point-of-purchase is the
physical spot at which the customer makes bis purchase (Naimark, 1965) and the pointof-sale is the physical spot at which the retailer sales bis product. It is the time and place

TU / e
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at which all the elements of a sale - the consumer, the money and the product - converge
(Quelch & Cannon-Bonventre, 1983). Often this time is of greatest influence because it
represents the most favourable moment: the customer is naw ready to buy (Naimark,
1965). By using incentive tools at this particular point of purchase, quicker or greater
purchase of particular products or services by consumers or the trade are stimulated
(Kotler, 2000). One of these incentive tools is the use of point-of-purchase advertising
products that contains the brand name of a brand manufacturer. Same examples of pointof-purchase advertising products are the before mentioned light boxes of T-mobile in a
telecommunications shop, neon signs of Coca-Cola in restaurants and promotional
fridges of Heineken in bars. For more information about point-of-purchase advertising
products see Annex 1.

1.4
Product portfolio
consists of standard
products and new
products, which will
be bath customized

Product portfolio

The product portfolio of Dekkers VC consists of two kinds of product offerings that bath
can be categorized as finished products (van Weele, 2002). These product offerings are
standard products and new product developments, which on customer request will be
developed and produced.

1. Standard products

that Dekkers

VC

has

already produced

once.

The

manufacturing process can be characterized as "make to order" (van W eele,
2002). This means that the products will be manufactured after an order is
received. The necessary production methods and materials are known as well as
possible suppliers. For example, a neon sign.
2. New products that Dekkers VC develops. The manufacturing process can be
characterized as "design to order". This means that not all the necessary
production methods and materials are known as well as possible suppliers. A new
product development for example has been the so called "back bar fridge", a
shallow fridge which can be placed behind a bar.

Bath kinds of product offerings will be customized, which means that the products will
be made customer specific. A customer wants for example its own brand logo with the
right colours and specific dimensions. Customers are charged on the basis of unit prices.

If it concerns the development of a new product than equipment casts will be charged as
well. A notable aspect is that customers are not charged for development hours.
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The current product
groups are: signs&
displays and
promotional coolers

Dana Janson

Dekkers VC is specialised in integrating light technology in the advertising products.
Almost all products are illuminated. The most upcoming light technology is led lighting.
The main benefits of led lighting are energy efficiency and durability. Since two years
Dekkers VC has also started developing fridges that are used as promotional coolers. The
current product groups Dekkers VC offers are: signs& displays and promotional coolers.

1.5

Competition strategy

Dekkers VC ' s competition strategy is mainly based on low price competition on existing
products. This strategy is somewhat forced. Because Dekkers VC doesn't have its
business processes structured, it is too busy with ad hoc problem solving. There is little
room for providing added value to its customers. Dekkers VC has outsourced production
to mainly Asian- and east-European suppliers. Production is performed in series through
which it is able to produce at a low cost level. Competing on low costs in this context is
the only competing factor to act on.

T u/e
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Chapter 2:
This thesis f ocus es
on increasing
competition f rom
Asian and East
European suppliers
and that Dekkers VC
doesn 't provide
enough added value
to offer resistance

DanaJanson

Introduction to the research question

Dekkers Visual Communication (Dekkers VC) is a small business-to-business company
that supplies large brand manufacturers with illuminated advertising products. High
levels of competitiveness and low margins characterize the market.
This thesis focuses on the following confrontations that Dekkers VC faces:

•

Increasing competition from Asian and East European suppliers.

•

Dekkers VC serves mainly as a link in the supply chain without providing more
value than its competitors do.

Providing more value is not included in the current marketing strategy. Kotler (2000)
describes three generic marketing strategies, derived from Porter (1985), which most
companies adopt, sometimes in some combination:

l . Overall cost leadership: Here the business works hard to achieve the lowest
production and distribution costs so that it can price lower than its competitors
and win a large market share.
2. Differentiation:

Here

the

business

concentrates

on

achieving

supenor

performance in an important customer benefit area valued by a large part of the
market.
3. Focus: Here the business focuses on one or more narrow market segments. The
firm has to know these segments intimately in order to tailor and shape the
product to fit an increasingly fine definition of the customer.

Dekkers VC' s
marketing strategy is
mainly based on a
cost leadership
strategy with
standard products.

Dekkers VC ' s marketing strategy is mainly based on a cost leadership strategy with
standard products. Firms pursuing this strategy must be good at engineering, purchasing,
manufacturing, and physical distribution (Kotler, 2000). Dekkers VC has outsourced
production to mainly Asian- and east-European suppliers through which it is able to
produce on a low cost level. Engineering, purchasing and physical distribution is
performed on an average level. Besides the increasing competition from Asian and East
European suppliers, the purchasing departments of customers have been professionalised
due to huge cost savings, through which customers are now able to purchase directly
from Asian and East European suppliers. This situation has led to a decline in growth
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The current situation
has led to a decline
in growth with
respect to profit
margins and safes.
Dekkers VC has to
find a way to
provide more value
than its competitors
do

Dana Janson

with respect to profit margins and sales. If Dekkers VC doesn't change its marketing
strategy this can result into a continuance problem. Given this context, Dekkers VC has
to find a way to provide more value than its competitors do.

Providing more value than competitors do can be achieved by using a differentiation
strategy (Porter, 1985). One value adding performance criteria concerns innovativeness.
Other value adding performance criteria within a differentiation strategy concern quality,
flexibility, delivery time, service, style and technology (Kotler, 2000; Nagel, 1994).
Growth possibilities can be created through innovation (Woodstock, Mosey & Wood,
2000). Boosting its innovation is also an emerging strategy that companies use to enhance
the company's level of differentiation from competitors (Woodstock, Mosey & Wood,
2000). Innovations can be divided into technological and non-technological innovations.
The technological innovations can be divided into process- and product innovations
(Nagel, 1994). The objective of product innovation is to find and develop new products
(Nagel, 1994). According to Lagrosen (2005) the success of an industrial company is
dependent on its ability to successfully develop new products. New product development
(NPD) is also seen by many academies and industrialists as a major source of increased
sales volume and improved profit margins (Woodstock, Mosey & Wood, 2000).

lmproving NPD can
be a very good next
step in providing
more value to the
customers

The product portfolio of Dekkers VC consists of two kinds of product offerings, divided
in 90% standard products and 10% new product developments. Demand of standard
products is diminishing, because of the earlier mentioned increased competition. The
trend is that customers demand more often to develop a new product, such as a
promotional fridge with special specifications and dimensions. Accordingly, NPD is not
completely new for Dekkers VC. However, Dekkers VC doesn't have a documented
procedure for developing new products and doesn't use an NPD model either. Most new
product development projects are executed unstructured, unplanned and uncontrolled.
There isn't a standard order of executing activities. Tuis way of executing the NPD
process bas led to several problems, which occur mainly at the end of a project. For
instance, quality problems of end products and exceeded budgets. A large problem of
Dekkers VC lies in exceeding on-time delivery dates . These problems have resulted in a
number of unsatisfied customers. Given the market context, the current execution of NPD
and the opportunities of NPD, improving NPD can be a very good next step in providing
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more value to the customers. The focus of this thesis is therefore how to construct a
design for developing new products, for Dekkers VC specifically.

The actual development of new products is the process of transforming business
opportunities into tangible products. The NPD process entails the activities involved from
idea to commercialisation of the product (Trott, 2002). The organizational activities have
been represented by numerous different models. These models can be categorized into 7
types (Trott, 2002; Hart & Baker, 1994): (1) departmental-stage models; (2) activitystage models; (3) cross-functional models; (4) decision-stage models; (5) conversion
process models; (6) response models and (7) network models. These NPD models can be
considered as guidelines for the management of the NPD process. They may help to
identify problems at an early stage and assist in directing the NPD effort in the right
direction (Nijssen & Lieshout, 1995). The most commonly discussed and presented
models in textbooks are decision-stage models, e.g. and activity-stage models. Some
activities performed by Dekkers VC can be found in activity stage models, such as
prototype developing and product testing. The most corresponding model in literature
will be the conversion process model. Conversion-process models view NPD as
numerous inputs into a 'black box' where they are converted into an output (Trott, 2005).

The majority of the
NPD literature
focuse s on large
firms, despite the
fact that small firm s
accountfor more
than 90 percent of
business enterprises
in most developed
countries

The majority of the new product development literature focuses on the activities of large,
well-established firms (Millward& Lewis, 2005 ; De Toni & Nassimbeni, 2003 ; MarchChordà, Gunasekaran & Lloria-Aramburo, 2002), despite the fact that small firms
account for more than 90 percent of business enterprises in most developed countries
(Huang, Soutar & Brown, 2002). The new product development literature focusing on
small firms is more limited (Millward & Lewis, 2005; Woodstock, Mosey & Wood,
2000; Scozzi, Garavelli & Crowston, 2005) and fragmented as well. Although many
researchers have investigated NPD in large firms, we have to be cautious about
generalizing these large firm-based models that may not suit the circumstances of small
compames.

Common themes and concerns of small companies are that small companies avoid formal
documented procedures, do not collect adequate data with which to monitor their
development performance, engage manufacturing personnel too late in the development
process and the lack of determination to bring about change (Millward & Lewis, 2005).
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Scozzi, Garavelli & Crowston (2005) add to these themes and concerns the lack of
financial resources, skilled workers, and strategie vision. Small companies do have some
advantages because of their size. Many are flexible and have strong relationships with
customers, enabling rapid response to technica! and market shifts. Small firms usually
have good intemal communications and many have a dynamic and entrepreneurial
management style (Dodgson & Rothwell, 1993, 1994). Added to this that the decision to
innovate can be made in a shorter timeframe because it is made by relatively few people
(Acs & Audretsch, 1993).

Because small firms often have strong relationships with customers, a focus strategy fits
well as a marketing strategy. A combination of the differentiation strategy and focus
strategy will be a very interesting strategy for Dekkers VC. In pursuing a combination of
these strategies, Dekkers VC will provide added value to the customer by developing a
new product that is tailored to customers' requirements.

The objective of this
thesis is to construct
a design fo r Dekkers
VC about how to
develop new
products, taking into
account its small
firm characteristics

Given the above context, the objective of this thesis is to construct a design for Dekkers
VC about how to develop new products, taking into account its small firm characteristics.
Because the NPD literature of small firms is limited and fragmented, in this thesis an
attempt will be made to integrate small firm NPD findings in order to add value in a
theoretica! perspective as well. The research question of this thesis can be expressed as
follows:

" How to construct a new product development design for Dekkers Visual
Communication B.V. taking into account its small firm characteristics?"

With the sub questions:
1. What is NPD and what are the existing NPD models?

2. What are the advantages and harriers of small firms related to NPD?
3. What are NPD success factors and recommendations for small firms?
4. Which NPD model is appropriate for small firms ?
5. How does Dekkers VC develop new products now?
6. How should Dekkers VC develop new products?
7. How can this NPD design be implemented?
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This graduation
project has a
theoretica[ point of
departure. Later on,
the focus will be
design oriented

Dana Janson

The first four sub questions are of theoretica! nature. The questions will be answered for
(small) firms in genera!. This graduation assignment has therefore a theoretica! point of
departure. Later on in this assignment, the focus will be design oriented. The objective is
to construct a design for Dekkers VC specifically. The literature review approach can be
found in Annex 2.

In Chapter 3 the NPD theory will be explicated and an overview will be made of existing
NPD models. Subsequently in chapter 4 the advantages and harriers of small firms will
be determined as well as the NPD success factors and recommendations for small firms.
These findings will be integrated. In Chapter 5, the most useful NPD model for small
firms will be suggested. After that, in Chapter 6 the research background of Dekkers VC
will be described so as to place NPD in the big picture. In Chapter 7 will be elaborated on
the research method and conceming results after which in Chapter 8 a new design will be
constructed. The implementation of the new design is also part of this chapter. The last
chapter will be concluded with conclusions and recommendations.
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Chapter 3:

Dana Janson

New product development (NPD) theory

In chapter 2, the introduction to the research question, it is argued that one value adding
performance criteria concerns innovativeness and that it can be achieved by developing
new products. Tuis chapter will review the current literature of NPD in order to answer
the sub research question "What is NPD and what are the existing NPD models?".
In the first paragraph will be explained what NPD is. Thereafter will be explicated what
new products are. The third paragraph will describe the relevance of developing new
products and the subsequent paragraph will relate this relevance to external recent
developments. Thereafter, the models of NPD will be explained and the importance of
defining an NPD process. In the seventh paragraph the key stages of the NPD process
will be described briefly. The last paragraph will provide a summary of the NPD theory.

3.1
NPD is the process
of transforming
business
opportunities into
tangible products

What entails the NPD concept?

The actual development of new products is the process of transforming business
opportunities into tangible products (Trott, 2005). Many different disciplines are involved
in the development of new products. These disciplines have developed their own
perspectives on the subject of NPD. These are largely based on their experiences of
involvement in the process. Hence, production management examines the development of
new products from a manufacturing perspective, that is, how can we most effectively
manufacture the product in question. Marketing, on the other hand, would take a slightly
different perspective and would be concerned with trying to understand the needs of the
customer and how the business could best meet these needs. However, producing what
the customer wants may or may not be either possible or profitable. The lack of a
common approach to the development of new products is due to these multiple
perspectives (Trott, 2005). These different perspectives are illustrated in exhibit 3.1. The

The lack of a
common approach
to NPD is due to the
involvement of
multiple
perspectives

T u/e

variety of views presented on the subject is not a weakness. Indeed, it should be viewed
as a strength. Different perspectives illuminate the areas that are left in the dark by other
perspectives. However, the more different disciplines are involved in a process, the more
complicated it is to manage.
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Exhibit 3.1: A variety of perspectives from which to analyse the development of new products
(Trott, 2005)

Marketing

Eco norni cs

The development of
new products

Research and develo pment

3.2

What are new products?

In order to clarify the NPD concept it is useful to explain when products are new
products. What makes a product new? New products may be defined as any product,
service, or idea not currently made or marketed by a company, or that the consumer may
perce1ve as new (Helms, 2000). Newness can thus be defined in two senses (Cooper,
2001):

•

New to the company, in the sense that the firm has never made or sold this type of
product before, but other firms might have.

•

Six different types or
classes of new
products can be
identified

New to the market; the product is the first of its kind on the market.

A product is a multidimensional concept (Trott, 2005). lt can be defined differently and
can take many forms. Therefore it is difficult to offer a single definition for a new
product.
There are many different types of new products. On the two-dimensional map shown in
exhibit 3.2, six different types or classes of new products are identified together with the
percentage of all new products that fit into these categories. This classification identifies
the commonly accepted categories of new product developments.
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Exhibit 3.2: Classification of product types (Booz, Allen & Hammilton, 1982; Cooper, 2001).

Hi gh

2.New product

!.New to the
world products

li ncs

20%

Newness to
the company

4.J~rovemcnts
to cxisting
products

26%
6.Cost reductions

11 %

10%
3.Additions to
cxisting prod uct
lines

26%
5.Repositioni ngs

7%

Low
Newness to

Low

Hi gh

the markct

l. New-to-the-world products: These represent a small portion of all new products
introduced. They are the first of their kind and create a new market. They are
inventions that usually contain a significant development in technology, such as
new discovery, or manipulate existing technology in a very different way, leading
to revolutionary new designs such as the Sony Walkman (Cooper, 2001; Trott,
2005 ; Kotler, 2001).
2. New product lines: Although not new to the market place, these products are new
to the particular company. They provide an opportunity for the company to enter
an established market for the first time. For example Samsung has entered the cell
phone market to compete with market leaders Nokia and Motorola (Cooper, 2001 ;
Trott, 2005; Kotler, 2001).
3. Additions to existing product lines: New products that supplement a company' s
established product lines (Kotler, 2001). This category is a subset of new product
lines above. The distinction is that while the company already has a line of
products in this market, the product is significantly different from the present
product offering but not so different that it is a new line. For example, HewlettPackard' s colour ink-jet printer was an addition to its established line of ink-jet
printers (Trott, 2005).
4. Improvements and revisions to existing product: These "not-so-new" products are
essentially replacements of existing products in a firm' s product line. They offer
improved performance or greater perceived value over the "old" product (Cooper,
2001). For example, Hewlett-Packard's ink-jet printer has received numerous
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modifications over time and, with each revision, performance and reliability have
been improved. Also manufacturing cost reductions can be introduced, providing
increased added value. Tuis classification represents a significant proportion of all
new product introductions.
5. Repositionings: These are essentially new applications for existing products and
aften involve retargeting an old product to a new market segment or for a
different application (Cooper, 2001). Following the medica} science discovery
that aspirins thins blood, for example, the products bas been repositioned from an
analgesie to an over-the-counter remedy for blood clots and one that may help to
prevent strokes and heart attacks (Trott, 2005).
6. Cost reductions: This category of products may not be viewed as new from a
marketing perspective, largely because they offer no new benefits to the consumer
other than possibly reduced costs. From the firm ' s perspective, however, they
may be very significant. The ability to offer similar performance while reducing
production casts provides enormous added-value potential. Indeed, frequently it is
this category of new product that can produce the greatest financial rewards for
the firm. Improved manufacturing processes and the use of different materials are
key contributing factors (Trott, 2005).

In terms of innovativeness, three classes of new products can be considered (Cooper,
2001)

I. Highly innovative products, namely, new-to-the-world products and innovative
new product lines to the company.
2. Moderately innovative products, consisting of new lines to the firm, with products
that are not as innovative, and new items in existing product lines for the firm .
3. Low innovativeness products, consisting of all others: modifications to existing
products; redesigned products to achieve cost reductions; and repositionings.

The impact of product innovativeness on performance differs between these three classes.
Innovative products do well; so do non-innovative ones. Performance of moderately
innovate products lags far bebind (Cooper, 2001).

In general, new to the world products (category 1) are launched by large companies with
substantial resources. Other large firms react swiftly to the launch of such a product by
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Many small and
medium-sized firms
develop
improvements and
revisions to existing
products

developing their own versions (categories 2 and 3). Many small and medium-sized
companies participate by developing their own new products to compete with the
originating firm's product (category 4). Substantial success and growth can carne to small
companies that adopt this strategy (Trott, 2005). As competition intensifies, companies
will compete in the market for profits. The result is determined efforts to reduce casts in
order to improve these profits, hence there are many cost reductions (category 6).

3.3
One-third of the
revenues of
corporations are
comingfrom
products they did
not sell five years
ago

Why is NPD relevant?

Companies leading their industries attribute about half of their revenues to products
developed in the most recent five years, whereas companies at the bottom of their
industries achieve only about a tenth of their sales from new products (Helms, 2000). On
average, new products currently account for about 33 percent of company sales (Cooper,
2001; Trott, 2002). That is, one-third of the revenues of corporations are coming from
products they did not sell five years ago. The message is simple: Every company must
develop new products (Cooper, 2001; Helms, 2000; Kotler, 2000). New products are
clearly the key to corporate prosperity. NPD is also a potential source of competitive
advantage (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995) that enables companies to compete over the
coming decades (Trott, 2002). NPD shapes the company's future (Kotler, 2000). Tuis
makes NPD among the essential processes for success, survival, and renewal of
organizations, particularly for firms in either fast-paced or competitive markets (Brown &
Eisenhardt, 1995; Cooper, 2001).

3.4
The common
dominating aspects
across business
today are speed and
change, which are
the onset of the
drivers of product
innovation

How is NPD relevance related to external recent developments?

The common dominating aspects across business today are speed and change (Cooper,
2001). Existing products are vulnerable to: 1) changing customer needs and tastes, 2)
diverse and rapidly changing technologies, 3) increased domestic and foreign
competition, and 4) shortened product life cycles (Cooper, 2001; Kotler, 2000; Poolton &
Barclay, 1998), see also exhibit 3.3. Cooper (2001) addresses these factors as the four
drivers of product innovation.
Markets are more fragmented and more sophisticated, which means that consumers
demand more from products in terms of quality, differentiation and "meaningfulness"
(Helms, 2000). Customers expect in increasing extent customized products, but are not
willing to pay much more (Korbijn, 1999). Thereby, customers have higher demands on
maintenance, service and environmental aspects (Korbijn, 1999). New technologies have
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had two important outcomes in regard to innovation. First, new technologies are
responsible for this new market sophistication in which consumers have more choices
and are thus more demanding. Secondly, new technology bas increased the capabilities of
manufacturers for rapid-response to shifting market needs (Helms, 2000). Global
competition means there are more competitors capable of world-class performance. Tuis
bas made competition more intense, rigorous, and aggressive than ever before (Helms,
2000). Finally, new products are introduced to the market at a higher rate with a result
that product life cycles have become more and more compressed (Trott, 2005).
Exhibit 3.3: Drivers of product innovation, derived from Cooper (2001).

Drivers of product innovation
1. Changing customer needs
and tastes
2. Di verse and rapidly
changing technologies
3. lncreased domestic and
foreign competition
4. Shortened product life
cycles

A quick review of
the drivers of
product innovalion
reveals that none
are likely to
disappear in the next
decade or two

~
~

Companies must innovate
with increasing speed,
efficiency, and qu ality

These changes have forced companies to innovate with increasing speed, efficiency, and
quality (Helms, 2000; Kotler, 2000;Korbijn, 1999). NPD processes will become more
complex and must be executed with higher time pressure (Korbijn, 1999), resulting that
the skills required for developing new products are becoming more complex (Trott,
2005). The ability to accelerate product innovation, to get new products to market ahead
of competition and within the window of opportunity is more than ever centra! to success
(Cooper, 2001). Also, a quick review of all four drivers of product innovation reveals that

NPD wil/ be even
more critica/ to
corporate prosperity
in the years ahead
than it has been,
which has made
NPD one of the most
powerful, complex
and difficult
activities in business

T u/e

none are likely to disappear in the next decade or two. Technology advances will
continue to occur; so will changes in market needs and demands; world trade and
globalisation of markets marches on; and competition will drive life cycles to become
even shorter. NPD will be even more critica! to corporate prosperity in the years ahead
than it bas been in the recent years (Cooper, 2001). This bas made NPD one of the most
powerful, complex and difficult activities in business (Helms, 2000).
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Models of NPD.

The organizational activities undertaken by the company in the process of developing
new products have been represented by numerous models. These NPD models can be
considered as guidelines for the management of the NPD process (Trott, 2005). They
may help to identify problems at an early stage and assist in directing the NPD effort in
the right direction (Nijssen & Lieshout, 1995).

NPD models can be
considered as
guidelines for the
management of the
NPD process

Among the management literature on the subject it is possible to classify the numerous
models into seven distinct categories (Trott, 2005; Hart & Baker, 1994):
1. departmental-stage models

2. activity- stage models
3. cross-functional models

4. decision-stage models
5. conversion process models
6. response models
7. network models

1. The "departmental stage" models view the NPD process in terms of the
departments or functions that hold responsibility for various tasks carried out. For
example, in an industrial context, the ideas are furnished by the R&D department,
the detailed design is then carried out by the design department, engineering will
then "make" the prototype after which production will become involved to work
on the manufacturing problems. Finally, marketing will become involved to plan
and carry out the launch (Hart & Baker, 1994). This model bas a sequentia}
character, this means that the project moves step by step from one phase to the
next one. Such models are also referred to as 'over-the-wall' models, so called
because departments would carry out their tasks before throwing the project over
the wall of the next department (Trott, 2005). This insular departmental view of
the process binders the development of new products (Trott, 2005). There is the
likelihood that the prototype differs from the accepted design, which was, in
itself, merely one representation of the ideas from R&D, and that the prototype
requires modification for manufacturing. Thus control of the process is lost as the
idea is adapted, in an isolated way (Hart & Baker, 1994). Tuis process also leaves
little room for integration; a bottleneck in one phase can slow or even block the
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entire process; and the production planning process is slow and requires long lead
times, but it avoids errors (albeit at large cost in terms of time).

2. Activity-stage models are initially similar to departmental-stage models.
However, these models emphasize conducted activities. They also facilitate
iteration of the activities through the use of feedback loops, something that the
departmental stage models do not. Activity-stage models, however, have also
received fierce criticism for perpetuating the 'over-the-wall' phenomenon, since
the activities are still seen to be the responsibility of separate departments of
functions (Hart & Baker, 1994). More recent activity-stage models (Crawford,
1997) have highlighted the simultaneous nature of the activities within the NPD
process, hence emphasizing the need for a cross-functional approach. In the late
1980s, many manufacturing companies adopted a concurrent engineering or
simultaneous engineering approach. The idea is to focus attention on the project
as a whole rather than the individual stages, primarily by involving all functions
from the outset of the project (Trott, 2005).

3. Common

problems that occur within the NPD process centre around

communications between different departments. In addition, projects would
frequently be passed back and forth between functions. Moreover, at each
interface the project would undergo increased changes, hence lengthening the
product development process. The cross-functional teams approach removes
many of these limitations by having a dedicated project team representing people
from a variety of functions (Trott, 2005). This approach has a parallel character
that speeds the process by relying on project teams whose members work together
from start to finish. Substantial savings are made due to the more intensive work
and to the improved spontaneous co-ordination.

4. Decision-stage models represent the NPD process as a series of decisions that
need to be taken in order to progress the project (Cooper, 2001; Kotler, 2000).
Like the activity-stage models, many of these models also facilitate iteration
through the use of feedback loops. However, a criticism of these models is that
such feedback is implicit rather than explicit (Trott, 2005). And yet, such
feedback loops are critica!, since the NPD process is one of continua! refinement,
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until an ideal technica! solution, which is easily manufactured and still relevant to
customer needs, is produced (Hart & Baker, 1994).

5. Conversion-process models view NPD as numerous inputs into a 'black box '
where they are converted into an output (Schon, 1967). For example, the imputs
could be customer requirements, technica! ideas and manufacturing capability and
the output would be the product. The concept of a variety of information inputs is
difficult to criticise, but the lack of detail is the biggest limitation of such models
(Trott, 2005)

6. Response models are based on the work of Becker and Whistler (1967) who used
a behaviourist approach to analyse change. In particular, these models focus on
the individual' s or organisation's response to a new project poposal or new idea.
This approach has revealed additional factors that influence the decision to accept
or reject new product proposals, especially at the screening stage (Trott, 2005;
Hart & Baker, 1994).

7. Network models represent the most recent thinking on the subject (Trott, 2005).
Various parties, both inside and outside the firm, are portrayed as key players
throughout the process (Hart & Baker, 1994). The process of accumulation of
knowledge forms the basis of network models. Tuis knowledge is built up
gradually over time as the project progresses from initia! idea through
development. Essentially, network models emphasise the extemal linkages
coupled with the intemal activities that have been shown to contribute to
successful product development. Extemal linkages can facilitate additional
knowledge flows into the organisation, thereby enhancing the product
development process (Trott, 2005). These models suggest that NPD should be
viewed as a knowledge-accumulation process that requires inputs from a wide
variety of sources.

3.6

The importance of the NPD process.

Because of the variety of different functions and departments that are involved in the
NPD process, the process is complicated and difficult to manage. Most NPD models
represent a generalised and theoretica! view of the process. For an NPD manager,
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The most practiced
NPD models are
activity-stage
models and
decision-stage
models because they
explicate the steps in
the process and
define a roadmap
from idea to launch
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however, this is of limited practical use. Business managers and the managers of project
teams need to know what particular activities should be undertaken. From this standpoint
it is more useful to view the NPD process as a series of linked activities that have to be
managed (Helms, 2000; Trott, 2005). Having a process with stages, stage activities, gates,
deliverables, and gate criteria is the most observed practice by Cooper, Edgett &
Kleinschmidt (2004) in their sample of businesses as well. Phillips, Neailey & Broughton
(1999) have also confirmed that a stage-gate representation, that is a combination of
activity-stage models and decision-stage models, for NPD is a common tool used within
organisations today to facilitate the process. The most practiced NPD models are
therefore activity-stage models and decision-stage models because they explicate the
steps in the process and define a roadmap from idea to launch. The most commonly
discussed and presented models in textbooks are indeed these two models (Trott, 2005).

By defining a
roadmap from idea
to launch, project
teams will build in
success factors by
design rather than
by chance

Cooper (2001) has performed extensive research into the success factors of NPD. One
new product success factor is indeed a logica} and stepwise flow of activities as the
projects moved from idea to launch. The Booz-Allen & Hamilton investigation concludes
as well with a list of "best practice prescriptions, among which having a multi step
process (Cooper, 2001). The rationale is that by defining a roadmap from idea to launch,
project teams will build in success factors by design rather than by chance.

Competitiveness will increasingly be dependent on the product development process
(Korbijn, 1999). Korbijn (1999) entitles the product development process as the
"industrial battleground" of this and the coming decennia. The development of a new
product is often seen as an art, which cannot be managed or planned. However, NPD is a
key process that must be defined, structured and controlled. While structured processes
for the development and management of new products are no guarantee for improving
innovativeness, they are nevertheless an important part in an organization's armory to
improve product introduction rate and maximize the benefits from a company' s product
portfolio (Von Stamm, 2003). Such a structured process improves speed and productivity
IJ a firm doesn 't
have an NPD
process, its design
and implementation
should become a
top-priority task

T u/e

by eliminating extra work, rationalising and properly ordering the steps of the process,
and avoiding errors (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995). If a firm doesn' t have an NPD process,
its design and implementation should become a top-priority task according to Cooper
(2001).
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with NPD represent
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an eight-stage model
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Key stages of the NPD process

The vast majority of textbooks that deals with NPD represent the NPD process as an
eight-stage model (Trott, 2005; Helms, 2000), see exhibit 3.4. More sophisticated
models, such as the stage-gate model of Cooper (2001), are more or less a refinement of
the eight-stage model.

Exhibit 3.4: Eight stage NPD model based on Trott (2005) and Helms (2000)

ld ca gc nc ration

Idca sc ree nin g

C o n ce pt dc ve lo pm e nt a nd tcst in g

8 u s in cs s a n a lys is

Protot y p e d evcl o pm c nt

T es t m ar k e tin g

Co mm c rc ia l is ati o n

E va luation

The NPD process begins with idea generation. For every successful new product, many
new product ideas are conceived and discarded. Therefore companies usually generate a
large number of ideas from which successful new products emerge.

Idea screening, the second step, considers all new product ideas in the idea pool and
eliminates ones that are perceived to be the least likely to succeed. Not only should the
firm's capabilities in terms of manufacturing, technology and marketing be evaluated at
this stage, but how the new idea fits with the company vision and strategie objectives
must also be considered.

The third stage, concept development and testing, reqmres formal evaluations of the
product concept by consumers, usually through some form of marketing research. New
product ideas with low concept test scores are discarded or revised.

TU/ e
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The business analysis stage is next. At this point the new product idea is analysed for its
marketability and costs. An idea may pass the first three stages hut after analysing
marketing and manufacturing costs, the commercial success of the idea in terms of
profitability may require the idea to be discarded. Throughout these four stages, the new
idea bas remained on paper with a relatively small investment required.

The fifth stage, prototype development, is the first stage where new product costs begin to
escalate. Because of this, many companies have placed greater emphasis on the first four
stages and reduced the proportion of new products that reach the prototype stage from
about 50 percent to around 20 percent. At this stage the concept is converted into an
actual product. A customer value perspective during this phase means the product is
designed to satisfy the needs expressed by consumers. Firms may use quality function
deployment (QFD) as they develop the prototype. QFD links specific consumers
requirements such as versatility, durability, and low maintenance with specific product
characteristics (for example, adjustable shelves, a door-mounted ice and water dispenser,
and touch controls for a refrigerator). The customer value perspective requires the new
product to satisfy customer needs and meet desired quality levels at specified production
costs.

Test marketing tests the prototype and marketing strategy in simulated or actual market
situations. Because of the expense and risks associated with actual test markets,
marketers use them with caution. Products that test poorly are pulled back and
reconceptualized or discarded.

Commercialisation is when the product is introduced full scale. The level of investment
and risk are highest at this stage and should consider consumer adoption rates, timing
decisions for introduction and coordinating efforts with production, distribution and
marketing.

At some point following commercialisation, the new product project must be terminated.
The new product becomes a "regular product" in the firm' s product line. This is also the
point where the project and product's performance is evaluated. The latest data on
revenues, costs, expenditures, profits, and timing are compared to projections to gauge
performance.
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Summary of NPD theory

The actual development of new products is the process of transforming business
opportunities into tangible products. Many different disciplines, with different
perspectives are involved in this process. This makes NPD a complicated management
process. In order to clarify the NPD concept it is useful to explain when products are new
products. New product developments can be classified into six different types, among
which additions to existing product lines and improvements and revisions to existing
products are the most developed new products.
One-third of the revenues of corporations are coming from products they did not sell five
years ago. New products are clearly the key to corporate prosperity and shapes the
companies future. This makes NPD among the essential processes for success, survival,
and renewal of organizations. Actually, developing new products will be even more
critical to corporate prosperity in the years ahead than it has been in the recent years
because existing products are vulnerable to changing customer needs and tastes, diverse
and rapidly changing technologies, increased domestic and foreign competition and
shortened product life cycles. This has made NPD one of the most powerful, complex and
difficult activities in business.
The organizational activities undertaken by the company in the process of developing
new products have been represented by numerous models. These NPD models can be
considered as guidelines for the management of the NPD process. They may help to
identify problems at an early stage and assist in directing the NPD effort in the right
direction. However, most NPD models represent a generalized and theoretical view of the
process. To the practicing manager, this is of limited practical use. Business managers
and the managers of project teams need to know what particular activities should be
undertaken. From this practitioner standpoint it is more useful to view the NPD process
as a series of linked activities that have to be managed. The most useful NPD models are
therefore activity-stage models and decision-stage models because they explicate the
steps in the process. Using a well defined, structured NPD process has been found one of
the success factors of successful NPD. If a firm doesn't have an NPD process, its design
and implementation should become a top-priority task. The vast majority of textbooks
that deals with NPD represent the NPD process as an eight-stage model. Other process
models are more or less a refinement of this eight-stage model. The eight key stages are:
Idea generation, idea screening, concept development and testing, business analysis,
prototype development, test marketing, commercialisation and evaluation.
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New product development (NPD) in small firms

As already mentioned in the introduction chapter, small firms differ from large firms.
This chapter concerns a literature review of NPD in small firms in order to answer the
sub questions:
•

What are the advantages and harriers of small firms related to NPD?

•

What are NPD success factors and recommendations for small firms?

This chapter begins with defining what small firms are in a quantitative way. Thereafter,
the importance of NPD for small firms will be explained. In the third paragraph the status
of existing literature of large firms versus small firms will be described. Subsequently the
advantages and harriers of small firms related to NPD will be investigated as well as the
NPD success factors and recommendations for small firms. Thereafter, NPD success
factors will be related to NPD barriers. In the last paragraph conclusions and
recommendations will be given.

4.1
There appears to be
little consensus on
the most appropriate
definition of an SME

Small firms defined

Traditionally, when talking about business enterprises, most commentators classify firms
into the large corporation and small-to-medium sized enterprises (SMEs). There appears
to be little consensus on the most appropriate definition of an SME (O'Regan &
Ghobadian, 2004). As from January 2005, the European Commission bas established a
new definition for SMEs:
1. Medium-sized:

staff headcount < 250 and annual turnover S:: €50 million.

2. Small:

staff headcount < 50 and annual turnover S:: €10 million.

3. Micro:

staff headcount < 10 and annual turnover S:: €2 million.

Staff headcount includes employees and owner-managers. However, some continents or
countries have set other thresholds. For example, according to the United States Small
Business Administration a small firm bas less than 100 employees and according to the
Dutch ministry of economie affairs, small firms are firms with less than 10 employees. A
share of 86% of the Dutch firms is a small firm according to the definition of the Dutch
According to the
Dutch ministry of
economie affairs,
small firms are firms
with less than 10
employees, a share
of 86% of the Dutch
firms
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ministry of economie affairs. Not only governmental institutes use different definitions
for firm sizes, academie researchers use different definitions as well. Small firm NPD
literature is based on these different definitions. Samples of small firms used in scientific
literature vary from O to 150 employees. There isn't for example NPD literature that
concerns findings of firms employing 0-10 employers specifically. Thus, literature
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findings are formulated for the whole range of before-mentioned number of employees.
This is a limitation of the applicability of the integrated literature findings.

4.2

The importance of NPD for small firms

In paragraph 3.3 is already argued that developing new products is crucial to the survival
and success of business enterprises. Small firms are no exception (Siu, Lin & Fang, 2006;
Millward& Lewis, 2005; Huang, Soutar & Brown, 2002). Existing products of small
firms are also vulnerable to changing customer needs and tastes, diverse and rapidly
changing technologies, increased domestic and foreign competition and shortened
product life cycles (Millward& Lewis, 2005 ; Woodstock, Mosey & Wood, 2000). Tuis
has imposed pressure on small firms as well to innovate more effectively and efficiently
(Huang, Soutar & Brown, 2002). Because none of the innovation drivers are likely to
disappear in the next decade or two, NPD will be even more critica! to corporate
prosperity in the years ahead than it has been in the recent years . In addition, successful
NPD provides an
attractive option for
small fi rms to
improve their
competitiveness and
profit growth

NPD provides higher returns than practically any other type of similar investment
(Millward& Lewis, 2005). Therefore developing new products provide an attractive
option for small firms to improve their competitiveness and profit growth (Millward&
Lewis, 2005).

4.3

The status of existing NPD literature of large firms versus small firms

NPD literature bas grown rapidly in recent years. However, NPD has been traditionally
associated with large firms only (Siu, Lin & Fang, 2006). The majority of the NPD
literature focuses on large, well-established companies (Millward& Lewis, 2005; De Toni
& Nassimbeni, 2003 ; March-Chordà, Gunasekaran & Lloria-Aramburo, 2002), despite
the fact that small firms account for more than 90 percent of business enterprises in most
developed countries (Huang, Soutar & Brown, 2002). Although many researchers have
investigated NPD in large firms, we have to be cautious about generalizing large firmThere is genera[
agreement that the
NPD process is not
adequately studied
for small fi rms and
models and tools
specifically focussed
fo r these fi nns are
lacking

T u/e

based literature that may not suit the circumstances of small firms. Because large firms
differ from small firms, it is not clear whether research on large firms can be applied to
small firms (Huang, Soutar & Brown, 2002). There is genera! agreement that the NPD
process is not adequately studied for small firms and models and tools specifically
focussed for these firms are lacking (De Toni & Nassimbeni, 2003; Millward& Lewis,
2005 ; Scozzi, Garavelli & Crowston, 2005).
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Barriers and advantages of small firms related to NPD

In this paragraph wil! be elaborated on the harriers and advantages of small firms

regarding NPD.

Barriers
In essence, the
advantages of small
firms are
fundamentally
behavioural whilst
harriers relate to
lack of resources

In essence, the advantages of small firms are fundamentally behavioural (Siu, Lin &

Fang, 2006), whilst harriers relate to Jack of resources (Free], 2000). According to De
Toni & Nassimbeni (2003), harriers of small firms to develop new products can be
ascribed to five aspects. These aspects are:

1. Processes

2. Culture and management competencies
3. Skilled labour
4. Finance
5. External information and linkages

This division is mainly based on the division of Freel (2000). Exhibit 4.1 represents an
overview of all relevant literature about small firm harriers related to NPD. As a starting
point, the division of De Toni & Nassimbeni (2003) is used. The specific issues that De
Toni & Nassimbeni (2003) have described are represented in the middle column. When
other researchers supported these specific issues, their name is placed in the along sided
cell. Subsequently the overview is filled up with findings from other researchers. The
findings of other researchers are represented in italic as wel! as their names.

T u/e
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Exhibit 4.1: Barriers of small firms related to NPD, an extended version of De Toni & Nassimbeni
(2003)

As o ect
Processes

1Researcher (s)

1Barrier
-NPD process is often informal
-NPD process is often weakly
structured
-N PD proces.,· is conducted in
an ad hoc manner
-The sequence of activities and
corresponding responsibilities
are frequently vague
-Less usage of forma/
documented procedures

Cultu re and management
competencies

-Insufficient measurements of
N PD progress and
performance
-Entrepreneurs have mainly a
technical -productive education
-Insufficient planning

-Poor financial evaluation
-Inadequate delegation
-Discontinuity of management
staff
-Lack of management &
marketing skills
-Strong influence of dominant
owner/manager

Skilled la hour

Finance

-Fait to undertake effective
co mp etitor analyses
-Uncertainty of market
acceptance
-Lack of manage rial time
-Unclear customer
requirements
-Insufficient use of marker
research reports
-Not performing risk analysis
-Engaging manufacturing too
late
-Driven by short-term
requirements
-Management activities are
perceived to be of minor
importance
-Focus on time and cost
-Lack of strategie vision
-Reluctance to change
-Inadequate level of
det e rmination to bring about
chan ge
-Hindered in the ability to
recru it, train and retain highly
qualified competent personnel
-Lack of financial reso urces

-Access to finance
-High cas ts of product
development projecs

External
information
an d linkages

TU/ e

-Need for externa l informat ion
-Poor awareness of
external opportunities
-Lack of functional expertise
-Modera te knowledge base
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(De Toni & Nassimbeni , 2003); (Woodstock, Mosey &
Wood , 2000)
(De Toni & Nassimbeni , 2003); (Woodstock, Mosey &
Wood , 2000)
(Millward & Lewis, 2005)
(De Toni & Nassimbeni, 2003)

(Filson & Lewis, 2000); (Millward & Lewis, 2005); (Sco zz i,
Garavelli & Crowston, 2005); (Woodstock, Mosey &
Wood , 2000)
(Millward & Lewis, 2005); (Woodstock, Mosey & Wood ,
2000)

(De Toni & Nassimbeni , 2003) ;
(Millward & Lewi s, 2005); (De Toni & Nassimbeni, 2003);
(Free!, 2000)
(De Toni & N assimbeni, 2003) ; (Free!, 2000)
(De Toni & Nassimbeni, 2003) ; (Free!, 2000)
(De Toni & Nassimbeni, 2003); (Noteboom, 1994)
(De Toni & Nassimbeni, 2003); (Free!, 2000); (M illward &
Lewi s, 2005); (Scozzi , Garave ll i & Crowston, 2005)
(Millward & Lewis , 2005);(De Toni & N ass imbeni , 2003);
(March-Chordà, Gunasekaran & Lloria-Aramburo, 2002);
(Huang , Soutar & Brown , 2002)
(Wood stock, M osey& Wood, 2000; (M illward& Lewis ,
2005);
(March-Chordà, .Gunas ekaran & Lloria-Aramburo , 2002)
(Noteboom, 1994); (Siu, Lin & Fan g, 2006)
(Millward & Lewis, 2005)
(Millward & Lewis , 2005)
(Millward & Lewis, 2005)
(Woodstock, Mosey & Wood , 2000); (Millward& Lewis ,
2005);
(Sco zz i, Garavelli & Crowston, 2005; (Millward & Lewis,
2005)
(Millward & Lewis, 2005)

(Millward & L ewis, 2005)
(Scozzi, Garavelli & Crowston, 2005)
(Sco z zi, Garavelli & Crowston, 2005)
(Woodstock, Mo sey & Wood , 2000)

(Free!, 2000); (De Toni & Nassimbeni , 2003) ; (Dodgson &
Rothwell, 1994);
(De Toni & N ass imbeni , 2003); (Free!, 2000); (Dodgson &
Rothwe ll, 1994); (Huang , Soutar & Brown, 2002)
(De Toni & Nassimbeni, 2003) ; (Free!, 2000) ; (Dodgson &
Rothwe ll, 1994); (Huang, Soutar & Brown, 2002)
(Caputo , Cucchiella, Frato cchi, P elaga gge & Sca cchia,
2002); (March-Chordà, Gunasekaran & Lloria-Aramburo,
2002)
(De Toni & Nassimbeni , 2003) ; (Free!, 2000) ; (Woodstock ,
Mosey& Wood , 2000)
(De Toni & Nassimbeni , 2003)
(De Toni & Nassimbeni, 2003); (Free! , 2000)
(Caputo, Cucchiella , Fratocchi, Pelagagge & Scacchia,
2002 ) ; (Siu, Lin & Fan g, 2006)
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Processes. The NPD process in small firms is often informal and weakly structured and
conducted in an ad hoc manner. The sequence of activities and the corresponding
responsibilities are frequently vague, not formalised and confused. Small firms typically
avoid forma! documented procedures. They undertake insufficient measurements of their
NPD performance, neither do they have any forma! review processes of the progress of
NPD projects. Small firms are likely to minimise their data and performance review
activities. Without such data, it can be very difficult to achieve a high degree of learning
and innovation.

Culture and management competencies. Many "small" entrepreneurs have mainly a
technical-productive education. However, NPD requires a base of managerial
competencies and resources. Management deficiencies within small firms include poor
planning and financial evaluation, inadequate delegation, discontinuity of management
staff and insufficient marketing skills and endeavours such as effective competitor
analysis. In the small firm sector there is often an inadequate knowledge of the
competitors' products. This means that only when the firm's products are ready for
market, they discover their relative standing in the market place. This goes together with
high uncertainty of market acceptance. Often, small companies don't use design
documentation that encompasses market research reports, product design specifications,
risk analysis and verification or validation reports. Product design specification is a
fundamental element of product design, if implemented incorrectly, it has the potential to
increase bath time and costs within the NPD process. The involvement of manufacturing
in NPD has aften proved to be problematic and commonly late in the process. A
significant part of the problem is in terms of the inadequate communications between
manufacturing and marketing. Small firms tend to be driven by short-term requirements
and lack a strategie vision. With a focus on time and cost ahead of other key factors ,
activities such as iteration or evaluation of alternatives are seen as unnecessary, quality is
compromised and key development stages, such as market research are omitted. In
addition, the development process depends greatly on the role and personality of the
owner/ manager. This role is of critica! importance, as the latter often performs many
tasks, e.g. technological assessment, building and maintenance of external links, internal
communication and human resource development. Top management support has clearly a
big impact on the time and cost of an NPD project. However, owner/ managers aften
have with their strong personality a detrimental effect on the development of new
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products. One reason for this is that the owner/ managers do not have experience or
training relevant to development activities through which the importance of some
development activities is not recognized. Small firms also have an inadequate level of
determination to bring about change. This lack of determination may be due to their
deficiencies in competitor and market analysis, leaving them with an over-optimistic
view of their own performance.

Skilled Labour. Small firms have a lack of functional and managerial expertise. They may

be hindered in the ability to recruit, train and retain highly qualified competent personnel,
since they are often unable to match the wage opportunities, career development
opportunities or job security given by large firms. Accordingly, small firms are
disadvantaged in the market for skilled labour, a resource that is essential for successful
NPD, particularly during the early stages of the NPD process.

Finance. Access to finance, lack of financial resources and the excessive cost of a

product development project are commonly cited harriers to successful NPD in small
firms . Small firms don't have the advantages of scale economies.
Extemal information and linkages. Small firms generally lack functional expertise and

have a moderate knowledge base. Because of these shortages small firms need extemal
information to gain knowledge but information search activities are often costly or
misdirected. In addition poor awareness of extemal opportunities prevail in these units

Advantages

Although small firms have fewer managerial, financial and technological resources, they
do have some advantages because of their size. Exhibit 4.2. contains an overview of the
advantages of small firms related to NPD. Tuis overview is based on the research of
Nooteboom (1994). Many small firms have an intertwined ownership and management
that result in motivated management and commitment (Nooteboom, 1994; Scozzi,
Garavelli & Crowston, 2005; Siu, Lin & Fang, 2006). In order to survive new products
must be developed. Because the owner-manager is strongly committed to the company,
he/ she will understand this necessity and he/ she will support the decision to start the
development of a new product earlier. Few hierarchical levels and short communication
lines (Freel, 2000) diminish bureaucracy and enhance rapid decision-making and intemal

T u/e
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flexibility (Nooteboom, 1994; Millward& Lewis, 2005). Flexibility in NPD is of great
importance because adjustments during NPD are common. In addition, efficient intemal
communication systems result in little distortion of communication (Nooteboom, 1994;
Freel, 2000; Scozzi, Garavelli & Crowston, 2005). Clear communication is of great
importance. Small firms aften have strong relationships with customers, enabling rapid
response to technica! and market shifts (Scozzi, Garavelli & Crowston, 2005). As a
consequence of their close working relationships with customers and suppliers they are
aften in a prime position to identify new product opportunities (Millward& Lewis, 2005)
and have a high capability to customize a product. In small firms craftsmanship is aften
present, which can serve as a unique competence.

Exhibit 4.2: Advantages of small firms related to NPD, based on Nooteboom (1994)

Characteristics:
- intertwined ownership and
management
few hierarchical levels; short
communication lines

-

Ownerl managers
can stimulate NPD
with their
entrepreneurial
character as well as
having a detrimental
effect with their
focus on time and
cost ahead of other
keyfactors

personal, direct, oral internal
communication
personal and close relationships
with customers
craftsmanship

~

-.
-.
-.
-.

Advantages:
- motivated management/
commitment
- no bureaucracy; internal
flexibility; enhances rapid
decision makin g
- low costs and little distortion of
internal communication
capacity for customisation;
early identification of new
product opportunities
unique or scarce competencies

lt appears that the management style of the owner/ manager can have a positive as well as
a negative influence on NPD success. On the one hand, owner/ managers can stimulate
new product developments with their entrepreneurial character. On the other hand they
can have a detrimental effect on new product developments with their focus on time and
cost ahead of other key factors.

4.5

NPD success factors for small firms

Studies on NPD success factors are mainly focused on large enterprises as well. There
isn't much literature about the success factors of NPD in small firms. Some authors (e.g.
Huang, Soutar & Brown, 2002; De Toni & Nassimbeni, 2003) have presented some NPD
success factors for small firms or have made recommendations based on empirical
research. See exhibit 4.3 fora short overview.
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Exhibit 4.3: An overview of the success factors and recommendations

Use formal control procedures
Make process description of the NPD process
ldentify review moments and milestones in
the process
Use monitoring and controlling tools
Pay attention to marketing activities
Use concurrent engineering tools

Rinholm and Boag (1987) have documented empirically the importance of formal control
procedures for success in NPD in small technology-based firms. De Toni & Nassimbeni
(2003) have suggested small firms to make a process description of the NPD process.
This consists in the identification of the phases, activities and tasks involved in the entire
development process. lt is important that all organisational units involved in NPD process
have a clear understanding, and not just a sectarian view, of the complete process. They
also suggest identifying review moments and milestones in the process, that is, the main
appointments that determine the temporal evolution of the process. At these points
decisions can be made about the continuance of the project.
Scozzi, Garavelli & Crowston (2005) recommend using process models to determine the
possible consequences of actions and choices. The execution of a project also requires
monitoring and controlling tools. Process models can guide action and can be used as a
standard against which progress is measured (where we are, where we are going). They
can represent who is doing what so as to improve the effectiveness of communications.
Process models can show the relationships between parts and the whole, so that the vision
is not lost when functions focus on their specific needs. Having guidelines to follow is
valuable for small firms, which often have technica} but not managerial competencies and
experiences.

In addition, De Toni & Nassimbeni, (2003) have noted after analysing best practices that
most are ascribable to concurrent engineering tools and techniques. Concurrent
engineering suggests an integrated design approach, that is, a systematic approach to the
integrated, concurrent design of products and processes. With this approach, the NPD
project can be finished in a shorter timeframe.
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A very interesting best practices study of Huang, Soutar & Brown (2002) contains an
examination of the NPD process of 276 innovative small and medium sized firms from
which 151 firms have less than 20 employees. This study investigates the completeness
and quality of the NPD process in small firms and their impact on new product
performance. Results are related to the key activities of the NPD process. Most small
innovative firms perform well in technology- and production related activities, but at
least some firms have difficulty implementing marketing related activities. Marketing
related activities were undertaken less frequently and not as well executed as other NPD
activities. However, performance in marketing related activities seemed to distinguish
successful developers from unsuccessful ones. Respondents also feit that besides the
product development activity, marketing related NPD activities were more important to
their new product success than the others. Respondents also recognized that these were
activities that their firm most needed improvement. Further findings are that overall NPD
process quality is independent of the type of innovation. For firms without a new product
strategy, the quality of the NPD activities was significantly lower than for those with
such a strategy. And resources and skills have a significant impact on the quality with
which small firms execute NPD activities.

From the success factors and recommendations presented, it appears that many factors
are related to a forma} way of executing the NPD process. A structured and stepwise
NPD process is also one of the success factors for large firms, see paragraph 3.6.
For largefirms the
organisation and
execution of the
defined process
contributes 10
successfully
developing new
products and for
small firms just
having a defined
process contributes
to successfully
developing new
products

However, success factors and recommendations for large firms relating to the NPD
process are more focused on the order, content and execution of the phases and activities
of the process. Some of these large firm success factors are for example: plan and
resource the market launch early in the game, organize around cross-functional project
teams and build in the voice of the customer (Cooper, Edgett & Kleinschmidt, 2004).
Thus, the big difference is that for large firms the organisation and execution of the
defined process contributes to successfully developing new products and that for small
firms just having a defined process contributes to successfully developing new products.

4.6

Relation between NPD success factors and NPD harriers

It is typical that almost all NPD success factors and recommendations for small firms
relate to management activities. Because, in relating all harriers to successful NPD of
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success factors and
recommendations
for small firms
relate to
management
activities. However,
small firms are to a
large extent
hindered performing
management
activities well
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exhibit 4.1 it can be concluded that small firms are to a large extent hindered performing
management activities well. That is, small firms:

1. lack managerial time.
2. lack management skills.
3. lack financial resources to invest in time and skills.

And as long the owner/ manager with his/ her strong influence beliefs that management
activities are of minor importance in the NPD process, NPD success will be more by
chance. This strong influence of the owner/ manager plays a key role in the
implementation of an NPD process. The causes of unsuccessful NPD at management
level are visualized in exhibit 4.4. This figure is the result of relating all harriers of
exhibit 4.1 and taking out the causes that relate to the deficient performance of
management activities. These causes are divided into management at process level and
management at project level.

Exhibit 4.4: Causes of unsuccessful NPD at management level
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According to Phillips, Neailey & Broughton (1999) the success of an NPD project, based
on introducing a new product into a market , will be reflected in the management of the
product performance against the time and cost of producing the right product:
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Product performance. The product must meet the demands m the market for

value, reliability and distinctive performance.
Product development time. Speed of development is imperative, as it will allow

the firm to ultimately bring the new product to the market early.
Product development cost. Development cost will dictate the product' s cost.

The intent of the underlying NPD process is to execute activities effectively and
efficiently as well as making decisions effectively and efficiently. Such a process will
increase product performance and decrease product development time and product
development cost. In addition, the most important management activities are the activities
that directly affect the above-mentioned factors. These are: marketing activities,
planning, progress control and financial evaluation. Although it is typical that almost all
Management
activities determine
to a large extent the
success of an NPD
project

NPD success factors and recommendations for small firms relate to management
activities, it is understandable, because management activities determine to a large extent
the success of an NPD project.

4. 7

Conclusions and recommendations of NPD in small firms

Developing new products is cmcial to the survival and success of business enterprises.
Small firms are no exception. Indeed, developing new products provide an attractive
option for small firms to improve their competitiveness and profit growth. The majority
of the NPD literature focuses on large, well-established companies, despite the fact that
small firms account for more than 90 percent of business enterprises in most developed
countries. There is genera! agreement that the NPD process is not adequately studied in
small firms and models and tools specifically focussed for these firms are lacking. In
essence, the advantages of small firms are fundamentally behavioural, whilst harriers
relate to a lack of resources (Freel, 2000).
Current research
states that in order
to successfully
develop new
products smallfirms
need to perform
NPD management
activities better, but
sorry for you small
firm, you hardly can
improve these
activities because
you don 't have the
time and skills for it
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lt is typical that almost all NPD success factors and recommendations for small firms
relate to management activities, that is using a forma! way of executing the NPD process
and executing monitoring, controlling and marketing related activities. Because, in
relating all harriers to successful NPD of exhibit 4.1 it can be concluded that small firms
are to a large extent hindered in performing management activities well. Anyway,
improving the performance of NPD management activities is needed. Unfortunately,
current research doesn't give many practical guidelines in improving deficiently
performed management activities. In other words, current research states that in order to
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successfully develop new products small firms need to perform NPD management
activities better, but sorry for you small firm, you hardly can improve these activities
because you don't have the time and skills for it.

Small firms who
develop or want to
develop new
products have two
derived needs:
A generic NPD
model with defined
phases, key activities
and review moments
Ways through which
management
activities at project
level can be
executed more easily

So, if small firms want to start developing new products or have already started
developing new products and the development is not going well, the following needs can
be derived:

1. A generic NPD model for small firms with defined phases, key activities and
review moments that serves as a starting point to construct an NPD model for
an individual small firm. A defined NPD process provides a clear
understanding of the complete process and the possible consequences of
actions and choices can be determined. The defined process can also be used
as a standard against which progress is measured (where we are, where we are
going). In addition, having guidelines to follow is valuable for small firms,
which often have technica} but not managerial competencies and experiences.
2. Ways through which management activities at project level can be executed
more easily. If management activities can be performed in a more easy way,
less management skills and managerial time is needed. The most important
management activities are the activities that directly affect product
performance, development time and development cost. These are: marketing
activities, planning, progress control and financial evaluation.

lt will be a challenge to develop these practical guidelines in order to improve NPD
Fulfilling these
needs wilt certainly
add value to small
firms and it wilt
certainly fill a gap in
current literature

T u/e

management activities, because solutions need to be of a more creative nature. Namely,
small firms generally Jack financial resources to invest in managerial time and
management skills. Fulfilling these needs will certainly add value to small firms and it
will certainly fill a gap in current literature.
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Deriving an appropriate NPD model for small firms

The aim of this chapter is to suggest an NPD model for small firms, which is one of the
derived needs small firms have in order to improve NPD performance. In the first
paragraph the type of NPD model will be derived. After that, the concept of the
conceming model will be explained. The applicability of this model for small firms will
subsequently be discussed. After that, the differences between this model for large and
for small firms will be related to the literature findings of chapter 4.

5.1
Academie research
doesn 't provide a
generic NPD model
{or small firms in
specific

Type of NPD model

Academie research doesn't provide a generic NPD model for small firms in specific.
Some researchers have reported the NPD process of small firms . According to MarchChordà, Gunasekaran & Lloria-Aramburo (2002) the NPD process of small firms in the
Valencian industrial network is in genera! simple and short, going through only four
stages: original idea, brief development, prototype and fabrication. De Toni &
Nassimbeni (2003) have studied the NPD process of small firms in the Italian eyewear
district and concluded that the activities of the NPD process highlight three macrophases: 1) Creative phase. This consists of mainly creative activities aimed at the
formalisation of the aesthetic content of the product; 2) Design phase. Converts the
product concept into a project containing the technica! specifications and manufacturing
tools; 3) Manufacturing phase. The tools needed to produce the new product are
constructed and tested and the manufacturing of the new product will be arranged.
Unfortunately, none of these researchers have studied the process into detail. They
haven't indicated which type of model is used.

In paragraph 4.7 the need for an NPD model with defined phases, key activities, review
moments and milestones has already been derived. As already elaborated in paragraph
3.5, there are seven distinct categories of NPD models . In order to determine a suitable
NPD model for small firms, the different NPD models have to be judged on the key
aspects that must include the small firm NPD model. Key aspects for the small firm NPD
model are: defined phases, defined activities, review moments, milestone identification.
These key aspects are derived from the NPD success factors of small firms . See exhibit
5.1 for the assessment of the NPD models.
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Exhibit 5.1: NPD model assessment on key aspects
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From this assessment appears that an appropriate model will be a combination of an
activity-stage model and a decision-stage model with a cross functional approach. Small
firms will benefit most from a process model that serves as a guide for the movement of a
new product from idea to launch. According to Phillips, Neailey & Broughton (1999) a
stage-gate process model, that is a combination of an activity-stage model and a decisionstage model, for NPD is a common tool used within organisations today to facilitate the
process. Tuis stage-gate process model has also a cross-functional approach. Dr. Robert
Cooper is the founder of the stage-gate concept and he has designed a generic stage-gate
process model. This generic process model is designed on the basis of extended
investigation of new product successes.

5.2

The concept of a stage-gate process model

A stage-gate model is both a conceptual and operational road map for moving a new
product project from idea to launch. It is a blueprint for managing the NPD process to
improve effectiveness and efficiency. The NPD process itself is only as effective as the
decisions made within it, and as efficient as the speed with which the information
required for each decision is made available (Thirupatfü and Roy, 1997). Hence the use
of a stage-gate approach. Stage-gate approaches break the NPD process into a
predetermined set of stages, with each one consisting of a set of prescribed, crossfunctional and parallel activities. At the entrance to each stage is a gate, which serves as
the quality control and Go/Kill check point in the process, see exhibit 5.2 for the generic
stage-gate process. Tuis concept allows the organisation to improve the quality of the
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output, by focusing on the process itself, in being able to remove non-value-added
activities in the process and reduce risk associated with the product's development.

Exhibit 5.2: The generic stage-gate process
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A good analogy for the stage-gate concept is the production process to manufacture a
physical product. The way to improve the quality of output from the process, of course, is
to focus on the process itself - to remove variances in the process. A process is
subdivided into a number of stages or workstations . Between each workstation or stage,
there is a quality control checkpoint or gate. A set of deliverables is specified for each
gate, as is a set of quality criteria that the product must pass before moving to the next
workstation. The stages are where the work is done; the gates ensure that the quality is
sufficient.

The stages
Stages are where the
action occurs. The
players on the
project team
undertake key tasks
to gather
information needed
to advance the
project to the nexl
gate or decision
point

Stages are where the action occurs. The players on the project team undertake key tasks
to gather information needed to advance the project to the next gate or decision point.
Stages are cross-functional: There is no R&D or marketing stage. Rather, each stage
consists of a set of parallel activities undertaken by people from different functional areas
in the firm, working together as a team and led by a project team leader.
To manage risk via a stage-gate method, the parallel activities in a certain stage must be
designed to gather vital information- technica!, market, financial, operations- in order to
drive down the technica! and business risks. Each stage costs more than the preceding
one, so that the game plan is based on incremental commitments. As uncertainties
decrease, expenditures are allowed to mount and risk is managed.
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The genenc stage-gate model, exhibit 5.2, shows the genera} flow of the typical, or
generic, stage gate process. Here, following idea generation, are the five key stages:

Stage 1

Preliminary investigation: a quick investigation and sculpting of the
project.

Stage 2

Detailed investigation: the detailed homework and up-front investigation
work leading to a business case; a defined product, a business justification
and a detailed plan of action for the next stages.

Stage 3

Development: the actual design and development of the new product.
Additionally, the manufacturing (or operations) process is mapped out, the
marketing launch and operating plans are developed, and the test plans for
the next stage are defined

Stage 4

Testing & validation: the verification and validation of the proposed new
product, its marketing and production.

Stage 5

Full production & market launch: full commercialisation of the product;
the beginning of full production and commercial launch and selling.

These stages are a high level view of a generic process. In a real company process,
drilling down into the details of each stage reveals a sophisticated and complex set of
activities. The drill down provides a detailed and operational road map for the project
team, everything it needs to know and do to successfully complete that stage of the
process and project.

The gates
Gates serve as
quality-control
checkpoints and as
decision points

Preceding each stage is an entry gate or a Go/Kill decision point. See exhibit 5.2.
Effective gates are centra} to the success of fast-paced NPD process:

- Gates serve as quality-control checkpoints: Is this project being executed in a quality
fashion?
- Gates also serve as decision points. These decisions can result in:
1. Go: the project will move to the next stage
2. Kill: the project will be rejected
3. Hold: the project will be stopped because the time is not yet arrived for this idea.
When the time has arrived, the project can be restarted.
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4. Recycle: the project will stay in the previous gate because the activities of the
preceding stage haven't been executed well and must be re-executed.
Finally, gates are where the path forward for the next stage is decided, along with
resource commitments. Gate meetings are usually staffed by senior managers
from different functions, who own the resources the project leader and team
require for the next stage. These decision-makers are called "gatekeepers".

Gates have a common format:
Deliverables: These are the inputs into the gate review. The input is what the
project leader and team deliver to the meeting. They are the results of the actions
of the previous stage.
Criteria: These are questions or metrics on which the project is judged in order to
make the decisions.
Outputs: these are the results of the gate review: a decision 1s made
(Go/Kill/Hold/Recycle).

5.3
Recently, this
generic stage-gate
model has been
tailored to small and
medium-sized firms.
However, nothing is
written about it
publicly

Applicability of the generic stage-gate process model for small firms

The generic stage-gate process is developed for large companies. Recently, this generic
stage-gate model has been tailored to small and medium-sized firms (Donath, 2005). This
innovative product of Dr. Robert Cooper is called ATOM-SME (Accelerate TO Market
for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises). However, after doing research in the university
databases, it appeared that there isn't academie literature about ATOM-SME available.
After contacting Dr. Robert Cooper, unfortunately he said that there is nothing written
about it publicly. ATOM-SME is a commercial product and only available for sale
through US government small business offices.

Main differences between the stage-gate process model of large and small firms
A well-respected
consultant of StageGate lncorporation
has been contacted
in order to find out
the differences
between the stagegate process model
of large and small
firms

In order to find out the differences between the generic stage-gate model and the derived
model for small firms I have contacted a well-respected consultant of Stage-Gate
Incorporation, mr. Michael Booker. He is an expert in the field of stage-gate NPD
processes for all company sizes. His previous role at Stage-gate Incorporation was a
consultant, specialized in working with small businesses that decided to implement a
stage-gate process. He has shared his insights with me. The differences between the
generic stage-gate model and the derived model for small firms are as follows:
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1. Both models consist of the same stages and gates. This means that the model
derived for small firms looks the same as the generic model of exhibit 5.2.
However, the main difference between the stage-gate processes of large and small
firms is the amount of work and detail. This difference can first be expressed in
the difference in size of the user guide. The user guide consists of information
about the stage-gate process, prescribed activities for each phase, prescribed
deliverables for each gate and gate criteria. The user guide for large firms contains
200 pages whereas for small firms it contains 50 pages. For example, an activity
of stage 1 is executing a preliminary market assessment. In this assessment a
small firm has to define: 1) which markets are attractive? 2) how fast are they
growing? 3) who are your competitors? Whereas a large firm has to define: 1)
which markets are attractive? 2) how fast are they growing? 3) why are they
growing that fast? 4) who are your competitors? 5) what are your competitors in
each market? 6) what are their strengths and weaknesses? 7) what are their core
competences?
2. Large firms are used to have policies and procedures, and having a bureaucracy.
Small companies don't. The stage-gate process for small firms is therefore
structured in small manageable pieces that concern the key areas of innovation.
3. The stage-gate process for small firms doesn't go much into co-developinent and
global product development. The stage-gate process for large firms has for
example a complete activity around supplier assessment.
4. The stage-gate process for large firms has different versions, specifically
developed

for

manufacturing

companies,

food

compames

and

service

organizations where the process uses for instance an e-customer-serviceexperience-model. The stage-gate process for small firms doesn't have different
versions. Tuis process is derived for manufacturing companies.
5. Another difference is the activity product lifecycle management; to take a look at
when the product is launched, what the next steps are in evolving that product in
order the get the most revenues out of it. Smaller companies do not devote that
energy to this. However it is very important for small companies as well to have
some understanding of what they are going to do with a product when it is
launched. This activity goes much les into detail in the stage-gate process derived
for small firms.
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6. Large firms customize the genenc stage-gate process for each project. Small
companies do not have the resources to customize the process for each project.
Instead of customizing the process, small companies can use the derived
"generic" process and decide which activities have to be carried out for each
project.
7. Small firms operate in a resource constraint environment. Therefore, roles are
overlapped. The marketing person will do some of the R&D work and will be
responsible for the financials. The technica} person will do all the technica} work,
the manufacturing operations and intellectual property assessment. Because
people are lacking skills in those particular areas, the stage-gate process for small
firms is provided with templates in order to provide support in executing the
needed activities and in focussing on the right projects by taking the right
decisions.

On the basis of the above-mentioned differences between the stage-gate process model of
large and small firms can be summarized that the key differences are:

The amount of work and detail for small firms is less than for large firms
Small firms are supported with templates, large firms are not
Large firms can choose from different versions, based on the nature of the firm
Large firms have to customize the process for each project

5.4

Relation with literature findings

From the differences between the generic stage-gate process model and the derived
process model for small firms appears that this derived process model provides directions
in overcoming two large causes of unsuccessful NPD at management level, derived in
The most
remarkable
dijference between
the stage-gate
process model of
large and small
firms is that small
firms are supported
with templates which
include explicit
guidelines to
improve
management
activities
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exhibit 4.4, that is:

Lack of management time
Lack of management skills

The most remarkable difference is that small firms are supported with templates. These
templates include explicit guidelines about management activities. This is one way
through which management activities at project level can be executed more easily, the
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second need small firms have, derived in paragraph 4.7. Templates assist to help small
firms gather information in a more orderly manner. Subsequently, decision-making will
also be a lot easier with the right information together with a template that contains
decision criteria. If support is provided in executing management activities, management
skills don't have to be of a that high degree. The prescription of the execution of
management activities will also result in less required management time. Of course, the
question if templates are beneficia! for large firms as well rises. Perhaps the templates are
too general with the result that they provide less added value to large firm NPD projects.

So far, an extended literature review bas been executed in which two small firm NPD
So Jar, two solution
suggestions have
been proposed in
order to satisfy both
derived smallfirm
NPD needs. With
this, the genera!
literature research
part wil! be Jinished
and the remaining
chapters wil! be
Dekkers VC specific

T u/e

needs have been derived. In order to satisfy both needs, two solution suggestions have
been proposed. For the first need of an NPD model with defined phases, key activities
and review moments, the Stage-Gate process model bas been proposed. For the second
need of ways through which management activities can be executed more easily, the use
of templates is suggested. Now it is time to direct the focus to NPD within Dekkers VC.
With this, the genera! literature research part will be finished and the remaining chapters
will be Dekkers VC specific.
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Research Background of Dekkers VC

The implementation of a new NPD design denotes a change for a company. Changes
within a company have influence on the whole company and often even towards
customers and suppliers. In order to determine what this change will influence within
Dekkers VC, there bas to be some understanding of the current situation. Insight in the
current situation of a company can be acquired by doing a so-called SWOT analysis,
The implementation
ofanewNPD
design denotes a
change, which may
have influence on
the whole company
and its environment

paragraph 6.1. After that, the ambitions will be made clear in paragraph 6.2.
Subsequently in paragraph 6.3 will be focused on how NPD fits in the company. The last
two paragraphs describe the kind of NPD projects Dekkers VC bas as well as the current
NPD process.

6.1

SWOT analysis

In order to get insight m the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats all 7
employees have been interviewed during the orientation phase of this graduation project
and after the literature review was finished all 6 employees have filled in a SWOT scan
(Verhoef, L.H.J, 2004). In this intermediate period two persons left Dekkers VC and one
person has joined the company. The SWOT scan has been used during the course
"management and change in small and medium sized firms". This scan contains six pages
with questions with five response possibilities, ranging from disagreement to agreement.
An analysis of the
company's
strengths,
weaknesses,
opportunities and
threats have been
executed in order to
get insight in the
current situation of
the company

Every page also contains two open questions. See Annex 3. The results have been
analysed in Microsoft Excel. Results that are of interest are questions, which have been
answered with the most extreme response possibilities. These questions contain attributes
of the company with which all employees agree or disagree. This enhances the reliability
of this attribute as being a strength, weakness, opportunity or threat. An overview of the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats is shown in exhibit 6.1.

Strengths
From a knowledge perspective Dekkers VC bas a high degree of light technology and
materials processing knowledge. With this knowledge in combination with a creative
mind, Dekkers VC is able to create innovative designs which are technically feasible.
Within the company, this translation of the customer request into a creative and
technically feasible design is perceived as the core competence. According to the
managing director and product developer, customers indicate that Dekkers VC is flexible
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the ability to
translate a customer
request into a
creative and
technically f easible
design, is perceived
as the care
competence
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and able to think in line with the customer in order to find a solution. The customer has a
centra} focus within the company. Dekkers VC is also good in recovering problems that
result in a high satisfaction level of end products at customer side. Relationships with
customers are also very good and of a long term. Dekkers VC is able to produce at a low
cost level because it produces in China. Also, a huge network of product locations makes
sure that an increase in production volume won't be a problem. Dekkers VC has also a
good financial position. There is room for investing. Further, Dekkers VC consists of an
enthusiastic young team with a high level of fellowship.

Weaknesses
Within the company,
lack of structure is
perceived as the
strongest weakness

Dekkers VC 1s a small company with limited managerial skills. lt has difficulty in
developing plans and working according to them and there is lack of organizational
structure as well as structured processes. Within the company, lack of structure is
perceived as the strongest weakness. Intemal communication is deficiently and keeping
to appointments seems to be difficult. A scheduled meeting is cancelled easily. In an
early stage of a project appointments are made with customers without solid grounds. For
example, giving the assurance that if a promotional fridge doesn't work it will be fixed
within 24 hours within the Benelux. This isn't feasible for Dekkers VC because of the
lack of resources. Another example is giving fixed prices or delivery times to the
customer without communicating with the project division. Dekkers VC is strongly
dependent on a small number of big customers. If one of these customers will drop out
this will have a large impact. This vulnerability also holds when one of the team players
falls out. There is also a high level of dependence on the managing director. The
employees are further continuously working with deadlines. Having many projects in the
pipeline contributes to this. Dekkers VC seldom rejects a customer request. There is also
a lack of sales force.

Opportunities
An increasing demand of new product developments exists among the current customer.

Also international affiliates from current customers in the beer market provides potential.
Selling standard products to new markets also provides perspectives but requires extra
sales force . Tuis year, new business software is purchased in order to work more
structurally and personal websites for customers have been developed. Customers are
omitting advertising agencies more often and direct their request directly to a point-of-
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purchase supplier. During a number of new product development projects it was possible
to have contact with the customer's marketing department. Normally, contact goes via the
purchasing department. Besides that it works more convenient working with customer' s
marketing department, it appears that more new projects are the result of this direct
contact.

Threats

The drivers of product innovation, which are described in chapter 3 play a large role in
current and future threats. Paragraph 6.3 goes more into detail about these threats.
Another threat is that a high chance exists that customers will switch from supplier
because of quality and on-time delivery problems. In the case of standard products,
switching from supplier is easy. Furthermore, production in China is difficult to control
because of the distance. Moreover, liquidity is vulnerable because of high-required
prefinances.

Exhibit 6.1: SWOT analysis
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Opposite extremes
Further interesting results derived from the SWOT scan are questions which have been
answered with opposite extreme response possibilities. lt concerns the following
statements:
The customer exactly knows what is going on
All appointments with customers and suppliers are met strictly
Services and products are of high quality
Management communicates well with employees, customers and suppliers
The company takes advantage of customers who favour the order to Dekkers VC

6.2
Revealing the
ambitions of the
company shapes a
picture of what
Dekkers VC wants to
achieve and the way
to get there. After
that, it is possible to
place NPD in this
picture

Ambitions

Revealing the ambitions of the company shapes a picture of what Dekkers VC wants to
achieve and the way to get there. After that, it is possible to place NPD in this picture.
Ambitions comprehend the mission & vision, values, main objective, and strategy. These
aspects will be roughly outlined below.

Mission & Vision
Dekkers VC has never had a clearly defined mission statement and v1s1on. The
formulated mission statement and vision are constructed on the basis of conversations
and discussions with the managing director. Dekkers VC has formulated its mission
statement as follows: "Contributing to increased sales performance of our customers by
developing differentiated and innovative products" and its vision: "To become a valuable
supplier with clearly recognisable added value in the field of proactivity, quality,

According to the
managing director,
innovation is found
to be an important
aspect in future

innovativeness and service in order to become a leading supplier in the target market".
The mission statement and vision contain both innovation aspects. According to the
managing director, innovation is found to be an important aspect in future .

Values
Dekkers VC tries to maintain the so-called "SHE-issues", which stand for safety, health
and environment. Production work is mainly outsourced to China. Dekkers VC finds it
important that the production locations are safe for the employees. Yearly, a number of
production locations are being visited for discussing current projects. During this visit,
the production location will also be controlled on safety and child labour.
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Main objective

The main company objective for 2009, that is within three years, is to double its turnover
and profits.

Strategy
In order to realise the mam company objective there are certain weaknesses which

obstruct achieving this growth objective. In particular, the lack of structure within the
organisation obstructs growth. For the realisation of the key company objective a
differentiated policy is mapped out that within three years bas to lead to the realisation of
five sub objectives, related to the main objective.

1. The first sub objective concerns the market. There will be strived for intensifying
and expanding the West-European market. The target countries will be the UK,
Germany, France, Spain and Italy.
2. The second sub objective concerns the sales channel. In order to provide goocl
sales possibilities every country will get its own agent and head offices of the
brand manufacturers will be brought into action to stimulate purchase of
international offices.
3. The third sub objective concerns products and services. The product portfolio will
be extended to all common in-store communication product categories together
with the possibility to develop new products in these product categories.
4. The fourth sub objective concerns the organisation. In order to assist growth, the
organisation will be more structured and systems will be installed with attention
to forthcoming needs.
5. The fifth sub objective concerns resources. The number of employees will be
extended with an account manager, two designers, an office assistant, a manager
logistics & servicing and an internal process coordinator.

Ever-y sub objective will be an operational challenge with stringent conditions, the

SO··

called critica] success factors (CSF). The CSF of intensifying and expanding the West•·
European market will be a competent sales management. The CSF of the second sub
objective that concerns the sales channel will be good communication levels. The CSF of
extending the product portfolio will be a professional NPD process as well as continuous
improvement of the current knowledge areas. These areas encompass light technology
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and materials processing technology. The CSF of structuring the organisation will be the
readiness of the people within the organisation and a competent management. The CSF of
the extension of the number of employees will be a good selection procedure of
applicants.

lt wil/ be a challenge
for Dekkers VC and
at the same time a
severe condition to
structure the
company in order to
achieve the intended
company objective

On the basis of the SWOT analysis can be determined that Dekkers VC doesn't have a
strong point of departure for every critica} success factor. Very clearly the lack of
organizational structure comes forward, which is in genera! a characteristic of small firms
and becomes an obstacle when a small firm wants to grow, like the company Dekkers
VC. This lack of structure is mainly a result of lack of management skills. It will be a
challenge for Dekkers VC and at the same time a severe condition to structure the
company in order to achieve the intended company objective.

Company growth and value drivers
Dekkers VC has a clear vision about the next three years of the company. The managing
director has chosen for company growth. Churchill and Lewis (1983) describe five stages
of small business growth. Stage 1 is the existence stage in which the main problems of
the business are obtaining customers and delivering the product or service contracted for.
Stage 2 is the survival stage, in which the business bas demonstrated that it is a workable
business entity. It bas enough customers and satisfies them sufficiently with its products
or services to keep them. Stage 3 is the success stage. A key issue in this stage is whether
to use the company as a platform for growth or as a means of support for the owner to
completely or partially disengage from the company. Stage 4 is the take-off stage which
concerns how to grow rapidly and how to finance that growth and stage 5 is the resource
maturity stage which concerns the consolidation and control of the financial gains and
how to retain the advantages of small company size. Dekkers VC is situated in stage 3
now and the managing director bas deliberately chosen to use the company as a platform
for growth in order to make the transfer to stage 4. After making this decision it is
important to identify the future value drivers of the company in order to assess if these
added values are realisable. The most value-adding activity of Dekkers VC is designing
creative and technically feasible solutions. This means that activities that concern
technica! knowledge and skills have to be emphasised in the future value chain. Exhibit
6.2. describes the future value drivers of Dekkers VC. The value chain framework of
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professor Verhoef (2004) has been used, which 1s an extension of Porter' s value chain
(Kotler, 2000).
Exhibit 6.2: Future value drivers within Dekkers VC
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Financial plan
The managing director has made a start in developing a financial plan in order to support
the strategy. This plan isn' t finished yet and because of confidential reasons the plan so
far isn't recorded in the Annexes.

6.3
After having a
perception of the
whole company it is
possible to place NPD,
which is the focus of
this thesis, in this
picture

Focussing on NPD

After having a perception of the whole company it is possible to place NPD, which is the
focus of this thesis, in this picture. First will be determined which extemal threats can be
offered resistance to with NPD. After that, the opportunities NPD further provides will be
determined. Finally will be discussed if focussing on NPD fits in the formulated strategy
and what effect it will have within the company and its environment.

NPD to face external threats
According to the NPD literature, existing products of small firms are vulnerable to
changing customer needs and tastes, diverse and rapidly changing technologies, increased
domestic and foreign competition and shortened product life cycles. These are the drivers
Customer needs
have changed.
Higher requirements
have been set on
quality,
dijferentiation and
meaningfulness

TU/ e

of product innovation. In chapter 3 has been discussed that NPD will be more critica! to
corporate prosperity if companies face these extemal threats.
According to Helms (2000) customers demand more from products in terms of quality,
differentiation and meaningfulness. This is exactly the case for customers of Dekkers VC.
Customers of Dekkers VC, large brand manufacturers, have become more conscious of
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Global competition
has made
competition more
intense. lt has also
become more easily
for the customer to
purchase directly
{rom Asian and
East-European
suppliers

the effects of point-of-purchase advertising products with the result that they set higher
requirements on the meaningfulness of these products. The product has to contribute to
higher sales. Other requirements concern a good quality of the products, the expression of
the right brand image, using the right colours and an attractive design. On-time delivery
has become more important as well because point-of-purchase products are often part of
a marketing campaign. In addition, brand manufacturers are confronted with a high level
of competition and want to differentiate themselves from the competitors by using
differentiated point-of-purchase advertising products.
Diverse and rapidly changing technologies are of minor importance for Dekkers VC.
Although it is important to be aware of the latest developments in technology, it doesn't
impose more pressure on developing new products.
Global competition has made competition indeed more intense for Dekkers VC. The
number of suppliers in Asia and East-Europe has increased with a high rate. Besides the
increasing competition from Asian and East European suppliers, the purchasing
departments of customers have been professionalized due to huge cost savings, through
which customers are now able to purchase directly from Asian and East European
suppliers.
Product life cycles have also become more compressed, mainly because brand

Product life cycles
have also become
more compressed

manufacturers carry out promotional actions, introducing new brands and restyle their
brands at higher rates .

NPD as a source of competitive advantage

According to the literature, developing new products is a necessity for every company,
because new products are the key to corporate prosperity. Three years ago, Dekkers VC
has started developing promotional fridges, which has become a new product line. The
so-called "crate cooler" developed for Inbev Benelux is an example of one these new
product developments, see exhibit 6.3. Because of the introduction of this product line,
sales have increased.
However, developing new products is not only a necessity, but also a potential source of
Due to the increased
competition, demand
of standard products
is decreasing.
Customers demand
more often to
develop a new
product

TU/ e

competitive advantage. As already mentioned in the first chapter, the product portfolio of
Dekkers VC consists of standard products and new product developments. Standard
products forma large part of current sales. But, due to the increased competition, demand
of these standard products is decreasing. Even, the trend is that customers demand more
often to develop a new product. Developing new products is therefore a potential source
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of competitive advantage for Dekkers VC as well. Moreover, it fits current core
competences well.

Exhibit 6.3: Crate cooler for the brand Hertog Jan

Promotional fridges
have become a new
product line,
through which sa fes
have increased

NPD strategy and change
When improving
NPD Dekkers VC's
strength, the ability
to translate a
customer request
into a creative and
technically f easible
design, will be fully
used in creating
value to the
customer.

It is important that when applying changes within a company, the core competence of the
company will not be affected. The engine of the company may not be damaged. The core
competence of Dekkers VC is the ability to translate a customer request into a creative
and technically feasible design. When improving NPD this strength will be fully used in
creating value to the customer. lt is also important to derive possible effects of improving
NPD on the company and its environment. If it concerns standard products , the marketing
department of a brand manufacturer decides which point-of-purchase product has to be
purchased. After this decision is taken, the marketing department orders the purchasing
department to source an appropriate supplier for the fixed definition of the product.
Communication further goes between the supplier and the purchasing department. In this
way margins are under pressure, because the purchasing department is mainly focussed
on price. If it concerns new product developments, the marketing department of a brand

IJ a new product is
being developed,
communication goes
via the marketing
department to which
Dekkers VC
provides a
consulting role.
Focus will be less on
price

manufacturer also decides which point-of-purchase product has to be developed and the
purchasing department searches for a supplier. However, the product definition isn't
fixed yet. One of the positive experiences of Dekkers VC is that during the development
of the new product communication goes further via the marketing department. In this
way, Dekkers VC provides also a consulting role with which Dekkers VC adds value to
the customer because of its high level problem solving capacity regarding designing

creative aod technically feasib)e salutiaos Anather benefit is that focus is Jess ao price
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and that Dekkers VC is less dependent on the purchasing department. After having
Dekkers VC has the
knowledge fo r this
consulting role.
However, it wil!
require a more
prof essional and
structured working
method fo r the
development of the
new product.

developed a number of new products, the marketing department sometimes contacted
Dekkers VC before releasing the order to the purchasing department because Dekkers VC
has acquired the image of being a good consultant on this area. Up till now, the orders are
subsequently given to Dekkers VC. Here lies the opportunity for Dekkers VC . With
respect to the strengths, Dekkers VC has the skills for this consulting role. However, it
will require a more professional and structured working method for the development of
the new product, which has already been argued as a critica! success factor in achieving
the sub objective that concerns products and services. Currently it is one of the
weaknesses of Dekkers VC. In order to convert this weakness, a structured NPD design
will be constructed in this thesis. In principle, the work itself won't change that much, it
is only the order in which the work will be executed that changes. However, a change in
culture has to take place, because Dekkers VC isn' t used to structured processes. The
managing director will play a central role in this change, he has to be the initiator. At
customer side there will not be a change, Dekkers VC is not going to charge consulting

Structuring NPD is
seen as the next step
in order to achieve
the main company
objective. However,
a change in culture
has to take place in
which the managing
director has to be
the initiator.

hours. The manager director is convinced about the competitive advantage that NPD can
provide for Dekkers VC. The product developer also expects great advantages when
focusing on NPD. It is clear that there is a great conviction present. During this
graduation project Dekkers VC has already invested in business software and people in
order to structure the company. Structuring NPD is seen as the next step in order to
realise the intended added values and to achieve the main company objective.

6.4

Types of NPD projects

In order to have a representation of what NPD encompasses at Dekkers VC, the kind of

NPD projects of Dekkers VC will be described in this paragraph. In paragraph 3.2 six
different types of new products are determined, which can be defined in terms of newness
to the company and newness to the market. In principle, if a company produces
customized products, all products have some degree of newness for the company.
However, not all new products contain the newness degree to be an innovative product.
In determining the newness of a product for Dekkers VC, the newness of the particular

product type has to be determined. The current product groups Dekkers VC offers are
The initiative to
develop a new
product is mainly a
result of a
customer 's request
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mainly: signs& displays, and promotional coolers. The initiative to develop a new
product is mainly a result of a customer request. The customer has an idea that is derived
from:
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A marketing campaign that concerns an introduction of a new brand or a restyled
brand.
A marketing campaign that concerns intensifying sales of an existing brand

For example, if a customer orders a promotional cooler for one of the above-mentioned
marketing campaigns, this particular cooler can be classified according to the
classification types of paragraph 3.2. which is as follows:

Category 2: If Dekkers VC had never produced a cooler before, then this product

type has a high level of newness for the company and it might be quite new to the
market. Tuis product type fits best with classification type, "new product lines".
For example, the before-mentioned crate cooler. Another product type that can
fall into this category is a product of a competitor that is copied by Dekkers VC
on request of the customer.
Category 3: Tuis cooler is an addition to the existing cooler product group,

because it is significantly different than the current offerings. This cooler has
special dimensions or specifications. For example, this cooler has the form of a
sphere or can cool to a specific temperature that is needed for a special drink. For
example, Brahma beer has to be at a temperature of minus three degrees at the
moment of serving. This product type is quite new to the company and quite new
to the market as well and can be classified as "additions to existing product lines".
Category 4: This cooler is an improvement of an already produced cooler. For

example, a new application of led lighting is integrated in the cooler through
which a special illumination effect is obtained. This product is quite new to the
company, because of the use of adjusted technologies, but not that new to the
market. It can be classified as "improvements and revisions to existing products".
Category 6: This cooler has already been produced once by Dekkers VC, but

because of investigating the use of different materials or different suppliers, cost
reductions are trying to be achieved. Tuis is generally the case if a customer
reorders a new developed product. This product has a low degree of newness to
the company as well as to the market. However, this product has resulted in a
degree of newness to the product type and can be classified as "cost reductions".
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No category: Tuis cooler is a reorder of a cooler that bas already been produced
once; it is a standard product and has no degree of newness to the company or to
the market.
No category: This cooler is an existing product of a supplier of Dekkers VC.
Dekkers VC provides this cooler with a new branding, by designing new artwork
and printing this artwork on stickers that subsequently are sticked on the cooler.
Although new artwork has been designed, this doesn't result in a degree of
newness to the product type. Tuis product can also be considered as a standard
product.

After studying the project list of Dekkers VC, which consists of all customer orders of the
first ten months of 2005, a selection has been made by the product developer of all new
product developments according to the above classification method. A set of 17 projects
that concern a new product development out of 176 projects is the result. Most new
product developments of Dekkers VC fall in and around category 4 "improvements and
revisions to existing products" and category 6 "cost reductions", see exhibit 6.4 that
represent the area of product developments of Dekkers VC. In terms of innovativeness,
these new products have a low to average degree of innovativeness and in genera!,
development times varied between two and twelve months.

Exhibit 6.4: Area of product developments of Dekkers VC
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Current NPD process

Dekkers VC doesn't have a documented procedure for the new product development
process and doesn't use an NPD model either. Most new product development projects
are executed unstructured, unplanned and uncontrolled. There isn't a standard order of
executing activities. The most corresponding model in literature is therefore the
Dekkers VC doesn 't
have a documented
procedure f or the
new product
development process
and doesn 't use an
NPD model either

conversion process model. Conversion-process models view NPD as numerous inputs
into a 'black box' where they are converted into an output. A graphical version of the key
activities that are generally performed by Dekkers VC are recorded in Annex 4. The NPD
process is generally executed as follows:

After an idea is proposed by a customer the product designer & developer makes a visual
design. This visual design has to be approved by the customer. If the customer has
approved this visual design a feasibility study is made. This feasibility study consists of
1) a technica! execution of the visual design, in which an investigation of essential
product parts will be made, materials and production techniques will be determined, an
investigation will be made of essential product parts that perhaps are already being
offered as standard products at certain suppliers and an investigation will be made of
suppliers that can develop a product part that is currently not being offered as a standard
product. 2) a delivery date estimation and 3) a brief cost analysis in order to determine a
selling price indication. Dekkers VC seldom rejects a customer request. That means that
if the customer agrees with the delivery date and the selling price indication the
development phase will start. At the start of the development phase technica! drawings
will be made. Subsequently, suppliers will be selected and (production) materials will be
purchased. In most cases existing suppliers will be selected. Sometimes a planning will
be made for developing a prototype. After the prototype is produced, it will be tested on
functional requirements. After this, the customer will evaluate the prototype. When the
customer has approved the prototype, sometimes the customer will test the product in his
own market. If the test results are positive then the customer will order a certain quantity.
Production will be started up in order to produce and assemble the ordered quantity. After
this order is delivered, the project will be closed.
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Research methodology and Results

On the basis of the previous chapter, structuring NPD is determined as being the next step
in order to achieve the main company objective of Dekkers VC. Therefore, the objective
is to construct an NPD design for Dekkers VC about how to develop new products,
taking into account its small firm characteristics. In the first paragraph of this chapter, the
approach for constructing the design will be outlined. In the second paragraph relevant
projects will be selected, which will be analysed in the third paragraph in order to define
guidelines for the NPD design. In paragraph 7 .4 the results of the analysis will be related
to the literature findings. This chapter concludes with discussing the quality of the
research.

7.1

Approach

Dekkers VC has already started developing new products. In the introduction chapter has
been mentioned that Dekkers VC faces several problems in the execution of an NPD
project. For instance: quality problems of end products, exceeded budgets and exceeding
on-time delivery dates. On the basis of literature findings and integration of those
findings it has become clear that if small firms want to start developing new products or
have already started developing new products and the development is not going well,
which is the case at Dekkers VC, there is a great chance that the underlying causes can be
found at management level. More specifically, causes can be found in NPD management
activities at process level and at project level, see exhibit 4.4. Generally, this results in the
need for an NPD process model with defined phases, key activities and review moments
and the need for ways through which management activities at project level can be
executed more easily. In chapter 5, an appropriate NPD process model for small firms is
derived that also provides support in the execution of management activities at project
level by using templates.
In order to bring
more structure in the
current way of
developing new
products it is
recommended to
design a stage-gate
process model
proposed in chapter
5

By observing the current way of developing new products at Dekkers VC, it is obvious
that Dekkers VC doesn't have a structured NPD process. Employees have also indicated
that they feel the need for a more structured way of working. Having a structured NPD
process has also been derived in chapter 4 as an important success factor in developing
successfully new products. In order to bring more structure in the current way of
developing new products at Dekkers VC, and with that more chance to success, it is
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recommended to design a stage-gate process model proposed in chapter 5. Possible
solutions for current problems, probably conceming management activities at project
level, can be integrated in this stage-gate process model.

In order to construct an NPD stage-gate process for Dekkers VC the following research
and design model will be used, derived from Cooper (2001):

Step 1
Defining guidelines

---.

Step2
Designing the

for the new process

The purpose of the
fi rst step in
constructing a stage gate process is to
understand current
problems and to
define guidelines for
the new process by
executing an
internal analysis of
current NPD

process

---.

Step 3
Implementing the
process

Understanding the problem is the first step to a solution. The purpose of step one is to
understand current problems and to define guidelines for the new process. Cooper (2001)
suggests conducting an internal analysis of current NPD practices. This means
undertaking a so-called "retrospective analysis" of new product development projects,
from idea to launch to determine success drivers and also things that were not working
well. This sample of projects should include both successes and failures. After selecting
these projects an analysis has to be undertaken on each project, focussing on what was
done well and what poorly. The chronology of activities from idea to launch has to be
charted. After that, every activity has to be reviewed and there has to be searched for
good practices as well as areas that need improvement. On this basis can be determined
what the successes shared in common that distinguished them from the failures. This
analysis provides many valuable insights into what's going wrong and what works in the
current NPD process. When guidelines are formulated the new NPD process can be
designed for Dekkers VC specifically. Tuis will be done in step two. A vital thing in
succeeding the implementation of a new process is ownership (Cooper, 2001). If people
have not had a hand in crafting the process, there's not much likelihood that they' ll
willingly adopt it. This means that the key users of the new process must be involved in
the design of the process. Because of the dominant influence of the owner/ manager of a

On the basis of the
guidelines and the
derived stage-gate
model of chapter 5,
in step 2 an NPD
process can be
designed, which in
step 3 wilt be
implemented in the
company
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small firm it is most important that this person is involved. The starting point of
designing the new process will be the stage-gate process derived for small firms. This
process will be adjusted on the basis of the guidelines defined in step one and will
subsequently be more refined. After finishing the design it has to be implemented in the
company. In step three implementation issues will be discussed and an implementation
plan will be developed.
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Project selection

The remainder of this chapter discusses step one in which guidelines will be defined on
the basis of an internal analysis of current NPD practices.

Step2
Designing the process

Step3
Implementing the
process

In this paragraph will be defined on which variables projects will be selected for the

internal analysis. After that, projects will be selected and the size of the sample of
projects will be determined as well.

Selection variables
According to Cooper (2001), relevant NPD projects for the retrospective analysis have to
be identified. Relevant NPD projects should include according to Cooper (2001) both
successes and failures . But when is a project a success or a failure and how can this be
measured? In academie research several measures can be found for measuring NPD
success and failure. For example, Sarin & Me Dermott (2003) propose among others the
following measures: This product was developed much faster than similar products
developed by our nearest competitors; Compared to similar products developed by our
organization, our product will offer unique features; Development of this product
required pioneering innovation. According to Phillips, Neailey & Broughton (1999), as
already mentioned in paragraph 4.6, the success of an NPD project based on introducing
a new product into market will be reflected in the management of the product
performance against the time and cost of producing the right product. A more structured
example is the framework of Griffin & Page (1993). They divide key product
development performance measures into four groups. These groups are: 1) Market
acceptance 2) Financial success 3) Product and Project success, and 4) Firm level
measures, and each group contains sub performance measures. However, these models
Current models of
NPD success are
constructed for firms
that produce noncustomized products.
Caution has to be
taken in generalizing
these models
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are mainly constructed for firms, which produce non-customized products while Dekkers
VC produces customized products. Therefore, we have to be cautious about generalizing
these models that may not suit the circumstances of companies that develop customized
products. When a firm produces customized products, project success is very dependent
on customer satisfaction. It is therefore necessary to know which performance criteria
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customers find important. On the basis of conversations with the three largest customers,
which are Heineken, Inbev and Bavaria, and on the basis of conversations with the
managing director and product developer can be determined that customers find the
following performance criteria very important: 1) product design, 2) delivery time and 3)
product quality. These performance criteria are often emphasized in the briefing of a new
product idea. However, besides these three performance criteria there is another aspect
that is found to be important by the customer, which is customer contact during the
project. The customer wants to be kept informed about the progress of the project and
wants to be timely informed about possible changes. From a profit perspective of
Dekkers VC, project success is greatly dependent on operating within the calculated
budget. A project is customer specific and as long as the product meets the requirements
of the customer, Dekkers VC is sure about selling the product in an agreed quantity.
Exceeding the calculated budget directly affects profit. Furthermore, the prospect of a
project is also an important indicator of project success or failure. Prospects concern the
chance of repeat orders for the same customer or of small adjustments for other or new
customers. In order to structure the specific NPD performance criteria of Dekkers VC the
aggregated model of Griffin & Page (1993) can be used and specialise it with the
Dekkers VC-specific performance criteria. See exhibit 7 .1.

Exhibit 7.1: NPD Performance criteria of Dekkers VC, based on the model of Griffin & Page

The DekkersVCspecific performance
criteria all have
common grounds
with current
research, except for
the criterion
"customer contact
during the project"

Key Product Development
Performance Measures

Customer
Accepta nce

•

Product design

Financial
Success

•

Operating
within budget

Finn Level
Measures

Product and
Project Success

•
•
•

On-time delivery
Product quality
Customer contact
during the project

•

Prospects

The DekkersVC-specific performance criteria all have common grounds with the original
sub performance criteria of the model, except for the criterion "customer contact during
the project". This performance criterion differs from the other criteria in that it concerns a
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process aspect instead of an outcome. Because customers find this criterion important it
certainly contributes to NPD project success for Dekkers VC.

Therefore, customer

contact during the project is integrated in the model.

According to Cooper (2001) relevant NPD projects should include both successes and
failures. Therefore, the selection of the projects for the retrospective analysis will be
based on the derived performance criteria.

Project selection and sample size

As already argued, the projects will be selected on the basis of the derived performance
criteria. The managing director and the product developer will be asked which projects
have scored high or low on the performance criteria. Furthermore, it is important that the
selected projects can be assessed on the basis of available information to improve
reliability. For example, information that can be derived from intemal documents. An
important advantage of using documentation is that it may provide information that
organization members have partly or completely forgotten. Furthermore, corporate
documentation is often a more reliable source of information than the opinion of an
organization member. An important disadvantage of documentation is that it does not
allow you to ask any additional questions (Aken, van, Berends & Bij, van der, 2004). In
genera!, the availability of information in small firms is very low. Intemal documents of
Dekkers VC will consist mainly of sent and received e-mails. Further intemal documents
could be quotations, delivery notes, purchase orders and test reports. In order to
determine an appropriate size of the sample, there are several guidelines. These
guidelines relate to the desired reliability and the significance with which statements ·can
be made (Kleingeld, Van Tuijl & Janssen, 2001). And in addition, the larger the size of
the sample, the better. For this specific sample a formula wasn't found in order to
determine the right sample size. On the basis of the advice of Kleingeld, Van Tuijl &
Janssen (2001) that the larger the sample size the better, the managing director and the
product developer are asked to make a list of projects with the requirement that the
projects have to score high or low on the derived performance criteria and that intemal
A list of 11 projects
has been set up,
which is perceived
to contain a
representative image
of what leads to
project success
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documents have to be available to assess as much as possible the formulated performance
criteria. A list of eleven projects bas been set up. This list of projects is perceived to
contain a representative image of what leads to project success and project failure.
Therefore, this list of 11 projects will be the sample size for the project analysis.
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Project analysis

The 11 selected projects will be analysed in order to define the guidelines for the new
process. In the first analysis method will be determined which performance criteria have
a positive relationship with project success. The second analysis method will analyse the
performance of the performance criteria in order to relate it to the intemal strengths and
weaknesses as well as to give recornmendations to improve the performance of the lowThree analysis
methods wilt be used
in order to define
guidelines for the
NPD process

scored performance criteria. In order to find more ways to improve performance the
selected projects will be further analysed on activity level, this is analysis method three.
The results of all analysis methods will subsequently be integrated.

First analysis method: Assessment of performance criteria

The first analysis method will be a quantitative method in which the selected projects will
be assessed on each performance criterion in order to determine project success. The
assessment results in a score on each criterion of each selected project. The scores are
absolute figures ranging from 1 to 5. If the project scores very low on a performance
criterion, the score will be 1 and if the project scores very well the score will be a 5. The
scores are determined on the basis of conversations with the managing director and
intemal documents. The selected projects have been assessed on these criteria, see exhibit
7.2. Information from intemal documents is mainly derived from sent and received email. On the basis of these scores the projects have been ranked. Projects with a high rank
are more successful than projects with a low rank.

Exhibit 7.2: Project selection and ranking

1 Amste l sphe re cooler
2 Backbar lrida e
3 Brahma c ube cooler

promolional cooler
promotional cooler
promotional cooler

4 Cratecoo ler
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Tota l
Tota l
Total
Rank
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5

customer
contact

operatlng

durlng
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wllhln

pro"

budaet

oects

Total

1

16
18
17
13
12
14

promotional cooler

Hoeaaarden glass lreezer
leffe beer mat helder
Bavaria unlbody
B rahm a light s iQn
Heineken silver si<Jn
L&M neon s ign
Stella Al1ois tinplate
·

··

promotional cooler
slons & displays
signs & di splays
s igns & displays
sians & displays
s igns & displays
s igns & displays
promotional cooler
· · ·· $1gt1$· & di$p1aYs
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relatively good in
product design and
prospects, and
relatively bad in
operating within
budget, product
quality, on-time
delivery and
customer contact
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In general it can be concluded that Dekkers VC performs relatively good in product

design but worse in delivering on time, product quality and customer contact during a
project. This agrees with the general view customers have of Dekkers VC, which can be
derived from the conversations with the three largest customers. The worst total score
concerns operating within budget. However, in spite of the relative low scores on the four
before mentioned criteria, prospects are relatively high. The most remarkable thing is that
the four best-ranked projects are the only projects of the sample where the budget wasn't
exceeded. This emphasizes the need for special attention in the new NPD process on
calculations and financial evaluations. Another notable conclusion is that these bestranked projects fall in the product group "signs & displays". One of the possible causes
for this is that these projects leveraged more the competences of Dekkers VC. Dekkers
VC has for example decided to technically develop the promotional coolers for a large
part by themselves while technica} know how of coolers was very low. It should probably
be better to outsource technica} developments or to collaborate with an expert company.

Remarkably,
Operating within
budget, Product
quality, Customer
contact during the
project and On-time
delivery have a
strong positive
relationship with
project success and
Product Design and
prospects don 't

In order to determine which criteria relate to project success and project failure,

Spearman's rank correlation coefficient can be calculated. See Annex 5 for the
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient table. Tuis correlation coefficient indicates if
there exists a correlation between a performance criteria and the rank of the projects, see
Annex 6. After calculating this rank for each criteria can be concluded that the
performance criteria Product design and Prospects have little relationship with project
rank and that Operating within budget, Product quality, Customer contact during the
project and On-time delivery have a strong positive relationship with project rank in
decreasing order. Tuis means that the performance criteria operating within budget has
the strongest relationship with project rank. This statement can be made with a
significance level of 10 %. This means statistically that there is a 10% likelihood the
result occurred by chance. A remarkable result is that Dekkers VC scores in genera!
relatively high on the two performance criteria that have little relationship with project
rank and relatively low on the four performance criteria that have strong relationships
with project rank. This means that if Dekkers VC will perform better on these four
criteria, there is a high chance that project success will increase. Exhibit 7.3. displays an
overview of the first analysis method.
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Exhibit 7.3: Summary of the first analysis method

11 Pmjects selected
fo r analysis

performance
groups of Griffin &

4

Page

6 Perfom1ance
criteria derived for
Dekkers VC

Rank correlation of
Spearman ca lculated

Criterion rank
calculated

Non existing rank
correlation

Genera! high scored
- - - - ~ - - - - ~ performancecriteria
Product design
Prospects

These 2 criteria have lilt Ie
re lat ionship with project success
or failure at D ekkers VC.

Ex isting rank
correlation

General low scored
1 4 - - - - - ~ - - - - . i performancecriteria

Opernt ing with in budget
Product qual ity
C us tomer conlact during the project

On -time delivery

+
These 4 perfo rmance criteria have

a strong rclationship with project
success and fa ilure at Dekkers VC.
Dekkers VC scores in genera! low
on these criteria

Second analysis method: Focus group
In order to get insight in the specific problems during or after the execution of the
projects and to identify learning points that can be used in designing the new process, a
qualitative data collection method will be used. The qualitative data collection method
will be a focus group, consisting of the managing director and product developer. In this
discussion will be asked what the specific problems and successes of each project were
and which recommendations can be derived. An advantage of focus groups is that you get
more insight in differences and similarities among the opinions of group members. lt is
Du ring the focus
group discussion has
been asked what the
specific problems
and successes of
each project were
and which
recommendations
can be derived.
Results have been
related to the
performance criteria
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more likely that you get to know what options are truly intersubjectively shared.
Furthermore, the remarks of others stimulate interviewees to clarify themselves and give
further explanation. A disadvantage of focus groups is that people can get inhibited and
are less open than in a personal interview (Aken, van, Berends, Bij, van der, 2004).
The results of the discussion will be described per performance criterion. These results
will be supported by intemal documents belonging to the project. Intemal documents will
consist mainly of sent and received e-mails.
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High scored performance criteria, which haven 't got strong relationships to project
success: Product design and Prospects.
Product design
As already derived in the SWOT analysis, from a knowledge perspective Dekkers VC has
a high degree of light technology and materials processing knowledge. With this
knowledge in combination with a creative mind, Dekkers VC is very creative in
designing feasible solutions. This competence provides great value to the customers. In
almost all projects the customer is very enthusiastic about the design and values is a lot
that these design are feasible as well.

Prospects
A remarkable thing is that in the end the customer is almost always very satisfied about
the end product and also about the organization of Dekkers VC about how it recovered
occurred problems, as indicated in the SWOT analysis. Tuis satisfaction will be
expressed in repeat orders of the developed product by the same customer or by an
international affiliate. Other customers are also often very interested in an adjusted
version of the product. For example, the backbar fridge is developed for Inbev and now
Heineken wants its own version.

Low scored performance criteria, which have strong positive relationships with project
success: Operating within budget, Product quality, Customer contact during the project
and On-time delivery.
Operating within budget
Selling prices are often not based on solid facts. They are based on a very rough
calculation of equipment and material needs, which is made by the managing director
mainly in his head. Often, at the start of the project the selling price is immediately given
to the customer while there are a lot of technica! uncertainties left. In this stadium the
incurred costs cannot be known. At the start of a project it is also not known with which
suppliers will be worked with, so the costs of materials are also not known in this
stadium. In addition, at the start of a project fixed arrangements with the customer about
quantities aren't made. Tuis appeared also from e-mail correspondence and project
approval documents. Financial evaluations don't take place during the projects and after
finishing the projects. Development hours are also not being registered. All together it
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means that there isn't good insight in financial performance of each project. However,
based on the rough calculations almost all projects have exceeded the budget.

Product quality
Customers are less satisfied with the quality of the products. This dissatisfaction can also
be derived from e-mail communication. Customers often remind Dekkers VC in their emails that quality is very important. Quality problems often occur when products are
produced in China. There isn't a quality control procedure in which quality requirements
and quality check moments during production are specified. Often, a production pilot run
hasn't been executed before producing on large scale. Quality problems are also often the
result of transportation damage. Another important cause is that there has to be worked
continuously under deadlines with the result that testing activities will be skipped.

Customer contact during the projects
In almost all projects there is little communication with the customer. Often, the customer
is not informed timely when delivery dates will exceed. From e-mail communication can
be derived that customers want to be informed frequently about the progression. An
example of a citation from customer's e-mail communication is: "Clarity and details in
the process is the key word". Causes of deficient customer contact is that it is frequently
;

forgotten when workload is high but also because of lack of insight in possible changes
or delays. Tuis lack of insight can be a result of not making plans.
Although customers find it very important that communication is clear, feedback from
them is frequently given slowly. One of the reasons for this is that communication goes
via purchase managers who need approval of marketing managers. Communication with
marketing managers should be better. Intemal communication at customer side has also
problems. In one project customer's marketing management expected a very different
execution of the product because of the miscommunication with purchase management,
with a huge delay as a result.

On-time delivery
Half of the projects from the sample exceeded delivery times. Customers have indicated
that on-time delivery is very important for them because the product is often part of a
marketing campaign. In one of the projects the customer threatened Dekkers VC with
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penalties if delivery wouldn't be on time. Some citations in customer e-mail also indicate
the importance of on-time delivery, for example:

"I draw a small back planning in order to be sure to meet INBEV expectations
right on time"
"It' s not the first time I mention that "Discipline" is the keyword in a business
relation."

The problem often starts in the beginning of the project. The sales division often fails in
directly communicating requests from customers to the project division. For example, in
one of the projects the dient had requested the sales division for executing a technica!
feasibility study. This study had to be executed within two weeks. The sales division
forwarded this request to the project division two weeks after the request was received.
So, before the product developer could have started with executing the feasibility study,
he was already too late. This is derived from e-mail communication. It occurs a lot that
the sales division fails in directly communicating requests from customers to the project
division. This works very annoying for the project division because as a result the
workload will always be high.
In addition, the sales division promises unrealistic delivery periods to the customer. In

one of the projects the sales division estimated a development time of two months to
develop a new promotional fridge. However, according to an e-mail of a supplier, an
expert in developing fridges needs at least six months to develop this kind of fridge and
Dekkers VC isn't even an expert. Planning is also insufficient. If there isn't a plan,
controlling the progress of the project is difficult. Problems in the process are discovered
late in the process with exceeded delivery times as a result. Another aspect that might
result in exceeding development times is that there are too many projects worked on. Tuis
bas the result that projects have a large waiting time part. If a project lasts too long
customers can get new insights and want to change the product. This will lengthen the
development period.

Relation with internal weaknesses and !earnings from the group discussion
Many causes of the
low scored
performance criteria
can be found in the
internal weaknesses

It appears that many causes of the low scored performance criteria can be found in the
internal weaknesses, which have already been derived in chapter 6. The main related
weaknesses are listed on the next page.
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Not working with structured processes
Difficulty in developing plans and working according to them
Deficient intemal communication
Making appointments with customers without solid grounds
Continuously working with deadlines

These weaknesses have to be strengthened in order to be able to improve performance of
the criteria that relate to project success. A stage-gate NPD process is expected to
strengthen these weaknesses, see exhibit 7.4. On the basis of the analysis of the
performance criteria, several recommendations have been derived in order to improve
performance. A summary can be found in exhibit 7.4.

Besides these recommendations there are three other !earnings that don't relate directly to
the performance criteria. These are:

1. If technology is too complex then don't develop it yourself but work with
expert companies;
2. During the development process bas to be thought of how to deal with
after service;
3. lt is better to have direct contact with Chinese manufacturers, not via an
intermediary;
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Exhibit 7.4: Summary of the second analysis method

.___Main_·_re1_a_ted
__
in_te_rna1
__weaknes
___s_es
_ _ ____,I

Not working with structured
processes
Difficulty in developing plans
and working according to them
D:!ficient intemal
communication
Making appointments with
customers without solicl grounds
C.Ontinuously working with
deadlines

I Perfonnance criteria

11 Recommendations to improve performance

-Fixed price agreements can be made only after
technical execution is known and costs are clear
-D:!velop detailed price calculation and keep financial
evaluation during and after the project

Operating within budget

Product quality

___.

Customer contact

___.

On-time delivery

___.

-QJality control has to be improved by running a
production pilot run before producing on large scale.
Also quality requirements have to be specified and
quality checks during production have to take place
- The number of "running" projects has to be lowered.
Attention has to be paid in doing the right projects.
After that, the projects have to be done right

A Stage-Gate NPD process in order
to strengthen internal weaknesses

-A stage-gate NPD process will bring
more structure into the cwrent way of
developing new products.
-Templates will provide support in making
plans.
-Intemal communication can be improved
by ascnbing tasks of the process to
employees so that it is clear for everyone
who is accountable for the task and whom
you can approach if a question has arisen.
-Prescribed activities foroe to do some
investigation worl< before appointments
can be made. On this basis, appointments
will be based more on sol id grounds.
-Scorecards provide the possibility to
make considered decisions about the
progress of a project. On this basis,
projects can be filtered out timely, through
which the number of projects can be
decreased and resouroes can be allocated
more efficiently. In addition, amore
structured process can prevent possible
problems in the later phases of the project.
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-Clear appointments have to be made where decisions
have to be taken about the approval of the project
-Appointments with customers have to be recorded
-The customer has to be more involved in the process
-Only after an official approval of the customer about
developing a prototype, a prototype should be made.
Also, only after an official approval of the customer
about starting production, fixed arrangements with the
customer about quantities have to be made and
production should be started
-Account management has to propose realistic delivery
times to the customer after communicating with the
project division.

-A project planning has to be made for each project
from which a detailed list of activities can be derived
-D:!livery dates must be grounded in which enough
time must be allocated to product development.
&pecially if the product has a high degree of newness
to the company
-Progress control has to get more attention in order to
ensure that the project is on course. If possible future
problems are noticed, timely feedback to customers can
be given
- The number of "running" projects has to be lowered.
Attention has to be paid in doing the right projects.
After that, the projects have to be done right
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Third analysis method: Assessment of NPD activities
The third analysis
method concerns
reviewing the
activities of each
project on the basis
of a structured list of
activities, which has
been derivedfrom
the activities of the
stage-gate process

The third analysis method concerns reviewing the activities of each project on the basis
of a structured list of activities. Tuis structured list will be derived from the activities of
the stage-gate process. With the objective not to reinvent the wheel I have done a lot of
attempts to receive the user guide and the templates of the stage-gate process derived for
small firms . I have had contact with the vice president of Catalyst Connection, a partner
of the national institute of standards and technology in the United States. She has worked
with Dr. Cooper to test and implement this process in ten small firms around the
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania region. She sent me the user guide and the templates of the
stage-gate process derived for small firms. On the basis of this document I have
developed a structured overview of NPD key activities. This overview contains the same
stages and gates of the generic stage-gate model. The intention of this structured
overview of NPD activities is that it can serve as a genera! document for evaluating NPD
projects of small companies, it is not a document derived for Dekkers VC specific. In this
way, this document could provide value to other small companies as well.

The first version of this evaluation document has been discussed with the managing
director. This first version contained 47 activities. lt appeared that the activities were not
totally clear. The activities were prescribed in a great detail, which made it very difficult
to assess the activity in its totality. For example, a description of an arbitrary activity:
"Performing a detailed financial analysis including a determined payback period, a
discounted cash flow analysis and a sensitivity analysis". However, it appeared that a
good financial analysis for a specific project doesn't necessarily have to contain all those
elements. In order to bring more clarity in the evaluation document, the elements of the
activities are removed and the number of activities is extended. By removing the
elements, the activities can be interpreted in a project specific way. However, some
elements of one activity differ a lot from each other that these elements are formulated as
a key activity in the new version so as to make assessing more easily. Another deficiency
concerns the Jack of customer contact activities. In the first analysis method is already
Customer contact
activities have been
added to the list in
order to make the
assessment of
customer specific
NPD projects
complete
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argued that customer contact is an important aspect in the NPD process. Customer
contact activities are necessary if a new product is being developed customer specific. If
these activities are not recorded in the overview of NPD activities, than the assessment of
customer specific NPD projects won' t be complete. Ina stage-gate perspective, the gates
are extremely suitable for integrating customer contact activities. At the gate moments a
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decision will be made if the project will move to the next stage, a stage that will cost
more than the previous one. Results of the previous gate have to be discussed with the
customer in order to be able make a good decision about the continuation of the project.
This is why customer contact activities are added to every gate in the overview of NPD
activities. The second version contains 72 activities, see Annex 7.

Every activity has the following five response possibilities with a defined score:

The structured list of
NPD activities
contains 72
activities, which
have to be reviewed
for the 11 selected
projects

Score 0:

activity is not executed, but wasn' t needed

Score 1:

activity is not executed, although it was needed

Score 2:

activity is performed badly

Score 3:

activity is performed averagely

Score 4:

activity is performed well

For all selected projects 72 activities have to be assessed. The completed forms can be
analysed by statistica! analysis software. The results of the evaluation forms can be
integrated with the results of the performance criteria table of the first quantitative
measurement. By doing this, it is possible to determine what successful projects share in
common with respect to the execution of the activities. On the basis of these analyses,
important activities for the new process can be identified.

Because of the high workload at Dekkers VC and the time-consuming work of filling in
all forms, the managing director is the only person who has filled in the forms for all 11
projects. He has a complete view of all projects. lt was a very time consuming task, it
took at least 45 minutes per project, but according to the managing director a very good
learning period.

Results

First a comparison is made of the project ranks between the first and third analysis
method. The objective of the "retrospective analysis" is to determine what successful
projects have in common and also to determine what is not working well in the current
NPD process. Therefore, the activities of Dekkers VC that relate positively to project
success are determined and also the activities of Dekkers VC that are not performed well.
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Comparison of project ranks between first and third analysis method
The rank of each project of the third analysis method, which is determined by calculating
the average score of the project, corresponds reasonably with the rank of each project
based on the first analysis method, see Annex 8. However, there are three projects that
vary three or more ranks. This can be explained as follows. The crate cooler project has
suffered from extremely quality problems within the two years after production.
Problems occurred after the project cannot be registered in the evaluation document.
Performing quality activities during the project could have prevented these problems.
However, performing quality activities have been occurred sporadically for all projects
with the result that this project didn't score that negative in comparison to the other
projects. The Bavaria unibody project wasn' t successful because the customer wasn' t
satisfied about the materials used, so the project was killed after the "go to testing" gate.
However, the materials needed for series production were already ordered. Tuis problem
could have been prevented by studying user needs, wants and preferences better, by
testing the concept with the customer better and by better screening the project & making
clear agreements during the "second screen" and "go to development" gate. This also
appears from the evaluation document. Because the project was killed after the "go to
testing" gate, the other activities of the evaluation document haven't been filled in. In
general, the activities of the "testing and validation" stage and the "go to launch" gate are
performed badly. The Bavaria unibody project's score isn't negatively influenced by this
stage and gate. This explains the relative high rank. Because the project evaluation
document couldn't be totally filled in for the Bavaria unibody project, executing
calculations will be more complicated. Therefore this project will be removed from the
sample. The Heineken silver sign project was a project in which many activities were
omitted or performed badly. However, the end result wasn't that bad. A possible
explanation that can be derived from the results is that the idea screen gate of this project
is executed very well. Later in this paragraph the idea screen gate appears to be the gate
that has the strongest positive relationship with project rank.

Activities of Dekkers VC that relate positively to project success

In order to determine which activities relate to project success, Spearman' s rank
correlation coefficient can be calculated for each activity. This rank correlation
coefficient indicates if there exists a correlation between the performance of an activity
and the rank of the projects. This coefficient is also calculated in the first analysis method
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m order to find a relationship between project success and performance criteria. See
annex 9. Also here, statements about the relationships can be made with a significance
level of 10 %. This means statistically that there is a 10% likelihood the result occurred
by chance. Exhibit 7.5. displays the NPD activities of Dekkers VC, which have a positive
relationship with project success and the relation with NPD success factors of small firms
according to literature. The group of monitoring & controlling activities and financial
analysis can be ascribed to the performance criteria On-time delivery and Operating
within budget respectively.

Exhibit 7.5: Activities that have a positive relationship with project success

NPD activities of Dekkers VC, which
have a positive relationship with
project success.
St udyi ng user needs, wants and
preferences
Testing the concept with the custorner(s)
Co ntinuing researching market
acceptance

Almost all NPD
activities of Dekkers
VC that have a
positive relationship
with project success
correspond with the
earlier literature
findings

Developing a rough timeline lhrough to
launch
Undertak ing periodic project rev iews to
ensure that the project is on course
Oevel oping detailed suppl y plan
Screening if the product is in alignrnent
with or important to the cornpany's
business strategy
Screening if current competencies and
strengths can be leveraged

Undertaking a detailed financial analysis

Performance criteria

NPD success factors of
s mall firms according

to literature

Executing Marketing
acti vities
}

}

Executing
Monit oring &
Controlling acti vities

On-time Deli very

.___

Executing Review
mo rnents

}

}

.___
Not mentioned as a
success factor in
literature

~

Operating within .
Budget

From exhibit 7 .5 can be derived that almost all NPD activities of Dekkers VC that have a
positive relationship with project success correspond with the earlier literature findings.
Only the activity "Undertaking a detailed financial analysis" is not mentioned as a
success factor in literature. Besides determining which activities relate to project success,
it is also possible to determine which stages and gates as a whole relate to project
success. lt appears that Idea Screen, Detailed Investigation, Development and Full
production and market launch have positive relationships with project success.

It is also interesting to determine if there exists a relationship between NPD activities and
the separate performance criteria. Spearman's rank correlation coefficient will also be
used for this determination, see Annex 10. It appears that there exists a few positive

re)ationsbips hetween activities and performance criteria However, not all re)ationsbips
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are obvious. For example, developing a rough timeline through to launch relates
positively to product design. The more obvious relationships are displayed in exhibit 7 .6.

Exhibit 7.6: Activities with a positive relationship with performance criteria

NPD activities of Dekkers VC, which
have a positive relationship with
performance criteria

-

Idea screen and Second screen gate as a
whole
Undertaking a detailed financial analysis
Detailed investigation and Development
stage as a whole

-

Operating within
Budget
~
-----~
~

Product Quality

Implementing quality control plan
Discussing results of the detailed
investigation with the customer

-

Performance Criteria

Undertaking periodic project reviews to
ensure that the project is on course
Developing detailed supply plan

~.- - - - - - ~

~
~

Customer Contact

~

On-time Delivery
~.- - - - - - ~

Summary of positive related activities to project success

At the start of a project the first gate seems to be very important. Especially the screening
of the new product idea whether it is in alignment with or important to the company' s
business strategy and if current competencies can be leveraged. In genera} Dekkers VC
seldom rejects a customer request through which later in the project unexpected problems
can occur. A clarifying example is that Dekkers VC decided to develop a new kind of
fridge by itself, though the technica} skills were not sufficient. As a result, casts and
delivery time were not sound. The lack of skills resulted in technica! problems and
therefore the need for additional activities to solve these problems. These extra activities
caused exceeding budgets and delivery time. Furthermore, the detailed investigation stage
seems also to be of great importance. Many of the positive related activities to project
success are part of this stage, such as undertaking a detailed financial analysis and
developing a rough timeline through to launch. To close the detailed investigation stage it
is important to discuss the results with the customer in order to have a good point of
departure for the development stage in which casts begin to rise. During the development
stage it is important to keep the customer informed about the progress through which the
acceptance can be continuously researched. Furthermore it is important to develop a
detailed supply plan and implementing a quality control plan in order to improve on-time
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delivery and product quality. In addition, at all stages it is important to undertake periodic
project reviews to ensure that the project is on course. By doing this, possible problems
can be identified timely.

Activities of Dekkers VC that are not performed well
The most remarkable average score of a separate stage concerns the Testing and
Validation stage, see annex 9 again. This stage is averagely performed much worse in
comparison to other stages, which can be one of the explanations for product quality
problems. Furthermore, the average scores of the first three stages are higher than the
scores of the last three stages. One of the explanations for this can be that the last three
phases contain more planning activities. As already indicated in the SWOT analysis,
Dekkers VC bas difficulty with planning activities. The worst performed gate concerns
the Go to Launch gate in which test results have to be screened. However, it already
appeared that the preceding Testing and Validation stage is on average performed badly
as well, with the result that if there aren't test results present, these results cannot be
screened.

Now activities will be identified which are on average performed badly or not performed
at all while it was needed. These activities can be identified by calculating the average
score of each activity and subsequently selecting the activities that on average have a
score of or below 2.0. This score means that the activity is performed badly or isn't
executed at all. See exhibit 7.7. for this list of activities . To this list the concerning
business area is added as well as the possible related performance criteria. Irnproving the
activities within the business area Finance, Quality and Communication can probably
improve the corresponding performance criteria.
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Exhibit 7.7: Activities that are not performed well
NPD activities of Dekkers VC, which are on
average performed badly or are not
executed at all, although il was needed
Undertaking a detailed financial analysis
Updating financial analysis

Business Area

}

Operating within
Budget

Finance

Defining quality requirements
Designing detailed manufacturing process
Developing a plan for testing the
manufacturing process
Doing manufacturing trials
Developing quality control plan
Discussing results of the detailed
investigation with the customer
Discussing test results with the customer

Performance Criteria

~

}

Communication

Product Quality

Customer
Contact

Developing a detailed market launch plan
Developing a plan for field trials with
customers
Doing field trials with customers/ users
Developing a post launch plan
Recognizing and rewarding the team
Evaluating the project

}

Screening the new product idea on the basis }
of the results of the preliminary investi gation
Screening the new product on the basis of the
test results
Determining if any patent/ design right can
be acquired

}

1

Evaluation

I Screening
~----~

1

Technology

Guidelines for the new NPD process
In genera] can be concluded that Dekkers VC performs relative good in product design

and that prospects of projects are relative good as well. However, they perform less in
delivering on time, product quality, customer contact during a project and operating
within budget. It appeared that the iast four performance criteria have positive

I

relationships with project success, which means that if Dekkers VC will perform better
on these four criteria, there is a high chance that project success will increase. Each
criterion has been analysed after which the related intemal weaknesses could be derived.
Using a stage-gate NPD process can strengthen these intemal weaknesses. On the basis of
the analysis, several recommendations are derived in order to improve performance of the
On the basis of all
results an overview
can be constructed
of all activities and
recommendations,
which may improve
the performance of
the performance
criteria that have a
positive relationship
with project success

specific performance criteria. In order to find more ways to improve performance the
selected projects have been further analysed on activity level. Activities of Dekkers VC,
which have a positive relationship with project success and with the separate performance
criteria, are determined. Furthermore, activities of Dekkers VC, which are on average
performed badly or are not executed at all, although it was needed, are determined as
well. On the basis of all results an overview can be constructed of all activities and
recommendations, which may improve the performance of the performance criteria that
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7.4

Relation with literature findings

In chapter 4 bas been derived what NPD barriers and successes for small firms include. It
appeared that almost all NPD success factors and recommendations for small firms relate
to management activities at process and project level, that is using a formal way of
executing the NPD process and executing monitoring, controlling and marketing related
activities. However, in relating all barriers to successful NPD it was concluded that small
firms are to a large extent hindered in performing management activities well because
small firms Jack managerial time, lack management skills and lack financial resources to
invest in time and skills, see exhibit 4.4.

Obviously, Dekkers
VC experiences
similar harriers and
success factors as
indicated in chapter
4

On the basis of the research on NPD practices at Dekkers VC can be concluded that there
are a number of similarities between NPD practices at Dekkers VC and the literature
findings. Exhibit 4.4 depicts the causes of unsuccessful NPD at management level for
small firms. According to the literature findings, a deficient performance of management
activities at process level includes: NPD process is often informal; NPD process is
weakly structured; The sequence of activities and corresponding responsibilities are
frequently vague; and Less usage of formal documented procedures. As mentioned in
paragraph 6.5, Dekkers VC doesn't have a documented procedure for the new product
development (NPD) process and doesn't use an NPD model either. Most new product
development projects are executed unstructured, unplanned and uncontrolled and there
isn't a standard order of executing activities. Apparently, Dekkers VC faces in genera!
the same problems at NPD process level as identified in exhibit 4.4. According to the
literature findings, a deficient performance of management activities on project level
includes: lnsufficient measurement of NPD progress and performance; Insufficient
planning;

Poor

financial

evaluation;

Not

performing

risk

analysis;

Engaging

manufacturing too late; Insufficient use of market research reports; Unclear customer
requirements; and Fail to undertake effective competitor analyses. From exhibit 7.7
appears that Dekkers VC omits financial analysis and several marketing activities, or
executes it badly. Furthermore, see exhibit 7.5 executing marketing activities, progress
control activities and planning seem to distinguish the successful projects from the less
successful projects. Obviously, Dekkers VC experiences similar barriers and success
factors as indicated in chapter 4.
On the basis of the advantages of small firms, see exhibit 4.2, it is remarkable that
Dekkers VC faces many communication problems.
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Research quality

The most important research-oriented quality criteria are controllability, reliability and
validity (Swanbom, 1996). These are important because they provide the basis for
intersubjective agreement on research results. Controllability, reliability and validity
pertain to research outcomes. They apply to measurements, explanations, conclusions,
interpretations, causa! models etc. The more research meets these criteria, the less reason
there is to question its results (Aken, van, Berends & Bij, van der, 2004).

Controllability
Controllability is a prerequisite for the evaluation of validity and reliability. In order to
make research results controllable, researchers have to reveal how they executed a study:
How were data collected? How were respondents selected? What questions were asked?
How were the data analysed? How were conclusions drawn? Controllability also requires
that results are presented as precisely as possible. In order to make this research
controllable the execution of the research is described as detailed as possible. Tuis
chapter contains a detailed description of how the study is executed. Project selection,
sample size and data analysis have been discussed and justified. The selection of
respondents hasn't been discussed into detail, because of the small number of possible
respondents. Conclusions have been drawn on the basis of the results of the analyses.
Before a conclusion had been drawn, first the motive was given. The results of the
analyses have also been presented as precisely as possible.

Reliability
The results of a study are reliable when they are independent of the particular
characteristics of that study and can therefore be replicated in other studies (Swanbom,
1996). The methodological literature recognizes four potential sources of bias: the
researcher, the instrument, the respondents, and the situation. Research results should be
independent of the researcher who conducted the study, the respondents, the measuring
instrument employed and the specific situation in which the study was carried out (Aken,
van, Berends & Bij, van der, 2004). The common strategy to determine the reliability of a
measurement is to repeat it. By repeating a measurement, you can determine to what
degree measurement results differ from each other. In order to improve reliability three
measurement methods have been used to determine current NPD practices of Dekkers
VC . Using multiple instruments is often called triangulation (Aken, van, Berends & Bij,
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van der, 2004). Two quantitative methods have been used and one qualitative. To
improve reliability the qualitative method concerned a focus group, which is a way
working towards consensus, supported by information derived from internal documents
and for the second quantitative method a structured evaluation document has been used
derived from an existing small firm NPD process. However the first quantitative method
is based on variables, which are perceived to be factors of NPD success for Dekkers VC .
This choice has deliberately made and justified. A limitation to reliability is the few
respondents with which is worked. An explanation for this is the small number of
possible respondents who work in a deadline climate.

Validity

Validity is the third major criterion for the evaluation of research results. A research
result is valid when it is justified by the way it is generated. The way it is generated
should provide good reasons to believe that the research result is true or adequate. There
are different types of validity: construct validity, internal validity and external validity.
Construct validity is the extent to which a measuring instrument measures what it is
intended to measure (Groot, de, 1996). Thus, construct validity refers to the quality of
the operationalization of a concept. Construct validity is high if the way a concept is
measured corresponds to the meaning of that concept. Internal validity concerns the
measurement of phenomena. Internal validity concerns conclusions about the relationship
between phenomena. The results of a study are internally valid when conclusions about
relationships are justified and complete. External validity refers to the generalizability of
research results and conclusions to other persons, organizations, countries and situations.
External validity is very important in theory-oriented research and often less important in
business problem solving projects, since these projects focus on one specific problem.
During the design of the project evaluation document it appeared that the activities were
not totally clear. To improve construct validity a second version has been made. Many
On the basis of the
discussion about
research quality it
can be concluded
that a well
understanding is
obtained of the
current NPD
practices

results from the measurement methods are subjective, because there is little objective
information present in the company. These subjective results have to be taken into
account in drawing conclusion. Therefore, the conclusions drawn are definitely not solid
facts. The derived relationships are not causal relationships . However, because three
measurement methods have been used and that results have certain similarities with the
literature findings , it is acceptable that a well understanding is obtained of the current
NPD practices of Dekkers VC.
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NPD Design and Implementation Plan

The purpose of step one was to understand current problems and to define guidelines for
the new process. On the basis of the project analyses, current NPD practices of Dekkers
VC are well understood. Activities and recommendations have been derived conceming
performance criteria, which have a positive relationship with NPD project success. These
activities and recommendations will be the guidelines of the new stage-gate NPD
process. This chapter contains step 2 and 3 of the research and design model.

Step 1
Defining the process
requirements

In paragraph 8.1. the new process will be designed. After that, the process will be tested

in paragraph 8.2. 1be third paragraph will discuss the implementation of the new process
en the last paragraph will assess the organisational fit of the new process.

8.1

Construction of the NPD design

When a process design will be constructed it is important to decide the format. A process
can take different formats. Por example, a process can have the format of an extensively
written handbook or a web-based format. Small firms generally have difficulty with using
formal documented procedures. Tuis is also the case at Dekkers VC. An extensively
written handbook will have a low chance of being used. After discussing with the
employees and the managing director it is clear that the new NPD process has to be:

Simple
Short
Clear
The newNPD
process can best
have the format of a
checklist with the
size of one page,
that can be attached
to every NPD
project

Supportive

Together we have carne to the conclusion that the new NPD process can best have the
format of a checklist with the size of one page. A checklist can be attached to every NPD
project. In this checklist all key activities have to be listed and there has to be room for
writing down references to reports. This checklist is simple and shmt, provides clear
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information about the status of the project and provides support during the project. A
prescribed way is already mapped out. To improve clarity, behind every activity the
responsible division can be placed and in front of every activity employees can write their
name, the status of the activity and the date of execution of the activity. A checklist
format is also useful for planning; because there is insight in future key activities.
Another benefit of using a checklist is that it is also a useful tool for evaluating the
project.

In order to design
the newNPD
process in checklist
format, the
structured document
with NPD activities
has been used as a
point of departure.
The derived
guidelines have
subsequently been
integrated

In order to design the new NPD process in checklist format, the structured document with
NPD activities that is developed in the previous chapter has been used as a point of
departure. The derived activities and recommendations from chapter 7 are subsequently
integrated in this document with a first rough version as a result. A vital thing in
succeeding the implementation of a new process is ownership (Cooper, 2001). If people
have not had a hand in crafting the process, there's not much likelihood that they'll
willingly adopt it. This means that the key users of the new process must be involved in
the design of the process. Because of the dominant influence of the owner/ manager of a
small firm it is most important that this person is involved. So, after designing the first
rough version the managing director and product developer have been involved in
improving the first rough version. Some activities have been adjusted to company
specific requirements and some activities have been added or deleted. For example, the
first activity has been adjusted to company specific requirements. The first activity was
originally described as "Describe the concept of the new product idea". For Dekkers VC
specific this activity is adjusted to "Controlling and completing the customer' s briefing.
This briefing has to contain the following issues: 1) first concept idea of the customer
about the new product idea; 2) definition of the objective, which means: Which message
must be communicated, to which target group and where will the product be applied; 3)
Indication of delivery time; 4) Indication of the budget. Activities that are added are
mainly customer contact activities, such as, "informing the customer about the progress
of the project". Activities that are deleted are activities which Dekkers VC don't need to
execute. For example, "performing market analysis" because Dekkers VC develops a
customized product for which it already has a customer request. The names and the
number of stages and gates isn't adjusted. Furthermore, some activities can be supported
by templates. A number of templates are available in the ATOM-SME document that I
have received which can be used for specific activities, see annex 12. Because executing
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a financial analysis was the worst performed activity of Dekkers VC that positively
relates to project success, a Dekkers VC specific template for executing a financial
analysis has been created in order to improve management support, see Annex 13.
Furthermore, the scorecards used in the ATOM-SME process will be used by Dekkers
VC as well in order to make good decisions about the progress of a project. However, the
first scorecard has been adjusted in order to improve clarity, see annex 14. After defining
all activities the responsible division is placed behind the activities. When more divisions
need to execute the activity together, both divisions are placed behind the activity. For
example, the project and sales division have to fill in the scorecards at every gate
together. Finally, the lay-out of the checklist is adjusted to make the process more visual.
See exhibit 8.1 for the NPD design for Dekkers VC.

8.2
The managing
director is very
enthusiastic about
the design because
he thinks that il
brings more
structure into the
current practices
and that less
mistakes wil/ be
made with the result
that il brings NPD to
a higher level

Testing the new NPD design

The final version of the NPD design has been discussed elaborately with the managing
director. He is very enthusiastic about it because he thinks that it brings more structure
into the current practices and that less mistakes will be made with the result that it brings
NPD to a higher level. The final version of the NPD design has also been discussed with
the product developer, who is very enthusiastic as well, although he doubts that the
managing director will take the role as initiator. The managing director has discussed the
new design with three customers during a customer visit. Customers are very positive
about the new structured method of developing new products. A new customer, British
American Tobacco, wanted to test new suppliers on their product innovation capacities
because they are not satisfied about current suppliers. A citation from their request: "At
present the British American Tobacco end-market teams are not satisfied with their level
of Point-of-Purchase innovation for the backwall dispenser. In the past very innovative
and ground braking Point-of-Purchase concepts have been developed but these concepts
could not be converted into a technica! design that met the required functional
specification". British American Tobacco wanted Dekkers VC to demonstrate how it
would approach a rationalisation of a new product idea. This request has been a good
opportunity to test the new NPD design and of course a fantastic opportunity for Dekkers
VC to convey its strength of designing creative and feasible solutions. British American
Tobacco appeared to be very positive about the approach because three requests of new
product ideas have been received afterwards. These requests will be the pilot projects of
the new NPD design.
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Exhibit 8 1 · NPD Desi1m for Dekkers VC
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sales div
Check il on the basis of the overview of development costs the budget of the customer is
sales div
sufficient
Hand over to the customer 1) visual designs , 2) indication of price and delivery time
sales div
product, 3) indication of development costs per phas e

<,w

StatusN Pre llm lnary,!nve.atlgatldn
·""'.\Design visualisation of concept idea

'

'

1

;

Filling in scorec ard one. On this bas is dec ision making about project progress
Feedback to c ustomer about decision made

·-·

-

,,, }fr, '0' fä mS&Wf Responsjbltilv1 %Pî emplate ,;;tv
s&
ldea Ge.ne r•ttc:inJi*i%lfüi$lW!&1Wiiift;lQ@#Jt;lJ#W:k> '•01:%& "
Controlling and c ompleting the customer's brief ing . This briefing has to contain the
fo llow ing iss ues: 1) first concept idea of the c ustomer about the new produ ct idea; 2)
definition of the objectiv e, w hic h means: Which massage mus t be communica ted, to
sales div
w hic h target group and w here w ill the produc t be applied; 3) lndication of delivery time;
4) lndication of the budget

Status

Disc uss the res ults of the preliminary investigation w ith the customer. Record feedback
Take dec ision about the progress of the projec t together w rth the customer. Make
decis ion on the bas is of the scorec ard and the discu ss ion w ith the custome r
~ the decision is a ' Go' : receive an official order of the customer to proceed w ith the
detailed inves tigation stage

·

'

1

sales and
scorec ard 2
1 Proiec t div .
sales div and
customer
sales div and
customer
customer

• • ••••.-•---•~••••v•

1

Date

......

'

•v~-

.. .

' ''"''''''"

.=Sta:• ·'"

EJ
N~

·-

---.A~~

Name

11

Status

.,..
Detallediln:ve,11tlgatlo.n -'== mm
@ '
Adjust v isual des igns on the basis of cu stomer f eedbac k, subsequ ently hand over to
customer untill the design is approved
inves tigate user requirements tow ard s installing and use of th e produ c t
ldentify regulatory issues reg arding the product
lnvolv e an expert w hen needed
lde ntif y environmental, health ànd safety iss ues reg arding the product
Make technic a! draw ings
Getting delivery time and co st quotations trom supplie rs prototype
Select supplier lor manufac turing/ developing prototype

Dev elop a plan l or developing prototype
Develop a rough timeline through to launch

•

,.

ldentify risks
Undertake a first fin ancial analys is
Discuss w ith customer product issues like guarantees , service and quantities
Make report of discu ss ion w ith customer
Determine if any design right can be ac qu ired
Developing a preliminary manufac turing/ supply plan

RespónsibiliM '%!\Template

!W

project div
projec t div
Proiect div
lproject div
1Proiect div
1 projec t div
1 proiec t div
1 project div
1
1

project div
'project div
sales and
proiec t div .
sales div
sales div and
customer
sales div
s'ales div
projec t div

development
plan
plannina
risk
ass ess ment
financial an.

prelim. supply
plan

)

sales ard
scorecard 3
toroiect div.
sales div ard
DiscLSS tre resuts of tre detailed irwestigation v.ith the Cl.Stomer. Record feedba:k
Cl.Stomer
Take decision about tre progress of tre project togetrer v.ith tre a..stomer. Make decision on tre basis sales div ard
of tre scorecard ard tre diSCL6Sion v.ith tre cl.Stomer
Cl.Stomer
lf tre decision is a "Go": receive an oHicial order of tre cl.Slomer to proceed IMlh tre development
Cl.Stomer
stage as \\€Il as an order to produ:e a prototype
OevelqxTalt ~
Resporsibilitv
T~ate
Develop prototype
1project ci v
Urdertake progress control on development prototype
1project civ
Test the prototype on tectrical requremerts
toroiect civ
lnform a..stomer about tre orooress of nmtotvn,, delleloprnert
sales
sales div ard
DiscLSS prototype IMlh Cl.Stomer, record feedla::k
CL6!0mer
sales div ard
Make agreareris IM!h !re Cl.Stomer about field trials IMlh LSers
cl.Stomer
Get aLOtatiors from sarniers about maniaclt.rim eauurert
tproject div
Gel QLOtatjors from SUXJliers about rraterials
toroiect div
Gel aLOtatiors of orioes ard deliverv times of series proou::tion
1project div
s,...,.,aar,
Select Sl.ppliers for series produ::tion
1project div
Develop rocgh SLIJPly plan of series produ::tion
1project div
lolanim
Ask lor mania::tuirg prooess
1project div
testirg &
project div
Develop a plan for testirq !re maniactuirq prooess
validation
Define cµility requremerts
toroiect div
sales div ard
Make agrearerts about cistribution to cl.Stomer, takirg into accou,t requred resot.reeS
Cl.Stomer
rrarket lam::h
vet1<oop en klart
Make aorearerts about service ard SLOOOrt duirq delivety, takirg into accoUlt requred resoures
sales ard
financial analysis
Update financial anallysis. Detemine l irel prioes
toroject div.
Develop a qLOtation for the a..stomer v.ith firel prioes, delivery time ard diSCL6Sed agrearerts
sales div
Um;,te timeline throL.dl to lam::h
1project civ
loiarrim
Urdertake periodic project review.; to ersu-e the proiect is on eau-se
oroiect div
Fill in scorecard 3

0
Date

Narre

Stall.6

'
E]
'
0

'

Nam:,

Dale

Stall.6

B
'
0
'

Execute pilot produ::tion nri ard test fir-al produ::tion model on tectrical ard qtality requremerts
Execute field trials, deperdent on agreemerts v,th Cl.Stomer
Develop nu,alitv cortrol plan
Develop detailed su:JOIV plan of series produ:tion
Develop tnr,sport plan to oorehol.68
Develop distribution plan to cl.Stomer
Develop alter service plan
Update financial anallysis
Update planirg t1Totq1 to lam::h

project div
cl.Stomer
! project div
;project div
,project div
project div
sales div
project div
project div

lolarrim
loiarrim
loiarrim
financial an
plar,irq

sales ard
scorecard 5
project ci v.
sales div ard
DiscLSS tre test resuts 1Mth tre cl.Stomer. Record feed:lack
cl.Stomer
Take decision about tre progress of tre project togetrer 1Mth the a..stomer. Make decision on tre basis sales div ard
of the scorecard ard tre diSCL6Sion v,th the cl.Stomer
cl.Stomer
lf tre decision is a "Go": receive an official order of tre cl.Stomer to proceed IMlh ful produ::tion ard
Cl.Stomer
lau-ch st=
Ful Procb:tion and Launch
Resporsibintv
T~ate
cormission SLOCiiers lor startirq orocu::tion
project civ
Progress control on Sllll)ly plan
oroject ci v
Execute qwlity control plan
oroiect div
Execute transport plan to oorellJLSe
project civ
Execute distribution plan to Cl.Stomer
project civ
FLlfill service ard Sl.ppOrt agreemerts duirg delivery
project div
Update fi nancial aralysis
financial an
1project div
Proaress control on trar,,port plan
1project div
Proaress control on distribulion plan
1project div
Uodate tjmeine throtq1 to lam::h
1project div
IPlannm
lnform a..stomer about tre progress of tre project
sales div
Fill in scorecard 5

Date

Narre

B

'8

sales ard
scorecard 3
1oroiect civ.
sales div ard
DiscLSs tre developrnert resuts IMlh tre cl.Stomer. Record feedlack
cl.Stomer
Take decision about tre progress of tre project togetrer 1Mth the a..stomer. Make decision on tre basis sales div ard
of tre scorecard ard tre discLSSion v.ith the Cl.Stomer
Cl.Stomer
Il tre decision is a ' Go": reoeive an official order of tre cLStorrer to proceed IMlh the test stage as well
cl.61omer
as an order to start series produ::tion v.ith defined ql.0rtities
Tesllng & Validatlon
l"leSl)ClffiÎbilitv
Terroate
Pu-crase produ::tion equprnert
1oroiect civ
Pu-crase rraterials
1project div
Execute maniactuirg tri als
1oroject div
ldertify safety, realth ard environmertal issues reaardirg produ::tion
1project div
Fill in scorecard 4

··"···

Statl.6

111,

Recoarizim ard re>10rdim tre team
Reviev,rg tre firancial performance
lnterral project evalt.0tion
Project evalLB!ion v.ith a..stomer
Project evalt.0tion v.ith sl.ÇIJliers

maraaemert
sales div
sales ard
1project div.
sales div
1oroject div

financi al an
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Pilot project
As already mentioned British American Tobacco has delivered Dekkers VC three request
for new product ideas. Their briefing was a very detailed briefing that covered the issues
of the first activity of the checklist. For each of the three requests scorecard one has been
filled in, which contains the idea screen criteria. On the basis of the result of this
scorecard a decision will be taken about the progress of the project. Two out of three
requests have been rejected on the basis of the results of scorecard one. The first rejected
request appeared to have no opportunities to leverage the competences of the company,
the required experience are also weak in the company. The second rejected request
appeared to be not in alignment with the company' s strategy and there isn't also an
opportunity to leverage competences.
However, the third request bas a very positive result. This request aligns well with the
company' s strategy and has an excellent fit between project needs and skills. Margins are
relative good as well. The third request has passed gate one. At the moment feedback has
been given to the customer and for the third request a visualization of the concept idea is
being designed. Unfortunately, there isn't enough time to test the whole project within
the timeframe of this graduation project.

8.3
The implementation
of the new NPD
process is a very
important step if it
concerns small
fi rms, mainly
because of strong
injluence of the
owner/ manager

Implementation of the NPD design

The implementation of the NPD process, step 3, is a very important step if it concerns
small firms. One of the reasons that this step is very important is because of the strong
influence of the owner/ manager of a small firm. One of the experiences of Michael
Booker, a well-respected consultant of NPD processes at Stage-Gate incorporation, is that
the owner/ manager finds it very difficult to release control. This is also the case if the
idea is given to implement a stage-gate process. The owner/ manager thinks: "I started
this company, my ideas have been great, I don't need this process. And I don't need ideas
from the other people in my company and I don' t need gate criteria who tell me what is a
good or a bad project. I know what customers are looking for, I know what's good,
because the company has been successful, because of me". The challenge in
implementing the new process is to manage that the owner/ manager understands the
process and believes in it. According to Michael Booker there are two further struggles
within small firms in acquiring belief in the new stage-gate process. As already
mentioned several times, small firms operate in a resource constraint environment.
Therefore, roles are overlapped. The marketing person will do some of the R&D work
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and will be responsible for the financials. The technica! person will do all the technica!
work, the manufacturing operations and intellectual property assessment. And they are
lacking skills in those particular areas. One of the struggles for small firms to adopt a
stage-gate process is that small companies think that they don't have enough people to do
the work. The way to overcome this feeling is by making clear that small firms are
Three Iasks are of
great importancefor
successful
implementation:
convincing the
ownerl manager of
the need for the new
process; convincing
all users that the
process is possible
in a resource
constraint
environment and
convincing all users
that the new process
is not a bureaucratie
process that slows
down the execution
of projects

already doing all the work now. lt is just laid out and articulated in a very clear manner,
so that it is visible. The other struggle is the belief that the stage-gate process is a
bureaucratie process that slows down the NPD process, because for example small firms
think they need to perform all activities of the stage-gate process and that they can't
afford the time to get gatekeepers together for a gate meeting. So, it needs to be explained
to small firms that they can choose the activities they have to do based upon the project.
So they don' t need to do all the activities of the generic process. And that gate meetings
are an effective way to take good decisions about the approval of the project. Because
small firms in genera! don't actually kill projects during the process, small firms are
almost all working on too many projects, with the result that they don't get launched on
time and that the quality decreases.

So, according to Micheal Booker, three tasks are of great importance in succeeding the
implementation of a stage-gate NPD process in small firms:

1. Manage that the managing director understands the process and believes in it
2. Make clear to the users of the process that they are already doing all the work now
and that it is just laid out and articulated in a very clear manner.
3. Explain to the users of the process that they can choose the activities they have to
do based upon the project

Up till now, these three tasks have been executed partly. Namely, so far only the
managing director and product developer have been involved in the discussions
concerning the new NPD design. The managing director of Dekkers VC also finds it
difficult to release control. One of the results, which is already indicated in the SWOT
analysis, is the high level of dependence on the managing director. In addition, many new
product ideas have been handled more emotionally based than rationally based. During
this graduation project, the managing director has been involved as much as possible,
especially in the latter phase of the project because it became more company specific.
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During the discussions about the new design it was certainly clear that the managing
director understands the principle of the stage-gate process, which in this thesis is
explained in chapter 5. Gradually the managing director bas become enthusiastic about
the stage-gate concept. It is made clear to him and to the product developer that they are
already doing all the work now and that it is just laid out and articulated in a very clear
marmer. It is also explained to them that they can choose the activities they have to do
based upon the project. They both have the belief that the new design brings more
structure in the development of new products and herewith professionalises the company.
Discipline in using
the new process wil/
be important and the
managing director
have to take the role
as initiator in this
cultural change

They also think that the degree of change which is needed is restricted to minimum,
which they perceive as an advantage. However, discipline in using the new process will
nevertheless be important and the managing director have to take the role as initiator in
this cultural change.

Plan of action

A step by step plan bas been developed in order to make the implementation of the NPD
design a success.

1. Organising a meeting with all employees who are involved in the new NPD
process. During this meeting the stage-gate concept bas to be explained taking
into account the struggles that small firms generally have in adopting a stage-gate
process. The organizational fit of the new NPD process bas to be explained as
well. The objective is to convince everyone of the successful contribution of the
new NPD process to themselves as to the company. After that, the new design bas
to be explained in detail and there bas to be room for training and asking
questions. Training is very important. Toen the people don't turn around and
blame the process for their failures.
2. To implement the new process gradually, a pilot project bas to be selected. This
pilot project is already selected and concerns a request from British American
Tobacco. It was possible to start the pilot project despite the before mentioned
meeting haven't been held, because the remaining employees have to be involved
later in the project.
3. One person bas to be selected fora process manager role. It is important that one
person keeps an eye on the complete project. During the implementation of the
new NPD process it is extremely important that the process manager secures a
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good execution of the new process. If organisational pressure becomes high, it is
naturally that persons fall into old pattems. A process manager has to overcome
this fall.
4. Gradually all new projects will enter the new process and the checklist will be
adjusted in order to meet the needs of the employees and the needs of the different
new projects. In this way the checklist will evolve into a very company-effective
tool for the NPD process.

8.4

Organisational fit of the new process

Last year Dekkers VC has, as already mentioned m chapter 6, invested in the
professionalisation of the company. New business software has been purchased in order
to structure the organization. Tuis business software functions as a central system in
which all project information is being stored and retrieved. The NPD design fits very
well in the organisation in view of this central system concept. The NPD checklist will be
stored in this centra} system as a template. To every NPD project the NPD checklist can
lt is perceived by the
managing director
as an advantage that
the new design is in
line wilh the current
organizational
change of bringing
more structure into
the company

T u/e

be attached. All related reports of the project, such as plans, meeting reports, scorecards,
etc can be saved in the project map, with the result that all information is stored at one
clear place. lt is perceived by the managing director as an advantage that the new design
is in line with the current organizational change of bringing more structure into the
company which is a result of the deliberate choice of the managing director to use the
company as a platform for growth.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

This final chapter will finish this thesis with conclusions and recommendations. The first
paragraph will describe conclusions and recommendations regarding literature findings
and the second paragraph will describe conclusions and recommendations regarding
Dekkers VC.

9.1

Conclusions and recommendations regarding literature findings

From my literature review appears that new products are the key to corporate prosperity
and shapes the company' s future. Actually, developing new products will be even more
critica! to corporate prosperity in the years ahead than it bas been in the recent years
because existing products are vulnerable to changing customer needs and tastes, diverse
and rapidly changing technologies, increased domestic and foreign competition and
shortened product life cycles. Tuis also holds for small firms. However, the majority of
the NPD literature focuses on large, well-established companies, despite the fact that
small firms account for more than 90 percent of business enterprises in most developed
countries. Unfortunately, current literature doesn' t give many practical guidelines in
improving NPD within small firms. In other words, current literature states that in order
to successfully develop new products small firms need to perform NPD management
The evident
limitations of
current research
within small fi rms
should urge
researchers to take
an interest in the
small fi rm area in
order to fill the gap
in current research
through which small
fi rm needs can be
satisfied

activities better, but sorry for you small firm, you hardly can improve these activities
because you don' t have the time and skills for it. This finding certainly indicates a gap in
current literature. In addition, a well-respected NPD consultant of the Stage-Gate
incorporation has experienced for the last three months a lot of interest from the very
small businesses, compared to the size of Dekkers VC. This indicates that there is interest
in this area and that this interest is rising. Hopefully, the evident limitations of current
research within small firms urge researchers to take an interest in this area in order to fill
the gap in current research through which small firm needs can be satisfied.

9.2

Conclusions and recommendations regarding Dekkers VC

After having a perception of the whole company it was possible to place NPD in the
strategy of Dekkers VC. NPD seems to fit in the strategy in order to face extemal threats
and also as a source of competitive advantage. With respect to the strengths Dekkers VC
bas, the technica} skills are present. However, it required a more professional and
structured working method, which is currently one of the weaknesses of Dekkers VC. In
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order to convert this weakness, the construction of a structured NPD design would be the
next step.

In order to define guidelines for the NPD design extensive research about the current way

of developing new products at Dekkers VC has been executed. In this research appeared
that there are four performance criteria that positively relate to project success. These
four performance criteria are:

Operating within budget
Product quality
Customer contact during the project
On-time delivery

If Dekkers VC improves the performance of these performance criteria there is a high
chance that project success will increase. The guidelines to improve the performance of
these criteria, which have been derived from the research, have been processed in the new
design. The checklist format of the new design fits well in the organisation and didn' t
result in huge changes for the company. However, a change in culture has to take place,
because Dekkers VC isn't used to structured processes. The managing director has to
play a centra! role in this change, he has to be the initiator. So, discipline in using the new
process will be most important. Therefore, the implementation phase is very important.

The managing director of Dekkers VC has deliberately chosen to use the company as a
Structuring NPD
adds value to the
company in order to
provide a good basis
for grow1h and il
supporls the process
in which lhe core
compelence of
Dekkers VC can be
oplimally expressed.
Concluding, the
NPD design will
certainly contribule
to the realisation of
the company
objectives

T u/e

platform for growth. According to Churchill and Lewis (1983), among the important
tasks when a small company wants to grow, it is important to improve systems resources,
in terms of the degree of sophistication of both information and planning and control
systems. Dekkers VC is conscious of these needs and therefore it has already invested in
new business software in order to structure the organisation. Structuring NPD has even an
increased positive effect. It adds value to the company in order to provide a good basis
for growth and it supports the process in which the core competence of Dekkers VC can
be optimally expressed. Concluding, the NPD design will certainly contribute to the
realisation of the company objectives.
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Point-of-Purchase advertising products

This Annex will describe in a more detailed way how point-of-purchase products can
influence shoppers, what the difference will be in sales encounter between these products
and regular products, and what important factors are.

Point-of-purchase advertising products in a broader context

In a marketing context, point-of-purchase advertising products can be part of a sales
promotion campaign, which is a key ingredient in a marketing campaign( Kotler, 2000).
Sales promotion consists of a diverse collection of incentive tools, mostly short term,
designed to stimulate quicker or greater purchase of particular products or services by
consumers or the trade. In a broader context the term visual merchandising is also used to
address how a product and/ or brand is visually communicated to the customer and also
whether this message affects a positive psychological or behavioural outcome, ultimately
leading toa purchase (Kerfoot, Davies & Ward, 2003).

How point-of-purchase products can influence a shopper's predisposition to a
particular product.
Point-of purchase products can either direct customers to a specific product from a
generic idea or switch them from one brand to another (Wilmshurst, 1993). Consider the
sequence shown in exhibit al.1 , where a customer goes on a shopping trip. That customer
will have had ( 1) a variety of messages directed at him or her from a number of sources,
making recommendations about what product to buy. (2) Customers also have specific
needs, which the purchase of a product is planned to satisfy. So, that customer decides to
go on a shopping trip with two fundamental objectives: (3) either to obtain a generic
product, e.g. toothpaste or (4) to buy a specific branded product. Once in a store the
point-of-purchase products may attract the shopper away from the generic (possible own
label) toothpaste to Maclean's toothpaste, product A. Alternatively, the point-of-purchase
products may attract the shopper away from the specific product and switch them to
product A. There is a third way in which point-of-purchase products can work; the
customer in store may be on a regular shopping trip and be attracted, by the point-ofpurchase products, to product A, and make an impulse purchase.
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So, in summary, point-of-purchase products can:
Direct a generic need (5)
Switch a specific need (6)
Activate a latent need (7)

Exhibit al.1: How point-of-purchase advertising products can influence a shopper's predisposition to
a particular product, derived from Wilmshurst (1993).

Customer
Recommendations

Shopping

Ge neric

Needs

Specific

4

Poim-ofpurchase
products
Predi sÇK>sition

Own label

(toothpaste)

Product A
(Macleans)

Product B
(Prodent)

Difference in sales encounter between point-of-purchase advertising products and
regular products.
A brand manufacturer offers point-of-purchase advertising products to dealers to
stimulate quicker or greater purchase of the brand manufacturer' s regular product.
However, the dealer often finds himself in the situation of being overwhelmed with the
amount of point-of-purchase advertising products offered to him by his suppliers
(Wilmshurst, 1993). The more sophisticated the dealer is , the more conscious he is that
he needs to get maximum tumover from its selling space, the more selective he will be.
Concemed more with profits than which brands actually sells best, manufacturers need to
convince retailers that their point-of-purchase advertising product will increase profits.
This means that point-of-purchase advertising products have a direct sales function.
Generally, dealers don't use these products in their sales encounter, because this form of
point-of-purchase advertising products only contains a brand name and not any
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informative content. To be dear, the dealer sells regular products in a sales encounter
whereas point-of-purchase advertising products are not for sale.

Important factors of point-of-purchase advertising products
The main function of point-of-purchase advertising products is to draw consumer
attention (Korolishin, 2005) with the objective to trigger purchase. Several factors have
contributed to a rapid growth of Sales promotion media, for instance the increasing
number of brands and product introductions. This growth has created a situation of
promotion dutter through which promotion media will weaken in their ability to trigger
purchase. Manufacturers will have to find ways to rise above the dutter (Kotler, 2000). It
is therefore important that point-of-purchase products are attractive and distinctive from
those of competitor's. The former paragraph has already noted that the dealer often finds
himself in the situation of being overwhelmed with the amount of point-of-purchase
advertising products offered to him by his suppliers (Wilmshurst, 1993) and that
manufacturers need to convince retailers that their point-of-purchase advertising product
will increase profits. Thereby, a crucial factor if the advertising product is to be used and
not discarded by the dealer is its appropriate design (Wilmshurst, 1993). The design must
fit the interior. Besides these factors it is also important for the brand manufacturer that
the point-of-purchase advertising product has the right brand expression, corresponding
with the brand image. Summarised, the three most important factors of point-of-purchase
advertising products are:

1. Drawing attention through attractiveness and distinctiveness
2. Acceptance by the dealer
3. Fit with brand manufacturer' s brand image
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Literature review approach

Introduction

Business problem sol ving projects benefit from the use of existing scientific literature.
However, the management science literature is fragmented and contested (Whitley, 1984;
Tranfield et al. 2003). lt is fragmented, since relevant ideas and research findings are
often scattered over different joumals and fields of study, presented in different
conceptual appearances and showing little accumulation. Management literature is
contested, since those studies that address comparable questions, often yield
contradictory results. Conflicting opinions co-exist and disputes often remain unsolved.
In order to use relevant scientific knowledge, it needs to be extracted from the immense
amount of literature available. A basic rule for good literature review is that much
attention has to be paid on quality. Different publication types are available with different
quality levels. If the content of a publication will be used in a literature review, these
quality levels have to be taken into account.
A systematic review of the literature enables a business problem solving project to
benefit optimally from existing knowledge on a subject. In addition, systematic reviews
may enhance the state of the field of management knowledge by integrating what is
fragmented and evaluating what is contested.

Approach

Ina literature review, attention has to be paid to the following three aspects (Aken, van,
Berends, Bij, van der, 2004):

Focussing the review
Searching literature
Integrating ideas and findings

1. Focussing the review

The encyclopedia of management (Helms, 2000) has been used as a starting point for this
literature study. Relevant entries in this encyclopedia sketch the main ideas and findings
conceming New Product Development (NPD). Hereafter relevant textbooks have been
consulted, among which the more genera! marketing management textbook of Philip
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product development of P. Trott and Winning at new products of R.G.Cooper. After
studying textbooks the two most relevant scientific review articles about NPD have been
studied. These review articles are aften cited in other NPD related scientific articles and
these review articles have also been found by the search engines of the TU/e library with
the search criteria: review, product development and product development and planning.
The conceming articles are: "Product development: past research, present findings, and
future directions," (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995) and "New product development from
past research to future applications,"(Poolton & Barclay, 1998). Besides those two review
articles, other scientific articles about NPD from a process management perspective have
been studied. By consulting the before mentioned literature an as good as possible answer
can be given on the formulated questions and issues.

2. Searching literature
There are different ways of searching literature. In this literature review, literature will be
searched systematically. Searching literature in a systematic way increases the chance
that you find much of the relevant literature, reduces the probability of a biased review
and increases the reproducibility of the search. A systematic research process therefore
enhances the quality of this review.

In order to find relevant literature of NPD in small firms the following ways of finding
literature are used:
search engines
references

First the ABI/ Inform search engine has been used to find literature reviews about NPD in
small firms. There were not any relevant review articles available. After this search,
articles have been searched with the subjects: small business and product development.
This search resulted in a few relevant articles that are all published in scholarly journals.
After these articles have been selected, further searching is executed by tracing
references. This way of searching relevant literature has resulted in additional relevant
literature.
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3. Integrating ideas and findings
After literature bas been found and selected, the content of this literature bas to be
interpreted and combined. I've begun with making a sequentia} representation of the
content of the selected literature. The formulated questions are answered for each
selected literature document, if it contains corresponding content. This sequentia}
representation shows what researchers have said and done, hut it does not add anything to
it. Tuis leaves the literature as fragmented as it was. To provide added value to the
existing literature, a literature review should go beyond sequentially presenting ideas and
findings and integrate them. Therefore I have integrated the findings for each formulated
question. In addition, out of all literature that described the harriers of small firms related
to NPD, an ,overview is created. Subsequently, the NPD success factors of small firms
and recommendations made are integrated as well. After that, two needs for small firms
have been derived in order to improve the NPD. Tools are suggested for satisfying these
two needs as well.
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SWOT-scan questions

Blad 1: in te vullen door iedereen (medewerkers + directie)
Blad 2: in te vullen door iedereen (medewerkers+ directie)
Blad 3: uitsluitend in te vullen door de niet-leidinggevende medewerkers
Blad 4: uitsluitend in te vullen door de directieleden
Blad 5: uitsluitend in te vullen door de verkopers, inkopers + directieleden
Blad 6: uitsluitend in te vullen door controller/boekhouder+ directieleden

S.v.p. door middel van kruisje visie aangeven:

1 = ik ben het volstrekt met deze stelling oneens
5 = ik ben het volstrekt met deze stelling eens
2, 3 en 4: ik heb een genuanceerde mening die tussen de twee uitersten (1 en 5) ligt
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Men probeert de werkomstandigheden voortdurend te verbeteren
Ons bedrijf heeft een betere uitstraling dan die van de concurrenten
We werken efficienter dan onze concurrenten
iedereen is zeer milieubewust met zijn werk bezig
De klant staat bij iedereen en altijd centraal, ook op de werkvloer
Het bedrijf probeert altijd bewust lering te trekken uit gemaakte fouten
We werken sneller en beter dan de concurrenten
Er wordt voortdurend getrach beter te zijn dan de concurrenten
De concurrenten kunnen totaal niet aan ons tippen
De bedrijfsvoering is niet bureaucratisch (geen overbodige regels)
Alle afspraken met klanten en leveranciers worden stipt nagekomen
De klant weet bij ons precies waar hij aan toe is
Er is altijd voldoende voorraad om het werk tijdig te kunnen uitvoeren
We hebben een heel groot en goed relatienetwerk
Er is voldoende budget voor nieuwe investeringen (personeel, IT)
Er liggen nog voldoende mogelijkheden om nog beter te presteren
Wanneer het werk niet op tijd af is, komt iedereen voor elkaar op

Ons sterkste punt in de bedrijfsvoering is:

Ons zwakste punt in de bedrijfsvoering is:
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1

We hebben heel wat oude, trouwe klanten
Ook momenteel zijn er voor ons bedrijf nog veel groeimogelijkheden
Via nieuwe technieken, bijv. E-commerce, kunnen we klanten winnen
Door actievere marktbewerking kunnen we klanten winnen
Onze dienstverlening en producten zijn van hoge kwaliteit
We laten geen enkele marktkans glippen
Ons bedrijf moet het vooral hebben van klanten die ons "iets gunnen"
De markt voor onze producten en diensten groeit nog steeds
Onze markt is niet gevoelig voor de conjunctuur
De overheidseisen beperken ons duidelijk in ons doen en laten
De concurrentie voor ons bedrijf neemt toe
Onze beste klanten kunnen moeilijk van leverancier switchen
Onze doelgroep kiest bewust voor ons en niet voor de concurrentie
Onze beste klanten hebben het momenteel moeilijk
We worden nooit verrast door nieuwe ontwikkelingen op de markt
We zijn een innovatief en onderscheidend bedrijf
Er werken hier veel jonge, enthousiaste medewerkers
We hebben een uitstekend relatienetwerk

Onze grootste bedreiging is:

Onze grootste kans is:
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J

Onze directie heeft grote organisatorische en leidinggevende kwaliteiten
Treedt adequaat op bij conflicten met medewerkers, klanten etc.
Communiceert goed met medewerkers, klanten , leveranciers etc .
Ontloopt zijn verantwoordelijkheden niet
Probeert zoveel mogelijk informatie te vergaren (intern/extern)
Delegeert zoveel mogelijk aan het personeel
Onze directie heeft visie en straalt die ook uit
Stuurt de medewerkers op de werkvloer goed aan
Is zeer sterk betrokken bij het wel en wee van de organisatie
Reageert snel en tijdig op technologische vernieuwingen
Stimuleert medewerkers tot het leveren van optimale prestaties
Heeft een neus voor het aantrekken van goed , nieuw personeel
Springt goed in op grote veranderingen binnnen de organisatie
Schaft bijtijds nieuwe (technische} spullen aan
Weet goede medewerkers aan het bedrijf te binden
Houdt regelmatig functioneringsgesprekken met alle medewerkers
Bereidt zich goed voor op de functioneringsgesprekken
Informeert iedereen tijdig en volledig over belangrijke zaken
De sterkste kant van het management is:

De zwakste kant van het management is:
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J

oneens . . .ens

,il

J

We zitten niet te springen om nieuw personeel
De afgelopen jaren hebben we geen chronisch personeelstekort gekend

__

J

De kwaliteit van onze medewerkers (kennis, vaardigheden) is erg hoog
Onze medewerkers zijn heel erg gemotiveerd
De onderlinge verhoudingen zijn uitstekend: we vormen één familie
Iedereen voelt zich erg betrokken bij het wel en wee van het bedrijf

1

--~---·-·

__

J

_

_J

_J_____ __
1

1

j

1

iedereen is erg tevredenheid over de directie
Er zijn goede mogelijkheden tot bij- en omscholing
Er wordt ruim aandacht geschonken aan ieders wensen en klachten
Het ziekteverzuim is relatief (tot andere bedrijven in de branche) laag
De medewerkers zijn zich sterk bewust van het belang van kwaliteit
Op de werkplek mag iedereen zelf zoveel mogelijk beslissingen nemen
Medewerkers staan open voor noodzakelijke (pijnlijke) veranderingen
Er is een aantrekkelijke winstdelingsregeling voor de medewerkers

Bij werkdruktoename wordt tijdig nieuw personeel aangetrokken

_v_o_o_
r_
ie_d_e_re_e_n_lig_g_e_n_e_r_c_a_rr_ie_r_e_
m_o_g_e_lij_k_h_e_
de_n_ in_h
_e_t_b_e_d_r_ijf_ __ _ ___.l ____

J_ _

Ons sterkste punt in de uitvoering van het dagelijks werk is:

Ons zwakste punt in de uitvoering van het dagelijkse werk is:
1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ____,
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1

We hebben een zeer compleet pakket aan producten en diensten

oneens ~ens

11111

Onze producten zijn uniek ten opzichte van de concurrentie
Klachtenafhandeling en nazorg van de klant is perfect
We doen ons uiterste best om nieuwe klanten binnen te halen
Onze benadering van klanten is anders dan die van de concurrenten
Onze prijzen zijn lager dan van de concurrent
We weten precies wat onze concurrenten gaan doen
iedereen doet zijn best om hogere omzetcijfers te halen
Veel klanten attenderen ons op andere mogelijke klanten
We kennen onze concurrenten en hun klantenkring heel goed
Onze concurrenten zijn jaloers op ons klantenbestand
Onze klanten laten zich nauwelijks door prijs leiden
Regelmatig komen we met nieuwe acties, diensten en producten
Onze verkopers lopen hard achter iedere (mogelijke) klant aan
Bij een opdracht winnen we het vrijwel altijd van de concurrenten
Onze beste klanten vertellen ons tijdig wat ze willen gaan doen
We werken efficienter dan onze concurrenten
We hebben een betere relatie met de leveranciers dan de concurrenten
We krijgen enorm veel marktinformatie van de leveranciers
Met bepaalde relaties hebben we een alliantie gevormd
Ons sterkste punt in de marketingaanpak is:

Ons zwakste punt in de marketingaanpak is:
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We doen voortdurend ons best de kosten te verlagen
We zijn zeer succesvol in het verlagen van onze kosten

_ _.J

We proberen steeds de winstmarge te vergroten
We zijn zeer succesvol in het vergrotenvan de winstmarge
We verliezen geen marktaandeel aan de concurrenten
Iedere bank zou ons zonder probleem een grote lening geven
De liquiditeitspositie van de onderneming is uitstekend
De solvabiliteitspositie van de onderneming is uitstekend
We zitten vrijwel nooit met een te grote BOG-portefeuille
We hebben vrijwel nooit een te kleine BOG-portefeuille
We hoeven momenteel minder te investeren dan onze concurrenten
Ons bedrijfsresultaat is beter dan die van de concurrenten
___

_]

We hebben goed en tijdig inzicht in onze financiële prestaties
Rekeningen naar de klanten worden vlot verstuurd en geind
We hebben een goed werkend Management Informatie Systeem
We zijn niet afhankelijk van een klein aantal leveranciers
We zijn niet afhankelijk van een klein aantal producten en diensten
We zijn niet afhankelijk van een te klein aantal potentiele afnemers
We besteden veel aandacht aan risico ,s en dekken die goed af
Grote financiele tegenvallers kunnen we nog heel lang zelf opvangen
Het sterkste punt in onze financiële positie is:

Het zwakste punt in onze financiële positie is:
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Annex 4:

Current NPD process of Dekkers VC
Idea generation:
the idea is based on a custome(s request

t

Visual re12resentation:
a visual representation of the idea will be made that has to be
approved by the customer

t

Feasibilit:t anal:tsis:
a feasibility study will be executed that contains:
- a technica) execution of the visual design, which contains:
An investigation of essential product parts.
Determining materials and production techniques
An investigation of essential product parts that perhaps are
already being offered as standard products at certain
suppliers.
An investigation of suppliers that can develop a product part
that is currently not being offered as a standard product.
- a delivery date estimation
- a brief cost analysis in order to determine a selling price indication.
The customer has to agree with the delivery date ahd the selling price
indication.

t

Prototype dev~lopment:
technica! drawings will be made
suppliers will be seleèted and (production) materials will be
..
purchased.
- sometimes a planning will be made for developing a
prototype.
- the prototype will be tested on functional requirements.
- After this, the customer will evaluate the prototype and has
to approve it

i
Test marketing:
sometimes, the customer will test the prototype with the end user. If
the test results are positive then the customer will order a certain
quantity.

i
Commercialisation:
Production will be started up in order to produce and assemble the
ordered quantity.

t

Evaluation:
After the ordered quantity is delivered, the project will be closed.
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Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient

3

r5=l -(6*L cl?)/(n -n)

Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient
a
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*
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Annex 6:

'%

Nr.

);1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1,000
1,000
0,800
0,900
0,657
0,829
0,571
0,714
0,524
0,643
0,483
0,600
0,564
0,455
0,427l __Q,,§~
. 0,406
0,503
0,385
0,484
0,367
0,464
0,446
0,354

0,02

0,05
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

1,000
0,886
0,786
0,738
0,700
0,648
0,618
0,587
0,560
0,538
0,521

1,000
0,943
0,893
0,833
0,783
0,745
0,709
0,678
0,648
0,626
0,604

0,01
*
*
*
*
*

1,000
0,929
0,881
0,833
0,794
0,755
0,727
0,703
0,679
0,654

Spearman's Rank of each performance criteria
.• !y

,î,

.<!\

,';'

¾

+ Product arouo
Prolectname
1oromotional cooler
Amstel sohere cooler
Backbar fridoe
1oromotional cooler
1promotion al cooler
Brahma cube cooler
1promotion al cooler
Cratecooler
Hoeaaarden alass freezer 1oromotional cooler
Leffe beer mat holder
sians & disolavs
Bavaria unibodv
sians & disolavs
Brahma liaht sian
sians & disolavs
siqns & displavs
Heineken silver sia n
siqns & displays
L&M neon sian
Stella Artois tinolate
sians & displavs
promotional cooler
sians & disolavs
all

Total
Total
Total
Rank
Speannan's Rank Correlation Coefficient
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product
desian

on-time
dellverv

5
5
5
5
2
3
2
5
5
5
5
22
25
47
1
0,195
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1
1
3
3
1
2
3
4
2
4
4
9
19
28
4
0,555

product
aualitv
4
4
2
1
2
1
3
4
3
4
4
13
19
32
3
0,641

customer
contact
durlng
orolect
1
1
3
2
1
3
2
3
2
4
5
8
19
27
5
0,568

operatlng •·
wlthln
budaet
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
4
4
4
4
7
19
26
6
0,686

:i,î!rl .

=

4
5
3
1
4
4
3
4
4
2
4
17
21
38
2
·0,045

Total

Rank
16
18
17
13
12
14
15
24
20
23
26

7
5
6
10
11
9
8
2
4
3
1
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Annex 7:

Project evaluation form

not executed,
not executed, althoug,
not needed needed

Nr. Activity

ldl8U1111B11111on:.aae

'

1

Describing the caicept ol the new prodl.ci idea

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Screening tt the prodl.ci is in alignment with or important to the company's business strategy
Screening customer proci.K:t actvantage or the competitive reason to develop the prodt..ct
Screening market attractîveness
Screening if current competencies and strengths can be leveraged
Screening the complexity of the technology l0< the company
Screening cpportunity relative to costs
Contac1ing customer atxxJt the decision made after screening the new prodtX:t idea

Pl'!limirwy.~ ,
9
10
11
12
13
14

"

'

Undertaking a preliminary market assessment
Undertaking a preliminary technica! assessment
Exarnining il the prodl.ci can be manufactured by the company
Exarnining il the product can be manufactured by a supplier
Undertaking a preliminary financial assessment
Developlng a plan lor a detailed investigation of the new prodl.ci

executed very
well

""''

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

,,

"

'

0

,,

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15 Screening the new pn:xi.Jct idea on the basis of the resUts of the preHminary investigation
16 Discussing reslits of the preliminary investigation 'Mth the customer
h~,;(}C:,>:S:, ·-/,
Dalalled
17 Perforrning a detailed market analysis
18 Studying user needs, wants and preferences
19 Ooing a competitor anatysis
20 Testing the concept v,th the customer(s)
21 Defining high-level produ;t specifications
22 Determining if any patent/ design right exists
23 Determining if any patent/ design right can be acquired
24 ldentifying the manufacturing options l0< developing the prototype
25 ldentifying environmental, health and safety issues
26 ldentifying reg.,latO<Y issues
27 Defining prodl.ci benefits and value to the customer
28 Undertaking a detailed financial analysis
29 ldentifying nsks
30 Developing a plan lor developing a prototype
31 Devele>pino a rnurt1 timeline thmunh to lai..nch
32 Developing a preliminaoy mai1<et launch plan
33 Developing a preliminaoy manufactunng' supply plan

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

34 Screening the new pl'OOJCl idea on the basis of thé resUts of the detailed investigation
35 Discussing results d the detailed investigation 'Mth the customer
'(

36 Developing prototype

"

0

0

'

'"

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

·""

0

0
0

"'"'·

"

0

0

0

0

0

37 Developing a detailed mar1<et launch plan
38 Contîm.ing researching market acceptance
39 Desigiing detailed rnanufacturing process
40 Getting quotations from suppliers
41 Developing roug, manufactunng' supply plan
42 Defining (JJêility requirerrents
43 Updating fina.ncial analysis
44 Updating timeline throug, to launch
45 Developing a plan lor field tnals v,th customers
46 Deveioping a plan for testing the manutacturing prcx:ess
47 Urdertaking periodic project reviews to ensure that the project is on course

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

48 Screening the new prodl.ci on the basis of the developrnent oesults
49 Discussing the developorent results v,th the customer
,,,
TNting and ..-ic,,,
50 Ooing field trials 'Mth customers/ users
51 Doing manufacturing trials
52 Developing quality control plan
53 Udertaking trial sell
54 Finalizing detailed mar1<et launch plan
55 Developing detailed manufactunng/ supply plan
56 Developlng post launch plan
57 Developing life cycle plan
58 Updating financial analysis
59 lkldertakina oeriodic oroiect reviews to ensure that the oroiect is on course

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

60 Screening the new pl'OOJCl on the basis of the test resUts
61 Discussing test results Wth the customer
Full productlon Md lelmch
'
62 lmplementing manufactunng'supply plan
63 lmplementing quality control plan
64 Updating fina.ncial ana.tysis
65 lkldertakina oeriodic oroiect reviews to ensure that the nmiect is on course
66 lmplernenting mar1<et launch plan
67 lmolementinc post launch olan
68 Recognizing and rewarding the team
69 Revîewing the financial performance
70 Evaluating the project
2!. Evaluating the project with the customer

TU/ e

executed
executed bad~ averagely
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0

'

"

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

·o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

d e:akkE?r5:»
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Annex 8:

Project rank of third analysis method

Every activity has the following fi ve response possibilities with a defined score:
Score 0:

activity is not executed, hut wasn' t needed

Score 1:

activity is not executed, although it was needed

Score 2:

activity is perlormed badly

Score 3:

activity is perlormed averagely

Score 4:

activity is perlormed well
ProiAct number

5_hoega 6_Ielle
beer
mal
helder

1_amste
3_brahm
arden
1sphere 2_ backb a cl.be 4_cratec glass
cooler ar lridge cooler ooler
freezer

Nr. Activity

10_L&M 11 _slell
a arto i
sign
tinplate

neon

!})/Dfülh"-'·%

ldea Generatton Stage
1

9_heine
7_bavari S_brahm ken
a light
silver
a
sign
uiibody sign

Describing the concept of the new product idea

3

3

3

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

3

Average score, O scores excuded in cak:a.iation

3

3

3

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

3

2

2

4

4

2

2

3

3

4

4

4

4

3

Screening customer produ:t advantage or the compelitive reason to develop the produ::t

3

3

3

1

2

3

3

3

4

3

3

4

Screeni ng market attractiveness

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

3

4

3

3

5

Screening il CU"rent competencies and strengths can be leveraaed

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

Screenino il the produ::t is in alignment with or important to the company's business strateav

6

Screening the complexity of the technology lor the company

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

4

3

2

3

7

Screening opportlrity relative to costs

2

3

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

8

Coniacting customer about the decision made alter screening the new produ::t idea
Average score , 0 scores exckJded in calcliation

Prellmi1ary tnvestigation .,

"'"'

9

Undertaking a preliminary market assessment

10

Undertaking a preliminary technica! assessment

11

Examining il the produ::t can be manufach.red bv the company

'•;;

•!t¾.

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

4

3

3

4

2,6

2,9

3,0

2,1

2,1

3,0

3,0

3,4

3,6

3,1

3 ,6

· <,

A

,'<'.

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

.';,,fo•< i(;Uhfi "
4

3

2

4

12

Examininq if the produ::t can be manufactU'ed by a supplier

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

2

3

3

4

13

Undertaking a preliminary financial assessment

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

1

2

4

14

Developing a plan fora detailed investigation of the new produ::t
2,3

2,7

2,7

2,7

2,7

3,0

3,7

3,0

2,3

2 ,3

4 ,0

3

Average score, O scores excuded in calctJalion

15

Screeninq the new product idea on the basis of the results of the preliminarv investiaation

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

1

1

2

16

Discussing res\Jts of the prefiminary investigation wilh the customer

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

3

4

4

Average score , O scores exclu:Jed in calctJation

1

2

1,5

2

1,5

1,5

2

1,5

2

3

3 ,5

3

4

4

3

2

3

2

4

3

4

4

Detalled lnvestigation

''

17

Performing a detailed market analysis

18

StOOying user needs, wants and preferences

19

Doing a compelitor analysis

20

Testinq the concept with the customer(s)

3

4

4

3

2

3

2

4

3

4

4

21

DefininQ hioh-level produ::t specifications

4

4

2

4

2

2

3

4

3

4

3

22

Determininq il any patenV desiqn riqht exists

23

Oetermining il any patent/ design right can be acquired

4

1

3

2

1

24

ldentit~ing the manufacll.ring oplions lor developina the prototype

4

2

3

3

2

3

4

2

2

3

4

25

ldentifying environmental, health and safer,,, issues

3

2

3

2

2

1

1

3

1

1

3

1

26

ldentitying regl.iatory issues

4

3

1

1

27

Definina produ::t benefits and value to the customer

4

4

1

2

28

U ndertakina a detailed financial anatvsis

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

3

1

2

29

ldenlifying risks

3

2

1

2

3

1

3

3

3

2

1

30

Developing a plan lor developing a prototype

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

3

1

31

Developing a rough timeline through to la1.11Ch

3

2

2

2

1

2

3

3

2

2

4

32

Developing a preliminary market laLJ1Ch plan

33

Developing a preliminary manufactl.J'ing/ supply plan

4

3
4

4

3

4

4

3

1

3

3

2

2

3

4

3,1

3,2

2,7

2,4

1,8

2,2

2,5

3,1

2,2

2,9

3 ,2

34 Screenino the new product idea on the basis of the results of the detailed investigation

2

3

2

2

2

2

1

3

1

3

3

35

1

3

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

3

4

1,5

3,0

2,0

2,0

1,5

2,0

1,0

4,0

1,0

3,0

3,5

Average score, 0 sco res exckJded in calculation

Discussing results of the detailed investigation with the customer
Average score, O scores excluded in calc:Uation

TU / e
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Project rank of third analysis method, continued
Proiect nllllber

i _amste
Nr. Activity

,,.

Devllopmenl

3_ brahm

1sphere 2_backb a cl.be
cooler arfridge cooler
6

5_hoega
arden
4_cratec glass
ooler
freezer

9_heine
7_bavari B_brahm ken
10_L&M , , _stel
a
ight
silver
reon
a artoi
a
unibody sign
sign
sign
linplale

6_Ielle
beer
mal
holder

h+

f>

·"'

36

Developina prototype

4

3

4

3

3

4

3

4

4

37

Developing a detailed market lall1Ch plan

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

38

Continuina researchina market acceptance

3

4

3

1

2

1

1

4

3

4

4

Desianino detailed manulactl.l"ina process
40 Gettina quotations !rom s~pliers

3

1

1

2

1

2

3

3

1

1

1

4

4

3

3

3

3

4

3

2

3

4

41

DevelopinQ roUQh manufach.nng/ supplv plan

2

2

2

2

1

2

3

1

3

3

4

42

Defi ning Quality reqt.irements

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

43

Updating linancial analysis

1

3

2

2

1

2

1

3

1

3

1

44

Updating timeline throuah to laUlCh

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

3

45 Developing a plan lor field trials wilh customers

1

1

1

1

1

46

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

3

4

2

4

4

2,2

2 ,2

2,0

1,8

1,6

1,9

2 ,2

2,5

2,0

2,7

2,5

39

Oeveboina a plan lor testina the manufactll"ina process
47 Undertaking periodic project reviews to enst.l'e that the pro,iecl is on ColJ'se
Average score , 0 scores exclt..ded in calcuation

48 Screenina the new prodt.et on the basis of the development restits
49 Discussing the development restits with the customer
Average score , 0 scores exch..ded in calclAation

T N llna and valldallon

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

4

4

3

4

3

4,0

3,5

3,5

3,0

3.0

3,0

3,5

3,5

3,0

3,5

3,5

«ëii¾'½

x ''!'T<Y

50 Doing fiekj trials with customers/ users
51 Dolng manufacturing trials
52 Developina qualilv control plan

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

53 Udertakina trial sel
54

Finalizina detailed market lall"ICh plan

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

3

2

55

Deveboina detailed manufacturina/ Sl()plv plan

3

2

3

2

2

1

4

2

4

4

56

Devebpina post laLnCh plan

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

57

Develo pino life cvcle plan

1

58 Updalina linanciat anatvsis
59 Undertakina periodic project reviews to ensl.l'e that the project is on col.l'se

Average score, O scores exch.rled in calclAation
60

61

Screenina the new prodoct on the basis of the test resull:s
Discussing test restits with the customer
Average score, 0 scores excluded in calclAation

°td%

FuU·productlon and market .launcM'

.ij

·Yb

h'

;)&:. ,;;,.,•,x :

.•..••...

"°"'

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

4

1

1

3

2

3

3

1

1

3

3

1

4

2,0

1,3

1,6

2,0

1,1

1,0

1,7

1,8

1,7

2,6

3

1

2

3

2

1

1

1

1

3

3

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

3

3,0

1,0

1,5

3,0

1,5

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

3,0

.,

./: :,w

,,>\

62

lmplementing manuf actLring/supply plan

3

2

2

63

lmplementina qualitv control plan

3

2

64 Updating linancial analysis
65

Undertakina oeriodic croiect reviews to ensU'e lhat the oroiecl is on COl.l'Se

66

lmolementina market launch olan

2

67 lmplementina post launch plan

Average score , O scores excluded in calclAation
68

"'""'

kWh?

3

3

3

3

3

4

2

2

2

1

3

2

2

3

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

3

2

3

1

2

3

4

3

4

4

2

3

2

1

4

1

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,7

2,0

2,8

2,0

2,3

3,2

2
2,7

..,m

:,;,.,._ ~
3

2,0

2,4

1,7

Recognizing and rewarding the team
69 Reviewina the financial performance
70 Evaualino lhe proiecl

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

4

2

2

1

1

2

3

3

4

1

4

1

2

1

1

2

3

2

3

1

4

71

Evak.Jating the project with the customer

1

3

2

3

1

3

3

3

3

4

72

lmplementation of the ~fe cvcle plan

1

1

Average score , 0 scores excluded in calclAation

1,,

1,8

1,<

2,(

1,5

2,5

Ave rage gate sco re

2,2

2,4

2,1

2,4

1,9

2,2

2,4

Average stage score

2,5

2,4

2,3

1,8

2,2

2,6

Project average

1,84

Rank based on project average
Rank according to 1st analysis method

TU/ e
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7

6

10

2,,

2,4

u

4 ,(

2, 6

2,2

2,5

3,5

2,0

2,5

3,1

2,10

2,51

3,30

10

3

9

3
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Annex 9:

Relationship activities with project success

Nr. Activity

Tl@ff •=a
1

-

H@,aTwtE wit'·

'"''

Average of

Standard

Averages

Deviation

Spearrnans

rank correlation

. iiv&W,1&j, "ás&i &i\'W

coefficient

Describing the concept of the new product idea

-0,339
2 ,80

Average score, 0 scores excluded in calculation
2

3,30

Screening if the product is in alignment with or important to the company's business strategy

0,42

-0,339

0,95

0,624

3

Screening customer product advantage or the competitive reason to develop the product

2,80

0,79

0,400

4

Screening market attractiveness

3,20

0,42

-0,024

5

Screening if current competencies and strengths can be leveraged

2,80

0,92

0,636

6

Screening the complexity of the technology tor the company

2,60

0,70

0,382

7

Screening opportunity relative to casts

2 ,80

0,63

0,564

8

Contacting customer about the decision made after screening the new product idea

3,10

0,57

0,442

Average score, 0 scores excluded in calculation

2,94

0,53

0,836

3,00

0,67

0,000

Prelimiriary lnvestigatlon

,.,

'ttJ's,.i,\'/, " '+'"

9

Undertaking a preliminary market assessment

10

Undertaking a preiminary technica! assessment

11

Examining if the product can be manufactured by the company

12

Examining if the product can be manufactured by a supplier

3,00

0,47

-0,624

13

Undertaking a preHminary financial assessment

2,30

0,82

0 ,103

14

Developing a plan tor a detailed investigation of the new product
2,77

0,50

0 ,127

Average score, 0 scores excluded in calculation
15

Screening the new product idea on the basis of the results of the preliminary investigation

1,60

0,70

0,200

16

Discussing results of the preliminary investigation with the customer

2,30

1,06

0,515

Average score, 0 scores excluded in calculation

1,95

0,76

0,473

3,40

0,70

0,612

20 Testing the concept with the customer(s)

3,40

0,70

0 ,612

21

Defining high-level product specifications

3,20

0,92

0,042

22

Deterrnining if any patenV design right exists

23

Deterrnining if any patenV design right can be acquired

2,00

1,26

24

ldentifying the manufacturing options tor developing the prototype

2,80

0,79

0,073

25

ldentifying environmental, health and safety issues

2,10

0,88

0,127

26

ldentifying regulatory issues

2,67

1,37

27

Defining product benefits and value to the customer

3,00

1,41

28

Undertaking a detailed financial analysis

1,80

1,03

0,642

29

ldentifying risks

2,10

0,88

-0,212

30

Developing a plan tor developing a prototype

2,80

1,03

-0,582

31

Developing a rough timeline through to launch

2,30

0,82

0,564

32

Developing a preliminarv market launch plan

D'

, ..

,.

w,

'"'
·••· •••>•••X

,,.w

17

Perforrning a detailed market analysis
18 Studying user needs, wants and preferences
19

33

TU / e

Doing a competitor analysis

Developing a preliminary manufacturing/ supply plan

2,90

0,99

0,127

Average score, 0 scores excluded in calculation

2,68

0,50

0,576

34

Screening the new product idea on the basis of the results of the detailed investigation

2,30

0,67

0,321

35

Discussing results of the detailed investigation with the customer

2,00

1,05

0,406

Average score, 0 scores excluded in calculation

2,35

0,97

0,558
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Relationship activities with project success, continued

Average of

Standard

Spearmans

Nr.

Avera es

Deviation

rank correlation

36

3,70

0,48

0,164

37

1,30

0,67

0 ,055

38

2 ,90

1,20

0,806

39

1,60

0,84

0,121

40

3 ,20

0,63

-0 ,055

2 ,20

0,92

0,333

1,40

0,52

-0,436

1,90

0,88

0,273

44

2,30

0,48

0,382

45

1,00

0,00

46

1,10

0,32

-0,261

Undertaking periodic project reviews to ensure that the project is on course

2,50

1,08

0,636

Average score, O scores excluded in calcuation

2 ,15

0,36

0,885

3,20

0,42

0,024

3,50

0,53

0,152

3,35

0,34

0,479

50

1,00

0,00

51

1,50

0,85

0,188

52

1,30

0,67

0,067
0,194

47

Average score, O scores excluded in calcuation

53
54

Finalizing detailed market launch lan

1,60

0,84

55

Developing detailed manufacturing/ SLl)ply plan

2 ,70

1,06

0,685

56

Developi

1,00

0,00

-0,727

1,00

0,00

1,78

0,97

post laL.rlCh lan

1,07

0,230

1,68

0,46

0,382

-0,055

60

Screening the new product on the basis of the test results

1,80

0,92

61

Discussing test results with the customer

1,60

0,97

0,018

1,70

0,92

-0,055

62

2 ,90

0,57

-0,236

63

2 ,20

0,63

0,345

64

1,78

0,67

2,80

1,03

2 ,25

1,04

lan

ro·ect is on course

Average score, O scores excluded in calcuation

TU / e

2,40
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0,764

1,14

0,38

2,28

0,51

0,794

1,50

1,08

0,067

2,30

1,16

0,430

2 ,00

1,05

0,382

2,60

0,97

0,345

1,00

0,00

2,05

0,82

0,418
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Dana Janson

Relationship activities with performance criteria

--5'Activity

produ:::t design

prospects

operating withn
bujget

produ::t qlBity

customer con1act

on-time delivery

r

r

r

r

r

r

Oescribing tre corcept of tre new prodl.ci idea

0,218

-0,794

-0,455

-0,073

0,115

0,085

Average score, 0 scores excltned in cak:tiation

0,218

-0,794

-0,455

-0,073

0,11 5

0,085

Screering il tt-e produ:t is in aligrment with or important to the compaey's business strategy

0,358

-0,315

0,618

0,297

0,376

0,394

Screening customer prodl..ci advantage or the competitive reason to develop the produ::t

0,170

0,176

0,321

0,339

0,285

0,048

Screening market attractiveness

0,339

0,127

0,370

-0,024

0,285

0,206

Screeniro if cL1Tent competencies and strengths can be leveraged

0,091

0,085

0,861

0,273

0,703

0,648

-0,018

0,570

0,509

0,224

0,448

0,333
0,455

Screening the complexity of the techrology lor the company
Screenina opporti.ritv relative to casts

0,055

0,012

0,558

0,127

0,642

Contacting custo mer aboU: the decision made alter screering the rew produ:::t idea

0,636

-0,109

0,388

0,285

0,533

0,527

-0,182

-0,018

0,721

0,109

0,709

0,594

-0,388

0,200

0,224

-0,485

0,261

0,182

ExamirirQ i1 tte prodLCt can be maniJactll'ed by a Sl4)plier

-0,212

-0,303

-0,218

-0,503

-0,158

-0,394

Undertaldng a preliminary finarcial assessment

-0,285

o,o:is

0,121

0,176

0,545

0,455

Average score, Oscores exctuded in calcliation

-0,576

0,158

0,121

-0,236

0,521

0,382

Screening the new produ:t idea on the basis of the resuts of the pretimi nary irwestigation

-O,D18

-0,109

0,315

0,079

0,521

0,430

0,152

-0,412

0,752

0,188

0,485

0,636

-0,024

-0,333

0,624

-0,012

0,527

0,558

0,491

-0,473

0,364

0,467

0,545

0,576

Testing the corcept with the customer(s)

0,491

-0,473

0,364

0,467

0,545

0,576

Defiring hig~level produ:t specificalions

0,370

-0,521

0,097

0,442

-0,230

0,079

ldentifying the man.Jfactuing options lor developing the prototype

0,000

-0,358

-0,018

0,000

0,527

0,376

ldentifying envirormental, heatth ard safety issues

0,055

-0,061

-0,061

0,236

0,145

0,188

Undertaldng a detailed finarcial ana~sis

0,024

0,333

0,673

0,509

0,733

0,667

ldentifviro nsks

-0,382

0,194

0,255

0,030

-0,485

-0,321

Developing a plan tor developing a prototype

-0,388

-0,285

-0,455

-0,121

-0,248

-0,303

Developing a rough timeline throt.gh to laLJ1Ch

0,564

0,036

0,412

0,442

0,570

0,552

Developing a preliminary mamJactuirgl sLWfy plan

0,091

-0,545

-0,279

-0,006

0,327

0,127

Average score, O scores excll.Xled in calcliation

0,055

-0,109

0,097

0,673

0,194

0,212

Average score, O scores excluded in cak:IJation

Prelinnlrv !nv_.,_,.,.,

··•o\:c::1;2;•,:t}•:C/•;r>:y·

Undertaking a l)(eliminary market assessment
Undertaking a preliminary technica! assessment
Examining if tte prodLCt can be mal'Uactll'ed by tte company

Oeveloping a plan tor a detailed irwestigation of the rew prodtct

Discussing resr.its of the preliminary invesligation with the customer
Average score, O scores exclooed in calcliation
\

De-.!lnv_.,,,

D

Perfonning a detaîled market anatysis
Studying user needs, wants and pretererces
Doing a competitor anatysis

Determi ring if any patenV design right exists
Oetermiring if any patent/ design right can be acqlired

ldentitying regUéltory issi.es
Oefiring produ:t benefits and vali.e to the customer

Oeveloping a preliminary markel lalJ1Ch plan

TU / e
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Relationship activities with performance criteria, continued

operating within
product design

prospects

bt.dget

product quaity

customer contact

on-time delivery

Activity
Screening the new prodLK:t idea on the basis of the res uts of the detailed investigation

-0,030

-0,158

0,315

0,564

0,412

0,479

0,018

-0,255

0,315

0,188

0,630

0,515

Average score, Oscores exckJded in calct.Jation

-0,158

-0,333

0,321

0,327

0,661

0,703

Developing prototype

Discussing resuts of the detailed investigation with tl"e customer

-0,006

-0,255

0,230

-0,067

0,448

0,248

Developing a detailed market lal.J"Ch plan

0,333

0,036

0,436

0, 164

0,400

0,358

ContinUng researching market acceptance

0,297

-0,085

0,655

0,867

0,315

0,430

Designing detailed mal'J..lfactuing process

0,121

0,273

0,273

0,218

0,333

0,327

-0,079

0,061

-0,085

0,382

0, 145

0,079

Gettirg qwtations f rom si..ppliers
Developing rot.gh manufactl.ling/ sLq:>ty plan

0,224

-0,315

0,279

O,Q18

0,448

0,285

-0,073

0,127

-0 ,067

-0,024

-0,273

-0,255

Updating financial anatysis

0,030

-0,339

0,279

0,200

0,400

0,442

Updating timeline through to lalXlCh

0,358

0,368

0, 71 5

0,273

0,473

0,479

Defili ng quatity reql.irements

Developing a plan tor field trials with cLStomers
Oeveloping a plan tor testing the marufactLring process

0,273

0,000

0,267

-0,018

0 ,121

0,091

Urdertaking periodic project reviews to ensLJe that the pro,iect is on co1..rse

0,576

-0,230

0,570

0,455

0,691

0,733

Average score , 0 scores exckJded in calcliation

0, 182

-0,200

0,588

0,812

0,503

0,570

Screening the new prodLK:t on the basis of the development reslits

0,339

0,273

0,370

0,242

0,285

0,230

Discussing the development resuts Yvith the customer

0,394

-0, 182

0, 145

0,515

0,121

0,152

Average score , Oscores excluded in calcl.iation

0,455

-0,036

0,315

0,770

0,352

0,370

Ooing manufacttXing trials

0,333

0,291

0,400

0,333

0,388

0,345

Developing quallty control plan

0,333

0,182

0,436

0,139

0,388

0,358

Finalizing detailed market laU1Ch plan

0,315

-0,261

0,418

0,218

0,479

0,545

Developing detailed mam.tacttXirg' supply plan

0,333

-0,352

0,667

0,673

0,521

0,733

Developing post launch plan

0,121

-0,212

-0,067

-0,364

-0,273

-0,303

Urdertaking periodic project reviews to ensll'e that th9 project is on coll'Se

0,424

-0,273

0,152

-0,085

0,200

0,303

Average score, O scores excu:led in calcl.iation

0,212

-0,558

0,242

0,152

0,182

0,382

Screening tte new prodoct on tte basis of the test resuts

0,067

-0,121

0,036

-0,006

0,218

. 0,224

Discussing test reslits wtth the customer

0,358

0,097

0,279

0, 164

0,291

0,297

Average score, O scores excu:led in calcl.iation

0,067

-0,121

0,036

-0,006

0,218

0,224

-0,491

-0,085

0,352

-0,273

0, 133

0,176

0,503

0,024

0,497

0,600

0,109

0,333

-0,242

-0,067

0,733

0,327

0,818

0,715

0,067

0,145

0,461

0,588

0,642

0,564

Doing field trials 'Nith customers/ users

Ude rtaking trial sell

Developing lte cycle plan
Updating financial anatysis

f:ilifpröductlori',nj merkel laL91Ch .A

§

1/ "li}lil/l '<1

lmplementing marufactlJ'ing/sL.pply plan
lm~menting qwlity control plan
Updating financial analysis
Urdertakiro oeriodic oroiect reviews to ensll'e that the oroiect is on coll'Se
lmnlementinn market laU1Ch nlan
lmplementing post laU1Ch plan
Average score , O scores excu:led in calcl.iation
Recogrizing ard rewardi ng the team

0,333

0, 182

0,436

0,139

0,388

0,358

Reviewing tte financial pert onnance

-0 ,479

0,739

0,545

0,079

0,291

0,11 5

Evalwting tt-e project

-0,503

0,655

0,558

-0,018

0,436

0,224

Evalwting tte project 'Nith tte customer

-0,018

-0,291

0,497

-0, 127

0 ,412

0,442

-0,673

0,182

0,448

-0,285

0,521

0,382

lmplementation of the lite cycle plan
Average score, Oscores excluded in calcl.iation

TU / e
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Annex 11:

DanaJanson

Guidelines ascribed to each performance criteria

Operating within Budget
Activities:
Undertaking a detailed financial analysis
Updating financial analysis
All activities of the Idea screen gate and Second screen gate.
Recommendations:
Fixed price agreements can be made only after technica) execution is known and casts are clear
Develop detailed price calculation and keep financial evaluation during and after the project

Product Quality
Activities:
Defining quality requirements
Designing detailed manufacturing process
Developing a plan for testing the manufacturing process
Doing manufacturing trials
Developing and irnplementing quality control plan
All activities ofDetailed investigalion stage and the Development stage
Recommendations:
Quality control has to be irnproved by running a production pilot run before producing on large scale. Also quality requirements
have to be specified and quality checks during production have to take place
The number of "running" projects has to be lowered . Attention has to be paid in doing the right projects. After that, the projects
have to be done right
Customer Contact during the project
Activities:
Discussing results of the detailed investigation with the customer
Discussing test results with the customer
Recommendations:
Clear appointments have to be made where decisions have to be taken about the approval of the project
Appointments with customers have to be recorded
The customer has to be more involved in the process
Only after an official approval of the customer about developing a prototype, a prototype should be made. Also, only after an
official approval of the customer about starting production, fixed arrangements with the customer about quantities have to be
made and production should be started
Account management has to propose realistic delivery times to the customer after communicating with the project division.

On-time Delivery
Activities:
Developing a rough timeline through to launch
Undertaking periodic project reviews to ensure that the project is on course
Developing detailed supply plan
Recommendations:
A project planning has to be made for each project from which a detailed list of activities can be derived
Delivery dates must be grounded in which enough time must be allocated to product development. Especially if the product has
a high degree of newness to the company
Progress con trol has to get more attention in order to ensure that the project is on course. If possible future problems are
noticed, timely feedback to customers can be given
The number of "running" projects has to be lowered. Attention has to be paid in doing the right projects. After that, the projects
have to be done right

TU/ e
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Stage-Gate templates

Preliminary Technical Assessment
Purpose:
□ to establish rough technica} & product performance objectives
□ to undertake preliminary feasibility study (development & manufacturing)
□ to pinpoint technica} risks.
□ Conceptual & desk work only (no lab work or physical technica} work!).
Methods:
□ discussion, brainstorming & problem-solving sess1ons with in-house technica} &
manufacturing people
□ literature search (titles search)
□ preliminary patent search
□ acquisition of competitive literature & products.
Table of Contents:
□ Technica} and product performance objectives (first cut)
□ Possible technica} routes
□ Technica} risks and roadblocks (e.g., is this new science? is invention required?)
□ Technica} feasibility assessed (likelihood of success)
□ Possible production or supply route.

Preliminary Manufacturing Assessment
Purpose:
Manufacturing/Operations issues should be discussed early in the project,
Purpose is:
□ to define possible source of supply (e.g., make versus buy or toll)
□ to define possible production route
□ to provide an indication of whether or not new production equipment might be
required (and if possible, very rough estimates of possible costs to acquire)
□ to provide very preliminary estimates of production costs (materials, labor, etc.).
Conceptual & desk work only (no trial production or plant work; no forma) quotations
from vendors!).
Methods:
□ discussion, brainstorming & problem-solving sessions with in-house manufacturing,
process engineering and purchasing people
□ literature search (titles search).
Table of Contents (topics to be covered in this deliverable):
□ Possible source of supply and/or production route (location, facilities)
□ Possible production process
□ Equipment needs and costs
□ Production cost estimates
□ Production feasibility assessed (likelihood of success) and risks assessed.

TU / e
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Development Plan
Table of Contents (topics to be covered in this deliverable):
□

Development objectives defined

□

Project team members (cross functional) defined

□

Key ste~s and events (in timeline format; use a software package such as Microsoft
Project M)

□

Milestones and review points (indicate what will have been accomplished at each
milestone point & date)

□

Resource requirements defined: people, person days per person, funds, equipment

□

List deliverables for Gate 4

□

List contingencies proposed to handle key technica] risks and potential roadblocks

Note clearly the date for completion of this stage.

Risk Assessment
Purpose:
To identify the key business risks, their impact, and what actions are required to deal with
these risks.
Table of Contents (topics to be covered in this deliverable):
□

List of possible items or events that could go wrong in project (technological, market,
regulatory, etc)

□

Likelihood and timing of each

□

Impact of each on the project

□

Actions required (what should be done to deal with the risk)

Preliminary Manufacturing/Supply Plan
Purpose:
This one page deliverable to Gate 3 provides a brief overview of how the product will be
produced or supplied.
Table of Contents (topics to be covered in this deliverable):
□

TU / e
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✓

Note: This Manufacturing Assessment is largely a short summary of the main
conclusions of the Manufacturing Assessment and Supply/Entry Options, namely:
proposed manufacturing/supply route
plant or production facility
if by others , indicate proposed producer and details (reliability, experience, expertise)
equipment needs and equipment costs

□

Also:
Impact on other Company products & their production capacities

□

EH&S (environmental, health & safety) issues identified and solutions proposed

□

Shipping and special equipment needs.

✓
✓
✓

Manufacturing & Supply Plan
Purpose:
This plan lays out all the steps, action items, resources required, etc. to move from
development into pilot and/or full production. If the supply is from an outside suppliers,
then this plan becomes a Supply Plan (see topics below).

Table of Contents - if internal production (topics to be covered in this deliverable):
□

Production route and process laid out
Location and facilities
□ Equipment requirements and costs
□ Construction and installation requirement~ and costs
□ Action items to secure, install and commission production facilities (timeline, people
required, money and other resources required)
□ For Gate 4: Production plans for next stage, Testing and Validation (linked to Plans
for Testing and Validation) - timing and production quantities
□ Production plans for launch (tentative for Gate 4, finalized for Gate 5) - timing,
production quantities, shipping and filling the distribution pipeline
□ Quality assurance plans and actions (or as a separate Quality A_ssurance Plan):
✓ quality requirements (tolerances, quality limits, specs, etc.)
✓ testing and measurement methods, equipment needed
✓ action items to meet quality requirements
□ Training needs (production people)
□ Actions to deal with EH&S (environmental, health & safety) issues.
□

Supply Plan Table of Contents (if external source of supply):
□

Vendor or supplier identified, along with assessment of capabilities
Price, quantities, terms and conditions
□ Risk assessment of security of supply source
□ Documentation:
✓ For Gate 4: Letter of Intent (Memorandum of Understanding) or Supplier' s Quotation
✓ For Gate 5: Proposed Contract to be signed
□ For Gate 4: Source of supply plans for next stage, Testing and Validation (linked to
Plans for Testing and Validation) - timing and production quantities.
□

TU / e
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Production plans for launch (tentative for Gate 4; finalized for Gate 5) - timing,
production quantities, shipping and filling the distribution pipeline
Quality assurance plans and actions (or as a separate Quality Assurance Plan) - see
above

Testing & Validation Plan
Purpose:
To provide details of the testing protocol and method for Stage 4.

Table of Contents (topics to be covered in this deliverable):
□ Select appropriate test sites
□ Define test methods:
✓ what will be measured and how
✓ on-site visits
□ Define what constitutes an acceptable test result
□ Decide production quantities and timing for tests
□ Map out plan of action:
✓ actions, timing & milestones (e.g., on a timeline chart)
✓ resources & people required.

Market Launch Plan
Purpose:
□ demonstrate that the project team bas made an initia! attempt to determine how the
product will be sold, before charging into the Development stage
□ also to alert the sales force and marketing people that resources may be required for
the launch.
Table of Contents (topics to be covered in this deliverable):
A quick overview of the launch effort:

TU / e

□

Target market

□

Product concept and positioning (summarized from Product Definition)

□

Pricing

□

Sales force plan

□

Customer service and support needed

□

Marketing communications & promotion (brochures, advertising, tradeshows, etc.)

□

Distribution and channels plan or approach

□

Approximate launch costs and resources needed (very rough)

□

Expected launch date.
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Left part of financial analysis template

Aantal

Projectnummer

Projectnaam

Vaste/een-

Variabele

Aanleverings-informatie

malige kosten

kosten per

per serie

stuk

?l'F

,',

gespecificeerde kosten

Kostensoort

Omschrijving

Leverancier

productontw.
advieskst derden
ontwerpkst derden
modelkst
lithokst
malkst
gereedschapskst
kst productiemodel
koerierskosten

~enmalige
ontw.kst

€0,00

serieproductie
materiaal kst
assemblagekst
~ransportkst
incl.invoerrechten
milieuheffing
ÎIIOOrraadkst
Îl/erpakkingskst
~inancieringskst
onvoorziene kst
overige kst.

T u/e
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€ 0,0

otaal

€ 0,0

gespecificeerde arbeidskosten
Directe

Voorgecalculeerd

Voorgecalculeerd

Voorcalculatie

arbeidskosten

uurtarief

aantal uren

uren

oorcalculatie
erkoop buiten
erkoop binnen
productontwikkeling

€ 0,0

projectbegeleiding

€ 0,0

kwaliteitscontrole

€ 0,0

aftersales

€ 0,0

Alwin+ transport

€ 0,0

Voorgecalculeerde totale directe arbeidskosten

€ 0,0

kosten- en besparingenoverzicht
Voorgecalculeerde variabele kosten per stuk

€

o,oc

Voorgecalculeerde vaste kosten per stuk

#DEEU0!

Voorgecalculeerde directe arbeidskosten per stuk

#DEEU0!

otale voorgecalculeerde inkoopkosten,incl. ontw.kst.

€ 0,00

otale voorgecalculeerde kosten project incl. arbeid

€

o,oc

€ 0,0(

Voorgecalculeerde eenamlige kosten
otaal voorgecalculeerde kostprijs excl.eenmalige ontw.kst

#DEEU0!
1,6E

Factor als terugverdiening van de kosten

#DEEU0!

Voorstel offerteprijs per stuk all-in

voorstel:
Eenmalige doorberekende

0,0

ontwikkelkosten

#DEEU0!

Offerteprijs per stuk
eenmalige doorberekende vaste kosten
werkelijke offerteprijs per stuk all-in

T u/e
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omzetresultaten
€ O,OC

Voorgecalculeerde omzet

#DEEUO!

Voorgecalculeerde brutomarge %

€ O,OC

Voorgecalculeerde brutomarge

#DEEUO!

Voorgecalculeerde brutomarge %, incl. arbeid
Voorgecalculeerde brutomarge, incl.
arbeid

€

o,oc

Right part of financial analysis template

Datum laatste mutatie

oorgecalculeer-de

oorgecalculeer-de

aste kosten

ariabele kosten

erschil factuur- PO-nüm
bedrag en

(bestelnun1mer) "

otaal

TU / e
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Totaal verschil

Werkelijk uurtarief,' Werkelijk aantalNacalcülatie

Directe
arbeidskosten

uren

uren

nacalculatie
erkoop buiten
erkoop binnen
productontwikkeling

kwaliteitscontrole
aftersales
lwin+ transport
Nagecalculeerde totale directe arbeidskosten

Te ontvangen facturen

€ 0,0

Totale werkelijke inkoopkosten
Werkelijke kostprijs per stuk

#DEEU0!

Werkelijke kostprijs per stuk inclusief arbeid

#DEEU0!
€ 0,0

Werkelijke eenmalige ontwikkelkosten
Totale besparing op voorgecalculeerde inkoopkosten %

#DEEU0!

Totale besparing op voorgecalculeerde inkoopkosten

#DEEU0!

~ otale werkelijke kosten project incl. arbeid

Totale besparing op voorgecalculeerde arbeidskosten %

€ 0,0

Totale besparing op voorgecalculeerde arbeidskosten

TU / e
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Totale besparing op voorgecalculeerde projectkosten%

#DEEUO!

Totale besparing op voorgecalculeerde projectkosten

#DEEUO!

Gefactureerde Omzet
Werkelijke brutomarge %
Werkelijke brutomarge

#DEEUO!

Werkelijke brutomarge %, incl. arbeid
Werkelijke brutomarge , incl. arbeid

T·U/ e
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Annex 14:

Dana Janson

Scorecards

Scorecard 1
Score these five items Low/Medium/High (0,1,2).
Low(O)

Medium(!)

High (2)

Score

l.l.l.1.1.1.1 Key Factors
1. Strategie Fit and Importance

2. Competitive Advantage
(competitive reason to do)

Product not in alignment with
or important to our
Company' s business strategy:
KILL

Product aligns well with our
Company's business strategy;
product very important to
strategy

no competiti ve reason to do:
KILL

competitive reasons to do

low margins; tough
competition: KILL

good margins; weaker
competition

No opportunities to leverage
competencies; required
ski lls/experience/resources
strengths are weak in
Company: KILL

Excellent leverage of our
strengths & core
competencies; excellent fit
between project needs and
our ski lls/
experience/resources

Poor, limited opportunity
relative to costs; difficult to
make money here; risky &
tough to do: KILL

Good opportunity relative to
costs; we can make money
here: not too risky & difficult
to do

3. Market Attractiveness
(margins & competition)

4. Synergies (leverages core
competencies & strengths in
technology, manufacturing, marketing
& distribution/sales)
S. Financial Reward vs. Risk
(can make money; not too risky and
difficult)

Must not have a KILL; must add up to 5/10 for a Go.

TU/ e
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Scorecard 2
The six numbered factors below are scored on 0-10 scales. Be sure to consider the sub-items in scoring each factor. Add these to
create the P roJect Attrac f1veness Score (out of 60) M ust exceed 30/60
Are the deliverables in reasonable shape?
The result of adequate Stage 1 work? Enough
to assess the project here?

If No, stop Gate meeting & return to Stage 1
Rating Scale
Rating

1.1.1.1.1.1.2 Key Items

1. Strategie Fit & Importance
✓
✓
✓
✓

strategie fit and lmportance
fits our strategy
important to do
high impact on our business

2. Product &Competitive Advantage
✓
unique customer benefits
✓
value for money
✓
or competitive reason to do

3. Market Attractiveness
✓
market size & growth
✓
margins
✓
competitive situation (how tough ?)

0

7

10

Supports business
strategy;
important; good
impact

Product aligns
well with our
business strategy;
product very
important to
strategy; high
impact

KILL

Limited;
marginally
superior; OK
value; low
competitive reason

Some new
benefits;
somewhat
superior, good
value; OK reasons
to do

Major new
benefits; clearly
superior product;
great value;
strong
competitive
reasons to do

Small or nonexistent market;
low growth &
low margins;
tough
competition:
KILL

Modest market;
limited growth;
fair margins;
competitive

Significant
market; good
growth; good
margins ; modest
competition

Large, growing,
attractive market;
good margins;
weaker
competition

Product not in
alignment with or
Somewhat
important to our supports business
business strategy;
strategy; not too
low impact:
important; modest
KILL
impact

None; same as
competitors; or
no competitive
reason to do:

No opportunities
to leverage
4. Synergies: leverages our core competencies competencies;
required
& strengths in .. .
ski lls/experience/
✓
technology
resources are
✓
manufacturing
weak in
✓
marketing & distribution/sales
Company: KILL

5. Technica! Feasibility
✓
small technica! gap
✓
project is not too complex technically
✓
uses our in-house technology

Big gap; must
invent new
science; many
hurdles;
technology new
to Company:
KILL

6. Financial Reward vs. Risk
✓
sizeable, excellent opportunity
✓
payback period OK
✓
not too risky & difficult to do

TU / e

4

Poor, limited
opportunity
relative to casts;
payback period
>3 years;
difficult to make
money here;
risky & tough to
do: KILL

technische universiteit eindhoven

Some
opportunities to
leverage our
competencies; our
skills/
experience/
resources are
modest

Considerable
leverage possible;
skills/experience
needed for projects
are within
Company

Fairly large gap;
quite a few hurdles
but do-able;
technology fairly
new to Company

Small gap; some
hurdles; but
attainable with
some effort

Excellent
leverage of our
strengths & core
competencies;
excellent fit
between project
needs and our
skills/
experience/
resources
Straightforward;
largely
engineering
repackage; we
have technology
in house; we can
see the technica!
solution

Fairly good
opportunity;
payback period =
2 years; probably
can make money;
modest risk &
difficulty

Excellent
opportuni ty
relative to costs;
payback < 1
year; we can
make money
here: not too
risky & difficult
todo

Modest
opportunity;
payback period=3
years; fairly
difficult to make
money; fairly risky
& tough to do
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Scorecard 3
The six numbered factors below are scored on 0-10 scales. Be sure to consider the sub-items in scoring each factor. Add these to
create th e P ro1ect Attract1veness Score out of 60) Must exceed 30/60
Rating Scale
Rating

1.1.1.1.1.1.3 Key Items

0

1. Strategie Fit & Importance
✓
strategie fit and lmportance
✓
fits our strategy
✓
important to do
✓
high impact on our business

Product not in
alignment with or
important to our
business strategy;
low impact:

2. Product &Competitive Advantage
✓
unique customer benefits
✓
value for money
✓
customcr feedback in Stage 2
✓
or competitive reason to do

KILL
None; negative
or neutra!
customer
feedback ; or no
competitive
reason to do:

KILL

3. Market Attractiveness
✓
market size & growth
✓
margins
✓
competitive situation (how tough ? )
✓
backed by facts from Stage 2

Small or nonex istent market;
low growth &
low margins;
tough
competition:
KILL

7

JO

Somewhat
supports business
strategy; not toa
important ; modest
impact

Supports business
strategy;
important ; good
impact

Product aligns
well with our
business strategy;
product very
important to
strategy; high
impact

Limited;
marginally
superior; fa irly
neutra! feedback;
OK value; low
competitive reason

Same new
benefits;
somewhat
superior, good
value; positive
feedback; OK
reasons to do

Maj or new
benefits; very
positive customer
feedback; great
value;
competitive
reasons to do

Significant
market; good
growth ; good
margins; modest
competition

Large, growing,
attractive market;
good margins;
weaker
competition;
supported by
facts

Considerable
leverage possible;
skills/experience
needed for projects
are within
Company

Excellent
leverage of our
strengths & care
competencies;
excellent fit
between project
needs and our
skills/
experience/
resources

Good; small gap;
some hurdles , but
attainable; have
some evidence of
technica!
feasibility

Straightforward;
largely
engineering
repackage; we
have technology
in house; have
demonstrated
technica!
feasibility

4

Modest market;
limited growth;
fa ir margins;
competitive

No opportunities
to leverage
competencies;
required
4. Synergies (leverages our core competencies
ski lls/experience/
& strengths in .. .
resources
✓
technology
strengths are
✓
manufacturing
weak in
✓
marketing & distribution/sales
Company: KILL

Same
opportunities to
leverage our
competencies; our
skills/
experience/
resources are
modest

Low; big gap;
new science;
technology new
to Company;
have not been
able to
demonstrate
technica!
feasibility: KILL

Modest; fairly
large gap; quite a
few h urdles but
do-able;
technology fairly
new to Company;
limited evidence to
support techni ca!
feasibi lity

Poor, limited
opportun ity;
NPV negative,
IRR < 20%
di ffic ult to make
money here;
ri sky & tough to

Modest
Fairly good
opportunity; NPV opportunity; NPV
Excellent
positive bul
positive & good;
Opportunity;
IRR=25%; fairly
IRR=35%;
NPV posi tive &
di ffïcu lt to make probably can make high; lll R> 50%;
money; fairly risky
money; modest
not toa riskv &

5. Technica! Feasibility
✓
small technical gap
✓
project is not too complex technically
✓
uses our in-house technology
✓
demonstrated technica! feasibility

6. Financial Reward vs. Risk
✓
sizeable, excellent opportunity
✓
NPV &IRROK
✓
not too risky & difficult to do

TU / e
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Scorecard 4
The six numbered fac tors below are scored on 0-10 scales. Be sure to consider the sub- items in scoring each factor. Add these to
create the ProJ ect Attract1 veness Score out of 60) Must exceed 40/60
Rating Scale
Rating

1.1.1.1.1.1.4 Key Items

1. Strategie Fit & Irnportance
✓
strategie Fit and lmportance
✓
fits our strategy
✓
important to do
✓
high impact on our business

2. Product &Competitive Advantage
✓
unique customer benefits
✓
value for money
✓
evidence from in-house & limited
customer tests validates this?

3. Market Attractiveness
✓
market size & growth
✓
margins
✓
competitive situation (how tough?)
✓
backed by facts from Stages 2 & 3

0

None; negative
test results;
negative or
neutra! customer
feedback : KILL
Small or nonexistent market;
low growth &
low margins;
tough
competition:
KILL

6. Financial Reward vs. Risk
✓
sizeable, excellent opportunity
, .,_ ,.., n ,....,,-r,,, ......,,..r
/

TU/ e

Product aligns
well with our
Somewhat
business strategy;
supports business
product very
strategy;
important to
strategy; high
important; modest
impact
impact
Some new
benefits;
somewhat
superior; positive
test results;
posi tive customer
feedback ; good
value

Major new
benefits; very
positive test
results &
customer
feedback; great
value for
customer

Significant
market; good
growth ; good
margins; modest
competition

Large, growing,
attractive market;
good margins;
weaker
competition;
supported by
facts

Considerable
leverage possible;
skills/experience
needed for proj ects
are within
Company

Excellent
leverage of our
strengths & core
competencies;
excellent fit
between project
needs and our
skills/
experience/
resources

Good; technica!
feasib ility OK;
product meets
requirements;
manufacturing
feas ibility fa irly
high

Yes, technica!
feas ibility
proven; product
meets
requirements;
manufacturi ng
feasi bility
assured

Fairly good
opportunity; NPY
positive & good;
IRR=35%;

Good
opportunity;
NPV positive &

Limited;
marginally
superior; fa irly
neutra! test resu lts;
fairly neutra!
customer feedback

Modest market;
limited growth;
fair margins;
competitive

Some
opportunities to
leverage our
competencies; our
skills/
Experience/
Resources are
modest

No, developed
Marginal;
product does not
meet
developed product
requirements; not
meets
technically
requirements (i .e.,
feas ible,
is technically
manufac turing
feas ible) but
manufacturi ng
feasib ility
doubtfu l: KlLL feasibi lity doubtful

Poor, limited
opportunity;
NPV negative,
lRR < 20%
difficult to make

technische universiteit eindhoven

10

7

Product not in
alignment with or
Somewhat
important to our supports business
business strategy; strategy; not too
low impact:
important; modest
KILL
impact

No opportunities
to leverage
competencies;
required
4. Synergies (leverages our core competencies
skills/experience/
& strengths in ...
resources
✓
technology
strengths are
✓
manufacturing
weak in
✓
marketing & distribution/sales
Company: KILL

S. Technica! Feasibility
✓
developed product meets requirements
✓
manufacturing feasibility is assured

4

Modest
opportunity; NPV
positive but
IRR=25%; fairly
,.r,.. ,.
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Scorecard 5
The six numbered factors below are scored on 0-10 scales. Be sure to consider the sub-items in scoring each factor. Add these
to create the Project Attractiveness Score (out of 60). Must exceed 40/60.
Rating Scale
Rating

1.1.1.1.1.1.5 Key Items

1. Strategie Fit & Importance
✓
Strategie Fit and Importance
✓
Fits our strategy
✓
Important to do
✓
high impact on our business

2. Product &Competitive Advantage
✓
unique customer benefits
✓
value for money
✓
evidence from in-house & limited
customer tests validates this?

3. Market Attractiveness
✓
market size & growth
✓
margins
✓
competitive situation (how tough ?)
✓
backed by facts from Stages 2 & 3

0

Product not in
alignment with or
Somewhat
important to our supports business
business strategy;
strategy; not too
low impact:
important; modest
KlLL
impact

None; negati ve
test results;
negative or
neutra! customer
feedback: KlLL

low margins;
tough
competition:
KILL

6. Financial Reward vs. Risk
✓
sizeable, excellent opportunity
✓
NPV &IRROK
✓
not too risky & difficult to do

TU / e

7

JO

Supports business
strategy;
important ; good
impact

Product aligns
well with our
business strategy;
product very
important to
strategy; high
impact

Some new
Limited;
benefits;
marginally
somewhat
superior; fairly
superior; positive
neutra! test results ; test results; good
fairly neutra!
value; positive
customer feedback customer feedback

Small or nonexistent market;
low growth &

No opportunities
to leverage
competencies;
required
4. Synergies: leverages our core competencies
skills/experience/
& strengths in ...
resources
✓
technology
strengths are
✓
manufacturing
weak in
✓
marketing & distribution/sales
Company: KILL

5. Teclmical Feasibility
✓
developed product meets requirements
✓
manufacturing feasibility is assured

4

Modest market;
limited growth;
fair margins;
competitive

Significant
market; good
growth ; good
margins; modest
competition

Some
opportunities to
Considerable
leverage our
competencies; our leverage possible;
skills/experience
skills/
needed for projects
Experience/
are within
Resources are
Company
modest

Large, growing,
attractive market;
good margins ;
weaker
competition;
supported by
facts
Excellent
leverage of our
strengths & core
competencies;
excellent fit
between project
needs and our
skills/
experience/
resources

No, product does
not meet
requirements;
manufacturing
not feasib le:
KILL

Not quite; product
does not quite
meet
requirements;
manufacturing not
demonstrated

Poor, limited
opportunity;
NPY negative,
IRR<20%
difficu lt to make
money here;
risky & tough to
do: KILL

Modest
Fairly good
opportuni ty; NPV opportuni ty; NPV
Good
positive but
positive & good;
opportunity;
IRR=25 %; fairly
NPV positive &
IRR=35%;
difficu lt to make probably can make high ; IRR> 50%;
money; fa irly risky
money; modest
not too risky &
& tough to do
risk & difficulty
difficult to do

technische universiteit eindhoven

Good ; product
meets
requirements;
manufacturing
feasibility fairly
well demonstrated

Major new
benefits; very
positive test
results &
customer
feedback; great
value for
customer

Yes; product
meets
requirements;
manufacturing
feasib ility
demonstrated
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